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Preface to ”Computer Science and Engineering

Education for Pre-collegiate Students and Teachers”

There was a call put out in Fall 2018 requesting articles regarding the current hot topics in 
computer science and engineering education for pre-collegiate students and teachers. The following 
is a summary of that call.

There are widespread areas to explore in both engineering education and computer science 
education. While computer science has roots in mathematics and is often seen as a branch of 
engineering, based on Johri and Olds’ Cambridge Handbook of Engineering Education 
Research (2014) and Kadijevich, Angeli, and Schulte’s Improving Computer Science Education 
(2013), the exploration of computer science and engineering education offers a rich field of study. This 
Special Issue “Computer Science and Engineering Education for Pre-Collegiate Students and 
Teachers” is a mechanism to advance and capture the current conversation about computer science 
and engineering education in pre-collegiate schools—worldwide—by using current research studies 
in the area. Quantitative, qualitative, mixed methods, and action research methodologies are 
welcome for this Special Issue. A clear problem and research questions, appropriate theoretical 
framework, literature review, methodology and methods, analysis, conclusions, and limitations are 
expected for all submitted articles. Additionally, there are many resources that this Special Issue 
could highlight and bring to the forefront of computer science education. Authors of potential articles 
should consider including a successful lesson or professional development activity as exemplars of 
“ideas to try”. A Special Issue in computer science and engineering education also warrants 
connection to other disciplines (science, technology, engineering, mathematics, among others) in 
order to highlight how current teachers (and students) can enhance what they are already 
considering or implementing in pre-collegiate classrooms (that might even seem distant from these 
research areas). Engineering, technology, and computer science standards from states, countries, and 
organizations are also welcome and encouraged as a piece of the research studies.

Questions to consider when writing about pre-collegiate computer science and engineering 
research studies: (1) What courses are offered at the pre-collegiate level in computer science and/or 
engineering in the geographic area of the study? (2) Are the courses offered in isolation or combined 
with another subject? (3) Who (teacher and/or student) has access to the computer science and 
engineering courses? (4) What approaches are used in the computer science and engineering courses?

(5) What professional development learning opportunities are available for teachers delivering 
computer science and engineering course content? (6) What standards do teachers and students use 
in computer science and engineering courses? (7) What is needed to move pre-collegiate computer 
science and engineering education forward as a field? (8) What collaborative partnerships have 
enabled the successful adoption of computer science and engineering education in pre-collegiate 
environments? and (9) other questions related to context, successes, and challenges in pre-collegiate 
computer science and engineering education. Finally, consider this: How close are we as a global 
community to the vision set forth for 2020 in Greening’s Computer Science Education in the 21st 
Century (2000)? Keywords for articles could include: engineering education; computer science; 
pre-collegiate teachers; pre-collegiate students; K–12; NGSS.

ix



All papers were peer-reviewed, and the accepted six papers were published in the journal

together on the Special Issue website (and found in this book). Research articles, review articles,

as well as short communications were invited.

Andrea C. Burrows

Special Issue Editor
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Abstract: There has been considerable investment in pre-college educational interventions for all
areas of STEM (including computer science). The goal of many of these initiatives is to engage and
interest students early in their educational career. In this study, a systematic literature review was
undertaken to determine the demographic and program data collected and reported for the field of
computing education and for other STEM disciplines for activities that were not designed as part
of the formal in-class curriculum (e.g., outreach activities). A comparison-contrast analysis of the
resulting 342 articles found similarities and key differences in the reporting of this data as well as
overarching characteristics of missing or incomplete reporting across disciplines. Authors from both
fields reported equally well in the four categories studied: information about evaluation, participant
gender, participant race and/or ethnicity, and activity demographics. However, the computing
education articles were more likely to have clearly stated research questions and comparative analysis
based on demographic characteristics. They were less likely to include the number of participants
in the study, participant age/grade level, socioeconomic status, disability information, location of
intervention, and instructor demographics. Through this analysis, it was determined that reporting
can be improved across all disciplines to improve the quantity of data needed to replicate studies and
to provide complete data sets that provide for the comparison of collected data.

Keywords: pre-college computing activities; pre-college engineering activities; pre-college STEM
activities; K–12; literature review; computing outreach; engineering outreach; STEM outreach

1. Introduction

When President Obama publicly announced the Computer Science for All initiative in January
2016 [1], it consolidated a growing movement within the computing education community in the
United States (U.S.) to bring computing into schools prior to university [2]. Since that time, there has
been a growth in the number of states in the U.S. adopting standards for computing education in
primary and secondary (K–12) schools, with all but six states having adopted some sort of computing
policy or standards as of the 2018 State of Computer Science Education report compiled by Code.org [3].
Organizations such as the Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA) and ISTE have released
standards for learning not just about technology, but about computing and computational thinking at
the K–12 level [4,5]. This effort is not localized to the U.S., and there are examples of organizations and
standards in other parts of the world that mirror these efforts [6–8].

However, prior to and even when standards are approved and adopted, there is a wide variety
of ways in which the content is being delivered, including activities both within and outside the
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classroom [9–12]. It remains unclear from the computing education literature what the most effective
practices are for engaging students with this material as well as the long-term effectiveness of these
activities, particularly with regard to claims of fostering student interest in the discipline [13,14].
With increasing effort, time, money, and resources being invested in pre-college computing education,
being able to determine empirically the best interventions for a specific target demographic or
environment can be valuable to the community.

Further, credible research and findings rely on two important indicators—replication and
generalizability. Replication is needed in order to determine whether the results of a study are robust
or whether they were merely an anomaly [15]. Due to the newness of computing education, replication
studies in educational research are still lacking and the data that are reported are incomplete [14,16,17].
However, other STEM education fields (e.g., chemistry, medicine, and psychology) have similar
issues with lack of replication [18–20]. This limits how confident researchers can be about the results
of educational research studies, with the U.S. National Science Foundation recognizing this and
publishing Companion Guidelines for Replication and Reproducibility in Education Research in
November 2018 [21]. In it, there is a call for more transparency in research, open data access policies,
and full documentation of the features of the study, including population, context, and fidelity of
implementation. Interventions and populations need to be reported in a consistent manner to allow
for better comparison amongst the findings and allow for better replication of the studies, providing
researchers with the critical empirical evidence needed to identify best practices among various
demographic groups of learners.

Unlike computing, most of the other STEM fields, including their many subdisciplines, have a
long-standing and strong presence in the formal pre-college curriculum. While computing is just
starting to become part of state standards of education, other disciplines have been part of the standards
for decades. Based on previous research showing a deficiency of reporting on many important variables
in computing education and the need to report elements of a study design adequately for replication,
the researchers considered whether more established STEM fields reported data from pre-college
educational activities more holistically in educational research and whether insight could be gained
from the reporting of data in these fields [13,14,16]. Therefore, the following research questions guide
this part of the work:

• [R1] What type of longitudinal and sequential data collection techniques have been used in the
formal, peer-reviewed research that has been conducted on pre-college computing activities for
the years 2014–2016?

• [R2] What type of longitudinal and sequential data collection techniques have been used
in the formal, peer-reviewed research that has been conducted on STEM activities for the
years 2014–2016?

• [R3] What are the similarities and differences between the reporting of pre-college computing
activities and other STEM disciplines?

This work is important for K–12 education researchers in computing, K–12 education researchers
in STEM fields, K–12 education evaluators, and other stakeholders invested in improving computing
education as the K–12 community starts teaching computing to a wide variety of students. It is also
important in identifying best practices and is, therefore, impactful on the work being performed by
curriculum designers to bring computing into K–12 classrooms. Other stakeholders are institutions
such as the U.S. National Science Foundation, Department of Education, and other policymakers
who are recognizing the need for more replication of education research to increase the confidence of
research findings that inform best practices.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the framework and
steps undertaken to conduct the systematic literature reviews. Section 3 describes the study results,
including demographic information as well as data reported on the activities. Section 4 is a discussion
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of these results put into the context of previous research. Section 5 provides a high-level overview and
its potential impact on future work.

2. Materials and Methods

To answer the research questions, the researchers undertook a systematic literature review
following the framework developed by Khan, Kunz, Kleijnen, and Antes [22]. The framework has
five foundational steps: frame the question, identify relevant work, assess the quality of the studies,
summarize the evidence, and interpret the findings.

Although there was not a protocol pre-registered for this study, Figure 1 shows the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) 2009 flow diagram of the
process. It is referenced throughout the discussion of the methods when describing how the initial set
of 5917 articles was reduced to 342 articles for inclusion in this study via the five steps of the systematic
literature review.

 

Figure 1. PRISMA flow diagram of this literature review.
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2.1. Framing the Question

While the research questions guide this work overall, it is important to further define some of
the aspects of this work and the guiding principles for determining what type of educational activity
qualifies for this analysis. For this analysis, only activities that are created and administered outside
of the formal in-class curriculum are considered. For purposes of this work, the formal in-class
curriculum refers to curricula that fulfill state/national education requirements and/or content that
is offered as part of a school’s required or elective course or module. Some examples of the types
of activities that are not part of the formal in-class curriculum include outreach activities, summer
camps, and after school programs. Also, since the research questions are looking for data collection
techniques and reporting, the articles must provide the data collected and the analysis or evaluation of
the educational activity.

To summarize, the following criteria was used for inclusion:

• Computing or STEM activity
• Designed for K–12 participants (students or teachers)
• Designed to teach computing, computational thinking, STEM concepts
• Outside of standardized curriculum or courses
• Provides information about participants, data collected, assessment and/or evaluation

2.2. Identifying Relevant Work

This section, explains how the sources were identified for both computing and STEM research
venues for this study as well as how the articles were subsequently identified within these venues.

2.2.1. Venue Identification Procedures

Since there were two sets of data collected, one on computing activities and one on STEM activities,
this methodology for identifying relevant educational research is presented in separate sections.

Computing Education

In the academic discipline of computing (or computer science), publishing in journals is not as
common as publishing in conference proceedings. The Association for Computing Machinery (ACM)
and Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) are the premier international associations
for publishing computing education research. Both sponsor conference and journal publications that
are considered the most reliable sources for formal, blind, peer-reviewed computing education research.
Also included in the set of sources are any additional venues (conferences or journals) from outside of
those two organizations that are recognized within the computing education community as presenting
relevant and high-quality work. Table 1 shows the final list of venues for inclusion in this literature review.

Table 1. Table of venues for computing education literature.

Sponsor Title Type

ACM International Computing Education Research (ICER) Conference

ACM Innovation and Technology in Computer Science Education (ITiCSE) Conference

ACM Technical Symposium on Computer Science Education (SIGCSE) Conference

ACM Transactions on Computing Education (TOCE) Journal

Taylor and Francis Computer Science Education (CSE) Journal

IEEE IEEE Global Engineering Education Conference (EDUCON) Conference

IEEE Frontiers in Education (FIE) Conference

IEEE Transactions on Education (TOE) Journal

Sage Journal of Educational Computing Research (JECR) Journal

Koli Calling International Conference on Computing Education Research (Koli) Conference

4
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Closely Related STEM Disciplines

In order to identify relevant work in closely related STEM areas, a working definition of STEM
is needed. In Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics (STEM) Education: A Primer STEM is
defined as “Some federal agencies, such as the NSF, use a broader definition of STEM that includes
psychology and the social sciences (e.g., political science, economics) as well as the so-called core
sciences and engineering (e.g., physics, chemistry, mathematics). Others, including the Department
of Homeland Security (DHS), U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE), use a narrower
definition that generally excludes social sciences and focuses on mathematics, chemistry, physics,
computer and information sciences, and engineering. Some analysts argue that field-specific definitions
such as these are too static and that definitions of STEM should focus on “an assemblage of practices
and processes that transcend disciplinary lines and from which knowledge and learning of a particular
kind emerges.” [23] (p. 2)

Further analysis led to an article by Freeman et al. [24] which indicates that in their literature
review “We used four approaches (35) to find articles for consideration: hand-searching every issue
in 55 STEM education journals from June 1, 1998 to January 1, 2010 . . . searching seven online
databases using an array of terms, mining reviews and bibliographies (SI Materials and Methods),
and “snowballing” from references in articles admitted to the study (SI Materials and Methods).”
(p. 8414). The researchers chose to adopt the 55 journals listed in Table S3 of [24], which mirrored
the process undertaken to define computing venues. Of these 55 journals, journals that focused
on undergraduate education as noted by its title, aim, and/or scope were removed (Journal of
Undergraduate Neuroscience Education, Research in Collegiate Mathematics Education, Chemistry Education:
Research and Practice (UnivChemEdu), Journal of College Science Teaching, Active Learning in Higher
Education, Advances in Engineering Education, Chemical Engineering Education, International Journal of
Electrical Engineering Education, International Journal of Mechanical Engineering Education, American
Journal of Physics).

Then, journals that focused on computing education and/or were already evaluated were removed:
ACM SIGCSE Bulletin, Computer Science Education, and Journal of Educational Computing Research.

Next, the description of each journal along with the titles and abstracts of the articles in the most
current issue were evaluated. If these appeared to be focused on post-secondary education, they were
then removed from the list (Advances in Physiology Education, Bioscience, Journal of Food Science Education,
Journal of Microbiology and Biology Education, International Journal of Engineering Education).

Additional journals were removed due to the lack of a focus on education (BioScience (only
one education related article in Jan–April 2017)), no articles during the 2014–2016 time period
(Chemical Education International, Engineering Science and Education Journal, Mathematics Education
Review, Astronomy Education Review), or for being solely curriculum and activity focused (with no
assessment/evaluations or data about the activity provided) (Physics Education).

After these journals were removed, 31 journals remained. The size of this set was three times
the size of the set of computing venues. To create a set of venues of similar size to the number of
computing venues, sampling was needed. Looking at the number of venues for each subdiscipline for
those that were over-represented, a systematic sampling technique, where every nth sample from a list
is included was used [25].

The first aim of the sampling was to create an almost equivalent number of venues focused on
each of the subdisciplines of STEM to not have one subdiscipline dominate the results. Chemistry,
Geology, and Psychology each had one venue. Engineering had two venues that encompassed all
of the subdisciplines of engineering, which the researchers considered to be an appropriate number
in relation to the others. Biology had three venues, which were also deemed an acceptable number.
Physics had four venues, which would cause it to be the largest sample in the sciences. To bring this
number in alignment with Biology, one venue needed to be removed. A random number generator
was used to determine which of the venues (1–4) should be eliminated. The number three was chosen
and the third venue was eliminated.

5
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For Mathematics, there were ten venues. A systematic sampling of every other would yield five
venues which may have over-skewed the sample to mathematics education. A systematic sampling of
every third would yield four venues. While this is higher than the other subdisciplines, mathematics
is taught more broadly than the specific sciences in the pre-college curriculum and this was deemed
acceptable by the researchers for the sample. There were also ten General STEM venues and a
systematic sampling of every other venue would yield five venues. Since these were general STEM
venues encompassing any part of STEM, five seemed reasonable. This systematic sampling yielded
19 venues, which was still almost double the amount of computing venues, but seemed to accurately
represent the subdisciplines of STEM. The included and excluded venues are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Table of venues for STEM literature.

Discipline Journal Name 1

Biology Biochemistry and Molecular Biology Education (Biochem Ed)
CBE—Life Sciences Education
Journal of Natural Resources and Life Sciences Education

Chemistry Journal of Chemical Education
Engineering European Journal of Engineering Education

Journal of Engineering Education
General STEM Electronic Journal of Science Education

International Journal of Science and Mathematics Education
International Journal of Science Education
Journal of Research in Science Teaching
Journal of Science Education and Technology
Journal of STEM Education
Research in Science Education
Research in Science and Technological Education
Science Education
Science Educator

Geology Journal of Geoscience Education
Math, Statistics, CS Educational Studies in Mathematics

Electronic Journal of Mathematics and Technology
Eurasia Journal of Mathematics, Science, and Technology Education
International Electronic Journal of Mathematics Education
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education
Journal of Statistics Education
Mathematics Education Research Journal
Primus
Research in Mathematics Education
Statistics Education Research Journal

Physics and Astronomy Physical Review—Physics Education Research
Physics & Astronomy
Physics Education
The Physics Teacher

Psychology Teaching of Psychology
1 Shaded rows indicate journals not included in this analysis.

Additionally, some of the venues that were identified for computing education also had articles
relating to general STEM education and in the review process, articles from those venues were also
included in the STEM set of articles as they were found. Additional STEM articles were found in IEEE
EDUCON, IEEE FIE, IEEE TOE, and JECR.

2.2.2. Article Identification Procedures

The next step in the process was to determine which articles in each publication should be included
in the literature review. To do this, a manual reading of each abstract was conducted to determine
whether the content of the studies reflected in each article contained the following characteristics:

• Designed for K–12 participants or teachers
• STEM/Computing educational activity or process
• Outside of standardized curriculum or courses

6
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• Provided information about participants, data collected, assessment and/or evaluation
• Categorized as computing if designed to teach exclusively computer science or computational thinking
• Categorized as STEM if designed to teach one or more categories in STEM other than computing

Because the process of reading each abstract does not rely on search terms or automation,
the search has been limited to a range of three full calendar years, 2014–2016, which encompass
the reporting of activities just prior to the announcement of major U.S. government funding for
pre-college computing education. For the venues in that time, there were 2566 computing articles and
3351 STEM articles published, resulting in 5917 articles (as shown in the PRISMA chart in Figure 1).
A spreadsheet was created so that each row of the spreadsheet represented an article published in each
of the venues for the years 2014–2016 inclusive. For each article, relevant bibliographic information
was captured (e.g., title, author, venue, page numbers) including a hyperlink to the article for viewing.
Most importantly, the article abstract was captured for each article as a key part of the first phase of
this analysis.

The inclusion of an article for the final thorough review was a two-phase process. The first phase
involved two independent coders reading each abstract and coding the article as relevant or not to
the review. Relevance was determined by each coder by rating the information in the abstract against
the criterion above. After the two coders independently coded the article abstracts, their results were
compared and discrepancies were resolved through discussion. Inter-rater reliability on the coding
of the abstracts for computing articles was 96.5% and for STEM articles was 96.4%. At this point,
all identified articles (419) were moved onto the next stage of the process. The reading of the abstracts
(or screening as indicated in Figure 1) eliminated 5,498 articles.

2.3. Data Collection Process

The next stage involved a careful read of the 419 included articles to extract data for the previously
identified program elements. The process that determined the program elements is described more
fully in [16]; to summarize, a random subset of 10 articles were read and notes were created about the
types of information the articles reported about the research studies. After the initial set of articles were
read, a set of 13 article/study characteristics and 24 program elements were created that represented
the type of information that was being reported by the studies. Table 3 gives the list of article/study
characteristics while Table 4 gives a listing of the program elements.

Table 3. Research/study characteristics coded during the literature review.

Characteristics Codes

Type of article Research article, experience report, literature review
Focus area Activity, curriculum, evaluation instrument, professional development
Basic study design Cross-sectional, longitudinal, meta-study, retrospective, not applicable
Research approach Mixed methods, qualitative, quantitative, unspecified
Research questions/hypotheses Actual questions/hypotheses recorded
Experience Report summary Actual text of summary recorded
Time period for study Actual amount of time recorded
Analysis based on gender Yes/no
Analysis based on race/ethnicity Yes/no
Analysis based on socioeconomic status Yes/no
What was measured Freeform text about what was evaluated

Measurement frequency Longitudinal, mid-intervention, post-intervention, pre-intervention,
retrospective (can code to more than one)

Measurement type Freeform text
Instrument name Freeform text

7
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Table 4. Program elements coded during the literature review (all freeform text).

Student Demographics Instructor Demographics Activity Components

Number of participants
Age
Grade level
Gender
Race/ethnicity
Socioeconomic status
Disability data
Prior education and experience
Location

Who was the instructor (e.g., researcher,
classroom teacher)
Number of instructors
Gender
Race/ethnicity
Prior experience of instructors

Type of activity (e.g., camp, field trip, workshop)
Learning objectives
Required or elective
Curriculum used
Teaching method (lecture, lab, PBL)
Tool/language used
When activity was offered (camp, class)
Duration of activity, including contact hours
Average number of students per session (if
multiple sessions)

As the researchers progressed through the reading of each of the candidate articles, 29 computing
articles and 48 STEM articles were removed from further analysis because upon reading the articles,
they did not provide any formal evaluation or data about the intervention described. The articles may
have fulfilled many or all of the other criteria (pre-college and outside formal curriculum), but did not
present evidence of assessment or efficacy. These articles simply described the educational process
or intervention.

After these articles were removed, 199 computing articles and 143 STEM articles were analyzed
and the program elements were recorded. Both reserachers participated in the coding process. For the
computing articles, a two-level review system was adopted. An initial coder categorized the elements
from the articles listed in Tables 3 and 4, and a second coder verified those categorizations. Roles were
reversed frequently and discrepancies were discussed throughout the process. It is important to note
that every attempt was made to capture the information as the authors published it and to not infer or
interpret the information given in the articles. For this review, investigators or article authors were not
contacted to provide missing information. The data for the STEM articles were coded by one of the
researchers based on experience of coding the data in the computing articles. The coded data for the
computing articles are housed on https://csedresearch.org [26]. The coded data for STEM articles are
available from the authors upon request.

2.4. Synthesis of Results, Study Bias, Limitations

For this review, only descriptive statistics were calculated and reported. Counts and percentages
of the data recorded are reported, but no further analysis of the data was conducted. Issues of bias of
individual studies were not considered by this review. No codes were assigned to articles about the
discussion of limitations or bias of the intervention and/or evaluation. However, it is recognized that
this may be an interesting factor to look at in the future.

In terms of the aggregate bias for the entire study, there is a selection bias present in terms of the
venues that have been chosen. For the computing venues, the set of venues was determined based on
researcher experience as active members in this research community, previously published literature
reviews in computing education on this topic, and information gathered from a focus group [13,14,27].
There may be other venues publishing computing education research that would be relevant to
this search.

For the STEM venues, it is outside the researchers’ domain of expertise and, thus, the search
began using another literature review published in a highly respected venue (Proceedings of the
National Academy of Science) to guide the identification of appropriate venues [24]. From there,
the venues were narrowed down to those focused in the pre-college domain and then a systematic
sampling was conducted to create a more even distribution of the STEM disciplines. This process
may have introduced bias into the sample. However, no additional venues were included in the
set as the reserachers did not feel they had the expertise to judge the quality of the venue in the
STEM domain. There may be other venues that publish STEM education-related articles that could
be considered in this literature review. One example that was brought up during the review process
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was the American Society of Engineering Education (ASEE) which has an associated conference
about topics in engineering education. There may be other additional venues not considered on the
STEM side.

In terms of other larger systemic bias of the sample studied and the overall analysis, care was
taken to report the data collected based on what the authors of the articles reported. Success of
interventions was not considered, but rather whether or not the authors reported certain information
about their study and participants. Thus, it is believed that the risk of bias in the recording of the
data was low. There was no coding for impact on the academic achievement of the participants of
the studies.

3. Results

This section will present the results of the analyses of the comparison of the data extracted
from the articles considered. This corresponds to step 4, Summarize the Results, of the Khan, et al.,
framework [22] that is being followed for this systematic literature review.

3.1. Report Type

Table 5 shows the report type for each article analyzed. Articles were coded as research, experience
report, or literature review. An experience report is a common format in computing education
conferences and contains information about an educational intervention and reports about its success
or failure, but does not report the results of an actual research study. For computing articles, there is
almost an even split between the number of articles that qualify as experience reports versus those
that qualify as pure research. However, STEM articles are dominated by research reports. This is most
likely due to the nature of the venues for the two categories of articles. For computing education
conferences, experience reports are considered valuable and important, and are encouraged, accepted
and presented at a similar rate as research articles. Journals in computing education tend to be focused
on research articles. Because there was a mix of conference and journal venues, there is almost an even
split of those types. For the STEM disciplines, however, the percentage is heavily skewed with journal
venues which again accept and publish mostly research articles.

Table 5. Computing vs. STEM articles by report type.

Report Type Computing 1 (n = 199) STEM 1 (n = 143)

Research 98 (49%) 126 (88%)
Experience Report 97 (49%) 16 (11%)
Literature Review 4 (2%) 1 (1%)

1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

3.2. Study Characteristics

In this section, the characteristics of the studies described within the articles are reported upon.
Information about the basic study design, research approach, research questions, duration of the study,
types of comparative analyses, and evaluation are presented in the subsections.

3.2.1. What Is Being Studied

The type of educational intervention being studied is broken up into four main categories: activity,
curriculum, evaluation instruments, and professional development. Professional development is
any intervention designed specifically for teachers, either in-service or pre-service, generally for the
purposes of training. Articles that report on the design and validation of evaluation instruments
related to pre-college interventions are given the code evaluation instruments. The code curriculum
is for those articles that discuss either the impact of the implementation of national curriculum or
state curriculum standards; or localized curriculum efforts that span more than one activity, lesson,
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or unit. All other articles are coded as activity. Table 6 gives a breakdown of each type of activity for
computing and STEM articles. Literature reviews were not included in this analysis. The data show
that for computing, the main focus of 85% of the articles is the activities and curriculum, almost evenly
split. This is not the case for STEM that is 83% focused on activities.

Table 6. Computing vs. STEM articles by type of intervention.

Focus Area Computing 1 (n = 195) STEM 1 (n = 142)

Activity 87 (45%) 119 (83%)
Curriculum 78 (40%) 14 (10%)

Evaluation Instrument 6 (3%) 1 (1%)
Professional Development 24 (12%) 8 (6%)

1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

3.2.2. Basic Study Design

Table 7 shows the categorized basic study design for each article. The studies described in each
article were coded as cross-sectional, longitudinal, meta-study, retrospective, or not applicable. While it is
not always the case that experience reports have a systematic study included in the article, many of them
fall in line with the same study design characteristics as research articles. Some experience reports talk
about a single intervention (cross-sectional), while others discuss an intervention over time and how it has
evolved (longitudinal). Literature reviews were not included in this analysis. For some articles, it is not
clear which of the two categories are being discussed and not applicable has been coded. When comparing
computing to STEM, there is a similar pattern of distribution of the basic study design with cross-sectional
making up a large majority of the studies. While the number of longitudinal studies found is similar
between the groups, STEM has a slight lead when considered as a percentage of the whole.

Table 7. Computing vs. STEM articles by basic study design.

Study Design Computing 1 (n = 195) STEM 1 (n = 142)

Cross-sectional 152 (78%) 123 (87%)
Longitudinal 18 (9%) 19 (13%)
Meta-study 3 (2%) 0 (0%)

Retrospective 12 (6%) 0 (0%)
Not applicable 10 (5%) 0 (0%)

1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

3.2.3. Time Period for Longitudinal Studies

For each article that was coded as research and coded as longitudinal for its basic study design,
the duration of the study as stated in the article was recorded. For the computing articles, the duration
of the longitudinal study was reported in the range of one semester up to 10 years. The average
duration of the longitudinal computing studies was computed to be two years. For STEM studies,
the study duration was in the range of one year to 10 years and the average study duration was
3.36 years. The ranges for these two groups are arguably not different, but the average length of study
is slightly higher for STEM studies.

3.2.4. Research Approach

For each article that was coded as research, the research approach was coded when described in
the article. The codes used were quantitative, qualitative, mixed methods, or unspecified. The results
of the coding are presented in Table 8 and show that the computing articles are actually a majority of
non-quantitative approaches with 29% using qualitative research techniques and 41% using a mixed
methods approach. Only 27% of the computing articles describe studies that used strictly quantitative
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methods. For the STEM articles, it is the opposite with 50% using quantitative techniques and only
20% using a qualitative approach, with 29% using a mixed methods approach.

Table 8. Computing vs. STEM articles by research approach.

Research Approach Computing 1 (n = 102) STEM 1 (n = 126)

Quantitative 28 (27%) 63 (50%)
Qualitative 30 (29%) 25 (20%)

Mixed Methods 42 (41%) 36 (29%)
Unspecified 2 (2%) 2 (1%)

1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

3.2.5. Research Questions

For each article that was coded as research, whether or not the article presented its research
questions or research hypotheses was recorded. This was a binary coding and the results of the coding
are presented in Table 9 and show that computing articles present their research questions and/or
hypotheses more often than the STEM articles and are reporting the research questions 80% of the
time, compared to only 63% of the time for STEM articles.

Table 9. Computing vs. STEM articles stating research question(s).

Research Question(s) Stated Computing 1 (n = 102) STEM 1 (n = 126)

Yes 82 (80%) 79 (63%)
No 20 (20%) 47 (37%)

1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

Digging deeper into this data shows that for computing, those articles that did not report a
research question were 20% qualitative studies, 30% quantitative studies, and 50% mixed methods
studies. For STEM, articles that did not state research questions were 19% qualitative, 62% quantitative,
and 19% mixed methods studies. Based on this analysis, there does not seem to be a pattern related to
the type of research design and the reporting of research questions.

3.2.6. Analysis Based on Race, Gender, or Socioeconomic Status

For each article, three independent, binary codings were produced to answer the question of whether
or not the article presented analyses based on differences in race, gender, and/or socioeconomic status.
All articles were included in this analysis since many experience reports present either anecdotal data
or observations about differences between these demographic groups. The results of the coding are
presented in Table 10 and show that the analysis of these demographics of participants is more common
in the computing articles than in the STEM articles. Literature reviews were not included in this analysis.

Table 10. Computing vs. STEM articles including analysis of participants’ race, gender, or socioeconomic status.

Analysis Computing 1 (n = 195) STEM 1 (n = 142)

Race/Ethnicity 35 (17%) 5 (3%)
Gender 59 (28%) 14 (10%)

Socioeconomic Status 19 (9%) 3 (2%)
1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

Digging a little deeper, articles that did multiple analyses were examined (i.e., independent
analysis on more than one of the categories). For STEM articles, only six articles did multiple analyses,
but each of those articles only looked at two of the three demographic characteristics. For computing,
24 articles did analyses on two categories, and 10 articles looked at all three. The data show that
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interventions affecting those of a different gender, race/ethnicity, and/or socioeconomic status are a
bigger part of the discussion in computing than in STEM.

3.2.7. Evaluation

For each research article, information about the evaluation methods and instruments was recorded.
Appropriate evaluation is an area that has been explored by the researchers in the context of this same
set of data and discussed in greater detail than presented here [28,29]. How and what was assessed
across computing and STEM articles was compared.

The freeform text for what was measured was converted into a binary code for whether or not
that information was stated in the article. For “how it was measured”, a yes was recorded if the
article gave any information about measurement frequency, measurement type, or instrument used.
Literature review articles were not in this part of the analysis, but all research and experience reports
were included.

It was found that 182 out of 195 computing articles (93%) did specify in some way what the study
intended to measure. Comparing research versus experience reports, 87 out of 97 experience reports
(90%) specified what they intended to measure, and 96 out of 98 research reports (98%) made the same
specification. It was found that 136 out of the 142 STEM articles (96%) specified what they intended to
measure. Looking into the breakdown of research vs. experience reports shows that for experience
reports, 13 out of 16 articles (81%) reported this information and 122 out of 126 research articles (97%)
reported this information. Overall, the rates of reporting of this information are similar for computing
and STEM.

For specifications for how it was measured, again, 182 out of 195 (93%) computing articles specified
at least one of measurement frequency, measurement type, or instrument used for measurement.
The breakdown for experience reports vs. research reports was the same as for the above paragraph
on “what was measured”. It was found that 136 out of 142 STEM (96%) articles specified at least one of
measurement frequency, measurement type, or instrument used for measurement. The breakdown
for experience reports vs. research reports was that 14 out of 16 experience reports (88%) gave this
information and 121 out of 126 research articles (96%) gave this information. So once again, computing
and STEM articles are reporting this information at similar rates.

3.3. Study Participants

In this section, the results of the coding of information about the participants in the study as
reported by the articles is presented. Information about number of participants, participants’ age,
grade/level in school, gender, race and/or ethnicity, socioeconomic status, location, and disabilities
are presented in the subsections.

3.3.1. Number of Study Participants

For each article, the number of participants as reported by the authors was recorded. Literature
reviews are excluded from this analysis. For research articles, 27 computing articles (28%) and 13 STEM
articles (10%) did not report the number of participants of the study. Therefore, the rate of non-report is
almost three times as often for computing as STEM articles.

For experience reports, 39 computing articles (40%) and seven STEM articles (44%) did not report
the number of participants in the educational interventions described. The rates of non-report are
much higher in experience reports.

Figure 2 presents the data about the actual number of participants as a graph of the number of
participants (in ranges) as a percentage of the overall. The numbers in parentheses are the actual
number of articles to report the data. For this analysis, both research and experience reports were
included. There is a great deal of similarity between the number of participants reported in studies in
STEM articles and computing articles and the number of studies in each category reflects that. It is
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important to note that the ranges represented in the graph are not of equal size and reflect somewhat
natural breaks and jumps in the number of participants.

Figure 2. Computing vs. STEM number of participants reported in studies.

3.3.2. Age and Year/Grade in School

The age as well as grade level of the study participants were recorded as reported by each article.
For this analysis, research and experience reports were included, but those that were categorized as
professional development were excluded.

The grade/year in school was converted to the U.S. system for purposes of reporting. Non-U.S.
grade levels are recorded as listed by the authors; they were then converted to the U.S. system by
looking up their equivalents using internet searches.

Table 11 shows the results of this coding for computing and STEM. The demographic most
frequently reported was grade level, with 43% of computing articles and 62% of STEM articles reporting.
The same percentage (22%) of computing and STEM articles reported both age and grade level.

Table 11. Computing vs. STEM reporting age and grade level of participants.

Reporting Computing 1 (n = 171) STEM 1 (n = 134)

Age only 30 (18%) 11 (8%)
Grade Level only 73 (43%) 82 (62%)

Both age and grade level 38 (22%) 30 (22%)
Neither age or grade level 30 (18%) 10 (7%)

1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

However, the percentage of computing articles reporting neither piece of data is twice as high as
the STEM articles. Of the computing articles that are reporting no information on age or grade level,
only nine of the 30 are experience reports; so there are 21 research articles not reporting this information
about the study participants. Only three out of 10 non-reporting STEM articles are experience reports;
so even in STEM, seven research articles are not reporting this information.

Table 12 shows the number of articles reporting educational activities aimed at a specific grade
level group. The data are grouped into common groupings for the U.S. system, Pre-K (before required
formal schooling begins at age 5), K–4 (roughly ages 5 to 9 or 10), 5–8 (often called middle school, ages
10 or 11 to 13 or 14), and 9–12 (commonly called high school, ages 14 or 15 to 17 or 18). Articles could
have been coded into more than one category if the study participants bridged the boundaries of these
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groups. At least one study reported participants from Pre-K to 12th grade. For computing, the largest
percentage of interventions is aimed at grades 5–8, followed closely by interventions for grades 9–12.
However in STEM, the largest percentage of interventions target grades 9–12, followed by grades 5–8.

Table 12. Computing vs. STEM reporting grade levels of participants.

Grade Level Computing 1 (n = 111) STEM 1 (n = 112)

Pre-K (before formal schooling) 3 (3%) 1 (1%)
Kindergarten–4th grade (ages 5 to 9 or 10) 31 (28%) 27 (24%)

5th grade–8th grade (ages 9 or 10 through 13 or 14) 69 (62%) 51 (46%)
9th grade–12th grade (age 13 or 14 through 17 or 18) 61 (55%) 65 (58%)

1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

3.3.3. Gender

Information about the gender of the participants as reported by the authors was recorded. Looking
only at research and experience reports that did not discuss professional development, in computing,
53% reported on the gender breakdown of the participants. For STEM, 49% reported on the gender
breakdown of the participants.

Looking at research studies that reported results comparing gender, 30 out of 34 computing articles
(88%) and 13 out of 14 STEM articles (93%) gave a detailed gender breakdown of the participants.

3.3.4. Race and/or Ethnicity

Information about the race/ethnicity of the participants as reported by the authors was recorded.
Looking only at research and experience reports that did not discuss professional development,
in computing, 25% reported on the race and/or ethnicity of participants. For STEM, 34% reported on
the race and/or ethnicity breakdown of the participants.

Looking at research studies that reported results comparing race/ethnicity, 14 out of 17 computing
articles (82%) and four out of five STEM articles (80%) gave a detailed race and/or ethnicity breakdown
of the participants.

3.3.5. Socioeconomic Status

Information about the socioeconomic of the participants as reported by the authors was recorded.
Looking only at research and experience reports that did not discuss professional development,
in computing, 14% reported on the socioeconomic status of the participants. For STEM, 29% reported
on the socioeconomic status of the participants.

Looking at research studies that reported results comparing socioeconomic status, four out of five
computing articles (80%) and two out of three STEM articles (67%) gave a detailed breakdown of the
socioeconomic status of the participants.

3.3.6. Disabilities

For each article, a binary code was produced as to whether or not the article mentions students
with disabilities or accommodations for students with disabilities. It should be noted that these
are, in fact, vastly different concerns, but for the purposes of this literature review, the lack of
discussion of disability found in either set of articles did not seem to warrant further categorization.
For computing, only two articles mention anything about the disability of the participants (1% of the
research/experience articles that are not professional development). For STEM, five articles mention
disability status (4% of the research/experience reports that are not professional development).

3.3.7. Participant Demographic reporting

Table 13 summarizes the information presented in Section 3.3.1–Section 3.3.6 in a single table.
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Table 13. Computing vs. STEM participant demographics reporting frequency.

Participant Demographic Computing 1 (n = 111) STEM 1 (n = 134)

Age/grade level of participants 141 (82%) 124 (93%)
Gender of participants 91 (53%) 66 (49%)

Race and/or ethnicity of participants 43 (25%) 45 (34%)
Socioeconomic status of participants 24 (14%) 39 (29%)

Disability information about participants 2 (1%) 5 (4%)
1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

3.4. Additional Study Information

In this section, the results of the coding of additional information about the study/intervention
as reported by the articles is presented. As described in Table 4, many different pieces of data about
the instructors of the intervention and about the activity itself were recorded. The analysis for this
section will focus on much of this data in aggregate. In particular, the focus is on the location of
where the intervention/study took place, reporting about instructor demographics and reporting
about activity demographics.

3.4.1. Location of Intervention/Activity

For each article, the location of the study was recorded when presented as part of the description of
the study. The location of the intervention/activity was not assumed based on the location/institution
of the authors of the article. For this analysis, literature review articles were removed. For computing,
126 out of 195 articles (65%) specified where the study/intervention took place. For STEM, 113 out of
142 articles (80%) specified where the study/intervention took place.

For both computing and STEM, 60% of the studies took place inside the U.S. No other country
had more than 5% of the studies from either computing or STEM. There were 34 different countries
represented in the computing articles and 29 different countries represented in the STEM articles.
Countries from all continents except Antarctica were represented in the articles. There were two STEM
articles that did give location information but it was not specific enough to a country. One study talked
about a “town in South America” and another discussed that the participants were from 31 countries,
but did not give a listing of those countries.

3.4.2. Instructor/Teacher Demographics

For each article, information about the teacher/instructor/leader of the intervention or activity
was captured for the following demographic information: who the instructor was (i.e., classroom
teacher, graduate student), number of instructors, prior experience of instructor in the teaching subject
matter, gender of instructor, and race/ethnicity information of instructor. For this analysis, only articles
that focused on an activity or professional development were considered because those are the types
of articles that would be best suited to talk about an instructor.

The number of articles that gave any of the above information is at most 27% for computing articles,
but 55% for STEM articles. Table 14 shows the breakdown of how often instructor demographics
were discussed.

Table 14. Computing vs. STEM reporting instructor demographics.

Instructor Demographic Computing 1 (n = 111) STEM 1 (n = 120)

Who instructed/led intervention 30 (27%) 66 (55%)
Instructor gender 12 (11%) 10 (8%)

Instructure race/ethnicity 3 (3%) 3 (2%)
Number of instructors 30 (27%) 48 (40%)

Prior experience of instructor 16 (14%) 23 (19%)
1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.
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3.4.3. Activity/Intervention Duration

In this literature review, information was recorded about the activities/interventions as described
in the articles. Table 4 describes the program elements that were recorded for activity demographics.
For this analysis, the focus is on the following data:

• Type of activity (e.g., informal classroom activity, formal classroom activity/curriculum)
• Curriculum used
• Tools/Language used
• Delivery method (e.g., lab, lecture, project-based, team-based)
• Learning objectives (or goals) of the intervention
• Duration of the intervention

Freeform text entries were coded into binary yes/no entries for this analysis. Only articles that
described activities or professional development are included. Articles that describe curriculum are
not included. Table 15 provides a summary of these results. For computing, a high percentage of
articles identify the type of activity that is being conducted (84%) as well as the curriculum and/or
tools/languages used (87%). Computing articles do not report learning objectives for the activities
at a high rate, with only 18% of the articles reporting learning objectives. However, expanding the
definition of learning objective to include a statement about the general goals for the activity that may
or may not be learning objectives, the number of articles reporting that information is 84 and removing
for duplication, 92 out of 111 articles (83%) report either or both pieces of this information.

Table 15. Computing vs. STEM reporting activity demographics.

Activity Demographic Computing 1 (n = 111) STEM 1 (n = 120)

Type of activity 93 (84%) 103 (86%)
Curriculum, tools, language used 97 (87%) 64 (53%)
Method of delivery/instruction 69 (62%) 100 (83%)

Learning objectives 20 (18%) 9 (8%)
Duration 67 (60%) 86 (72%)

1 Data reported as number of articles and % of the category.

For STEM articles, a high percentage of articles identify the type of activity that is being conducted
(86%), but the curriculum and/or tools/languages used are reported by only 53% of the articles. STEM
articles are also less likely to contain learning objectives for the activities, with only 8% of the articles
reporting learning objectives. However, if the definition is expanded to include any statement about
the general goals for the activity that may or may not be learning objectives, the number of articles
reporting that information is 47 and, removing for duplication, 43 out of 120 articles (36%) report
either or both pieces of this information (36%). STEM articles still report less of this information than
computing. STEM articles, however, report more frequently on the method of instruction for the
activities at 83% compared to at 62% of computing articles reporting.

4. Discussion

The last step of the literature review framework, Step 5, defined in [22], is to interpret the findings.
This section discusses and interprets the findings of this literature review and the comparison of
information reported within computing and STEM articles.

In response to the research questions, R1 was concerned with describing what data were
collected/reported in computing education. R2 was similar in nature, but with a focus on closely related
STEM fields. The third research question, R3, was concerned with the similarities and differences in
the reporting between these two groups.
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4.1. Techniques for Data Collection and Reporting in Computing versus STEM

To address the first research question, a majority of the STEM fields are using research approaches
and styles similar to computing. A majority of the STEM studies are cross-sectional and more heavily
skewed towards quantitative methods as opposed to computing. Because of the predominance of
quantitative methods, the number of participants was analyzed to see if the studies being reported
in STEM articles were of much larger size than those in computing articles. Looking at the reported
data (see Figure 2), there are no large differences, save for a slightly higher percentage of STEM studies
that have participants in the 50–99 range. In terms of studies with greater than 100 participants,
the percentages are nearly identical in all categories. Therefore, the use of quantitative methods
is not directly influenced by the number of participants in the study. So, a key difference in the
techniques is a stronger reliance on quantitative techniques for STEM articles, irrespective of the
number of participants.

Based on previous work [13,14], it was hypothesized that in the more established STEM disciplines,
a greater reliance on longitudinal studies was present. Unfortunately, that was not the case in this
review with only 19 articles (13%) reporting on longitudinal studies. The article number is almost
equal to the computing articles found (18), even if the percentages are not the same. Perhaps a key
difference in the STEM articles is that the average length of the longitudinal studies reported upon is
longer by over a full year. However, the maximum study duration is 10 years in both disciplines in
these articles and this seems about correct. If a student participates in an activity around age 10 (which
is where a significant proportion of activities seem to be targeted), then the study follows that student
into a college/university. So, in the case of longitudinal work, there was not significant differences in
duration or vastly different techniques employed found in this literature review.

One area where computing is doing something that did not appear in STEM disciplines is
retrospective studies. Six percent (6%) of the studies in the computing literature were categorized
as retrospective, or asking participants to look back on events that happened previously and answer
questions about them at the current time. Often times these studies are used to determine how an
event or activity influenced where the participant is in the present time. These types of studies differ
from longitudinal studies in that the participants from an intervention are not tracked over time by
the researchers, but rather participants are asked about something they may have experienced from a
different group of researchers. There was no evidence of these types of studies in the STEM articles.

Another area in which computing is different to STEM is in the comparative analysis of the
participants based on certain demographic characteristics (i.e., race, gender, socioeconomic status).
Computing studies are twice to five times as likely to compare participants grouped by demographic
characteristics as STEM studies. Broadening participation in computing has been a long-standing effort
in the computing community, heavily supported and funded by government grants and programs [30],
which could explain some of this difference.

In terms of age/grade level studied, both groups presented studies focused primarily on middle
and high school (grades 5–12), with around a quarter of the studies (28% for computing, 24% for STEM)
looking at issues in grades K–4, and very few studies (3% or less for both groups) looking at students
in the pre-kindergarten years. So, from this perspective, all the disciplines are focusing their efforts on
students in the upper grade levels of primary and secondary education.

4.2. Similarities and Differences in Reporting for Computing and STEM

Turning to the second research question, identifying the similarities and differences in reporting,
the two groups have strengths and weaknesses in different areas—some of them mutually strong
or weak. Table 16 summarizes the differences in reporting over the various categories analyzed by
this literature review. What is important to remember, however, is that even when computing or
STEM reports more frequently, or they are comparable, none of the categories was reporting the
information 100% of the time and for many of the categories, reporting was actually very low. Since
this study was borne out of a desire to improve replicability of educational research, it is important
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for both the computing education research community and STEM education research community
and publication venues to work to improve overall reporting of the relevant information about their
research studies [16,21].

Table 16. Categories of reporting and which group (computing or STEM) had more reporting.

Computing STEM Comparable

Research questions Number of study participants Evaluation

Comparison on gender, race/ethnicity,
socioeconomic status

Participant age/grade level Participant gender
Participant socioeconomic status Participant race/ethnicity
Disability Activity demographics
Location reporting
Instructor demographics

4.3. More Frequent Reporting from Computing

4.3.1. Research Questions

It is vitally important for research articles to report their research questions in a manner which is
clear and easily distinguishable in the text. Computing articles contain this information in 80% of the
articles, but STEM only has a report rate of 63%.

4.3.2. Comparisons Based on Demographic Characteristics

Computing has more articles reporting on the comparisons of participants based on demographic
groups of gender (28% vs. 10%), race/ethnicity (17% vs. 3%), and socioeconomic status (9% vs. 2%).
While this is not a necessary feature of a study, it is interesting to note that computing simply is
studying the impact of the interventions

4.4. More Frequent Reporting from STEM

4.4.1. Number of Participants

STEM reported the number of participants more frequently in research studies, with only 10%
of the articles categorized as research not reporting. For computing, that number is 28% of research
articles not reporting number of participants. In either case, it could be argued that this number should
be 0% and that all research articles should report the number of participants in the study.

Computing has a significantly larger proportion of experience reports as compared to STEM (49%
to 11%), and actually reports at a slightly higher rate in this category (60% reporting for computing,
56% reporting for STEM). For experience reports, it could be argued that reporting the number of
participants is not required in the reporting because the article does not present a formal research study.
However, this information plays an important role in a reader’s understanding of the intervention and
the subsequent conclusions drawn. Having information about class size or how many students total
participated in an activity helps the reader to understand how applicable the observations might be in
their circumstance.

Looking at the data for research and experience reports in aggregate, STEM reports more frequently,
with 91% of STEM articles containing such data (research or experience reporting), while computing has
only 63% of articles reporting the number of participants.

4.4.2. Age, Grade, Level of Participants

Participant age and/or grade level in school was not reported by 7% of the STEM articles
studied, and not reported by 18% of the computing articles. This information is extremely important
to understand the context of the classroom the intervention takes place in. The environment of
a secondary school is very different from that of early elementary/primary school. Furthermore,
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terminology is problematic when discussing grade and level in school due to the vast differences
in educational systems and names. Even within the U.S., terms such as “middle school” and “high
school” can mean different things to different school systems. When possible, it is always best to
couple the reporting with ages of participants or typical age ranges of students in that level if explicit
age data are not collected. Doing so will help all readers, especially those from regions in which the
educational system is different to that studied by the researchers.

4.4.3. Socioeconomic Status

STEM articles were twice as likely to present information about participant socioeconomic status
than computing articles (29% vs. 14%). Most often, this was done at the school/community level,
which seems appropriate due to privacy concerns. Understanding the socioeconomic climate of where
the intervention takes place can provide important insight to how or why an intervention does or does
not work.

4.4.4. Disability Information

To say that STEM had more frequent reporting in this area hides the fact that at 4%, the reporting is
still poor. The fact that computing only talks about this issue 1% of the time is the only thing that gives
STEM the edge in this area. More work is needed in both areas to ensure that disability information
and accommodation information becomes part of the discussion in the pre-college research space.

4.4.5. Location Where the Invention Took Place

STEM reports location of intervention at a slightly higher rate than computing (80% to 65%). However,
looking at distribution of locations, the studies are still predominantly U.S. studies. The number of
additional countries represented is roughly the same for computing and STEM. This predominance of U.S.
studies could be the result of venue bias since only English-language venues were considered, bar the
results of [14], which expanded a literature review in computing to include many non-U.S.-based venues
did not show significant differences in the proportion of studies taking place outside the U.S.

4.4.6. Instructor Demographics

For the five instructor demographics studied, summarized in Table 14, STEM reported the
information at a higher rate (at times double the rate) in all but two instances, instructor gender
and instructor race/ethnicity, where computing reported at a 3% and 1% higher rate respectively.
In this case, STEM reports this information more frequently, particularly about who actually led the
intervention as part of the study. It may be the case that researchers assume that readers know that they
led the intervention or that a classroom teacher would lead the intervention as created by the researcher,
but this information should be stated so that readers understand the classroom environment.

4.5. Reporting Comparable Computing versus STEM

4.5.1. Evaluation

Both groups reported evaluation in terms of what they intended to measure equally well.
The analysis for this study is somewhat superficial in terms of evaluation. The use of validated
measures or rigor of evaluation protocol as described by the articles was not analyzed. Future work in
this area would be needed to examine more closely the use of validated instruments and other best
practice evaluation methods for the two groups.

4.5.2. Gender of Participants, Race/Ethnicity of Participants

Both groups reported on participant demographics in terms of gender and race/ethnicity with
about the same frequency, but the percentages were barely at 50% for gender and slightly more than
25% for race/ethnicity. While the demographic breakdown of the participants may not be germane
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to the research questions being studied, understanding the context of the classroom environment is
important to the understanding of the work. So being explicit about these demographic factors helps
to situate the intervention. Even if the demographic information is reported for the school/community
level, it helps create a picture of what the classroom looks like.

4.5.3. Activity Demographics

For the five activity demographics studied, summarized in Table 15, computing reports more
frequently for two of them, and STEM for three, but the differences in reporting are not as large as
in other categories, and thus this was classified as being done equally well on both sides. The one
area where computing is reporting more often is in the area of curriculum and tools/languages used.
This is possibly an artifact of the discipline. Computing is incredibly focused on the technology and/or
programming language used for instruction, so it is often discussed more often than the actual way
in which the technology/tool/language is being presented, which computing is reporting less often.
This could also be an artifact of the age of the discipline. As an example, mathematics decided a very
long time ago to use Arabic numerals as opposed to Roman numerals (or others) as their language of
expression. Computing has yet to adopt a universal language of expression for programming and is
likely decades away from doing so, if it will happen at all. Therefore, there is a very important need to
know about the language/tool when discussing these interventions.

4.6. Guides for Improving Reporting

This systematic literature review shows that there is room for improvement in the reporting
of educational research in both computing and STEM education. Resources have been created
for computing education researchers that can apply equally well to STEM education researchers.
The first, a guide for reporting program elements (https://csedresearch.org/guides/) [31], is based on
a comprehensive examination of 297 articles in computing education and was derived from noting the
gaps in reporting as described in [16].

To encourage researchers to report data more fully and consistently, a list of recommendations for
reporting on these interventions was also developed [16]. These recommendations have been reprinted
here as Figure 3.

The second, a guide for reviewers to consider when reviewing articles (https://csedresearch.org/
check-articles/) [32], was informed through the work in the initial design and creation of the site with
a focus group of potential users (computing education researchers, practitioners, and evaluators) [26].
Through the 10-week discussion period, one theme that emerged was how to assess the research
quality of the items being included in the repository and the discussions resulted in the following
framework [reprinted here as Table 17].
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Figure 3. Recommendations for reporting.
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Table 17. Checklist for research articles.

Purpose, Goals, Intent, Clarity: Do the authors . . .

• Make a case for why the reader should care about the problem?
• Provide their contact information for the activity/study organizer/instructor/designer?
• Clearly and explicitly state the research question(s) and hypothesis?
• Clearly state the study’s objectives, including articulating any learning outcomes?
• Use correct language related to educational researcher?
• Provide any definitions used that are crucial to the study?
• Specify the research question(s) the study sought to answer?

Study Design: Do the authors . . .

• Indicate the research methodology used and the rationale for that choice?
• Use an appropriate design related to its type of study?
• Describe the methodology in sufficient detail for another researcher to replicate the study?
• Describe the methodological framework (quantitative, qualitative, mixed methods) in terms of

educational research? (Qualitative: case studies, ethnography, longitudinal, etc.; Quantitative: (quasi)
experimental designs, survey, etc.)

• Describe any efforts to offset the novelty effect, Hawthorne effect, John Henry effect?
• Use and rigorously apply instruments appropriate to the research question?
• Describe and provide the instruments used within the study?
• Fully describe the setting for the study (location, classrooms, courses, schools)?
• Use an appropriate instrument to measure impact?
• Consider sample size and whether it is sufficient?

Activity/Intervention: Do the authors . . .

• Fully describe the intervention and/or activities?
• Explain how the activity is suitable to the targeted participant group (age/range/experience/etc.)?
• Describe the skill, knowledge, or disposition that was being targeted?
• Describe the length and frequency of the intervention (hours, days, months)?
• Describe who conducted the intervention, including qualifications?

Ethics: Do the authors . . .

• Disclose their International Review Board (IRB) approval process and methods to ensure participant
privacy, confidentiality, and protection?

• Disclose any costs/funding sources to conduct any aspect of the research/activity in order to assess
possible bias?

• Disclose whether or not participants or researchers receive monetary or gift incentives?
• Include researcher qualifications and how researcher bias has been mitigated?
• Declare any personal, organizational, or institutional biases?

Participants: Do the authors . . .

• Include participant demographic information, including age, grade range, gender, race/ethnicity,
socioeconomic status?

• Include number of participants in the study?
• Include recruitment process for participants (volunteer? required?)?
• Describe sampling technique used?

Data Analysis: Do the authors . . .

• Indicate the analysis methods and tools used and the rationale for those choices?
• Describe how the data analysis methods were appropriate for the design?
• Fully describe the analysis methods with sufficient detail for replication?
• For quantitative frameworks, describe all statistical tests used and a rationale for non-standard measures

used? Include or provide a link to the raw assessment data for others to verify/analyze? Distinguish
between correlation and causality?

• For qualitative frameworks, describe how the data were analyzed, how inter-rater reliability was
maintained, and provide researcher reflexivity statement?

Results: Do the authors . . .

• Provide a compelling argument (sample size, quantitative or qualitative analysis, etc.) for the significance
of its results?

• Describe the results of the study?
• Explore the implications of the results on research, policy, and practice?
• Describe how this research and/or results fit into the larger context of related research?
• Consider whether the results are appropriate for the scale of the intervention?
• Describe limitations of the study, including issues related to ability to generalize, sample size,

confounding variables, whether or not participants were randomized or not representative, with any
alternative hypothesis stated?

• Include data (sample size, statistical analysis, etc.) indicating its significance?
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4.7. Threats to Validity

Section 2.4 acknowledges some of the threats to the validity of this study, particularly around
bias in sampling for the literature review. However, another important threat to the validity of this
work is human error, both in the information that was overlooked or missed in the extraction of data
from the articles as well as information that may have been misinterpreted. While every effort was
made to record the actual text from the articles as the data were being extracted, there were times
when the actual sentences needed to be summarized or rephrased to conform to the categories of data
being collected.

The data curated for the computing articles have undergone a data extraction as well as a data
verification process. The STEM articles underwent only a data extraction process with no secondary
review. However, the extraction was done by a senior researcher working on the project who developed
and coached others on the protocol, once again, to mitigate potential errors for this study.

In addition, the research team has a background in computing education and general education
techniques, but not a background in other STEM education research. It is possible that this lack of
knowledge could introduce interpretation error when extracting data from the STEM articles.

5. Conclusions

In order to improve the credibility of educational research in K–12 as well as undergraduate
STEM+C, it is imperative for educational researchers to carefully record and report participant
demographics as well as program elements of the intervention. This particular study was formed to
determine whether computing education is lagging behind other STEM disciplines in terms of the
accurate reporting of and study of these types of educational interventions at the pre-college level.

Overall, this comparative literature review answered a key question in terms of understanding
the differences in reporting in the computing and STEM literature. As such, the researchers considered
the possibility that other STEM disciplines may help understand how reporting demographic and
program data in computing education research compares and what can be improved. While this
review uncovered deficiencies on both sides, more often on the computing side, there were times when
computing had a higher level of reporting.

The results bring forward possible questions for future consideration including what mechanisms
can be employed to ensure more thorough reporting of these factors in research studies. Is there a way
to bring more recognition of the importance of these issues to the community? With more investment
in computing education in recent years, will a literature review 5 years from now still uncover the
same deficiencies in reporting?

By bringing these issues of reporting into the conversation, there may be a shift in the way
articles report on their experiments and findings. With stakeholders such as the U.S. National Science
Foundation starting to make a push for more replication and reproducibility, it is anticipated that any
such shift will lead to more utility in the research results and greater ability for others to replicate
studies, thereby adding credibility to the results. By so doing, best practices can be better formed
through an aggregation of higher integrity, empirical evidence.
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Abstract: There is a clear call for pre-collegiate students in the United States to become literate
in computer science (CS) concepts and practices through integrated, authentic experiences and
instruction. Yet, a majority of in-service and pre-service pre-collegiate teachers (instructing children
aged five to 18) lack the fundamental skills and self-efficacy to adequately and effectively integrate
CS into existing curricula. In this study, 30 pre-collegiate teachers who represent a wide band of
experience, grade-levels, and prior CS familiarity participated in a 16-day professional development
(PD) course to enhance their content knowledge and self-efficacy in integrating CS into existing lessons
and curricula. Using both qualitative and quantitative methodology, a social constructivist approach
guided the researchers in the development of the PD, as well as the data collection and analysis on
teacher content knowledge and perceptions through a mixed-methods study. Ultimately, participants
were introduced to CS concepts and practices through NetLogo, which is a popular multi-agent
simulator. The results show that although the pre-collegiate teachers adopted CS instruction, the
CS implementation within their curricula was limited to the activities and scope of the PD with few
adaptations and minimal systemic change in implementation behaviors.

Keywords: computer science education; computer science; computer science integration; pre-collegiate
teacher; K–12 teacher; science education; engineering education

1. Introduction

While technological devices dominate the world today, advanced artificial intelligence (AI)
will dominate the day to day functions in the world of tomorrow [1]. The change requires a shift
from a technology literate workforce to a highly-skilled workforce knowledgeable in both discipline
domains such as science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), as well as computer
science (CS). The good news is that CS is embedded within many workforce STEM careers [2,3];
however, the bad news is that based on current pre-collegiate teacher (those teaching in Kindergarten
through 12th grade—K–12—in the United States) CS self-efficacy and skills, CS remains disjointed
from many pre-collegiate STEM courses [4,5]. While many informal definitions exist for the exact
nature of CS, it can be simply defined as the science of problem solving within a computational
context [6]. The distinction between CS, computational thinking (CT), software engineering, and
programming is not well defined when only exploring the practical applications rather than the
theoretical constructs and underpinnings of the computing spectrum. The distinction is further
confounded, as most university-level CS programs prepare software engineers, who utilize broad
CT skills, to combine highly specialized CS theory and some specific domain knowledge, to develop
software systems through the actionable skill of programming. While most novices might view the
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entirety of the computing spectrum from the visible tip of the iceberg as programming, the theory and
core competencies below the surface form the true basis for a highly skilled CS workforce (Figure 1).

 

Figure 1. The computing spectrum is shown here as an iceberg model. While the actionable skill of
programming is prominently visible to many, the theory and core competencies of computing lie well
below the surface.

A more concrete analogy of this model of the computing spectrum surrounds the use of toy
construction blocks. Given enough time, one can pick up and learn how to use blocks to create objects
(programming), given a tool box of sample construction models (e.g., an arch), one can build more
complex structures (computational thinking), and finally if given the foundational theories (domain
knowledge) of physics (e.g., forces, material characteristics) and mathematical tools, one can design
new custom structures given specific requirements (e.g., computer science and domain knowledge).

In the future, computer scientists and STEM professionals who cannot integrate specific domain
knowledge and CS are unlikely to outpace the advances in modern AI and machine learning. For this
study, the term ‘integration’ is key, and integration refers to the blending of CS concepts into already
established STEM and other disciplines. Thus, this research study continues to explore the impact of
integrating new CS content knowledge into pre-collegiate teachers’ prior STEM domain knowledge to
produce practical applications through existing pre-collegiate STEM teaching [7]. The incorporation of
CS-based problem solving in pre-collegiate classrooms and experiences is substantiated and reinforced
through the engineering skills and practices specifically identified in the Next Generation Science
Standards (NGSS) [8]. Therefore, pre-collegiate students benefit from the incorporation of CS into
their STEM coursework because of the additional exposure to 21st century skills and critical thinking
skills, such as those emphasized in the NGSS science and engineering practices (SEP), crosscutting
concepts (CCC), and disciplinary core ideas (DCI). Computer science enables these skills such as
problem solving, designing solutions, evaluating and analyzing data, peer collaboration, and the oral,
written, and electronic dissemination of results.

Currently, CS is taught as a standalone subject in both pre-collegiate and collegiate classrooms.
This approach is in sharp contrast to the current use or integration of CS within a variety of STEM
fields—from biology, to chemistry, to astronomy, to statistics. The authors argue that pre-collegiate
teachers can assist in building a 21st century workforce by incorporating basic CS skills into their
established curricula, engaging in effective pedagogy, and experimenting with traditional and
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cutting-edge resources. The challenge is increasing pre-collegiate teacher self-efficacy within a
CS construct without the benefit of a degree in a CS field. The purpose of this study was to
investigate a readily accessible online resource, NetLogo, to determine if pre-collegiate teachers’
use of NetLogo during professional development (PD) impacts their fundamental CS knowledge,
skills, and subject integration.

In this paper, modeling refers to the creation of abstract representations in code. NetLogo is a
multi-agent simulator that uses the Logo programming language and was designed for pre-collegiate
classroom modeling [9]. The quintessential “Hello World” model for NetLogo consists of modeling
ant behavior and pheromone release with food sources [10]. The “Ants” NetLogo model consists of
modeling one type of agent, an ant, to move randomly until it detects a chemical ‘scent’ and then
move toward higher concentrations of the scent. Furthermore, an ant releases this chemical scent
when it has found food; thus, as more ants locate the scent trail, and thus food, the scent trail itself is
reinforced. The inclusion of a free modeling and simulation programming language and environment
(web or computer-based), NetLogo [11], offered the pre-collegiate teachers in the PD the opportunity
to prepare and develop the skills to incorporate CS concepts into STEM activities. The authors of this
study strived to teach the pre-collegiate teachers and pre-collegiate students to think like computer
scientists, engineers, and engineering educators to promote modeling.

2. Purpose, Problem, and Research Question

Computer science is in the spotlight of current United States’ (U.S.) education policy [12] and
the media. While it is recognized that more working CS professionals are needed in the U.S., the
path on how to motivate pre-collegiate students into CS majors and careers remains unclear [13].
Currently, most pre-collegiate CS teachers have a collegiate background involving varying degrees
of CS, and this process is not scalable to reach all pre-collegiate students. In order to reach as many
pre-collegiate teachers as possible, accessible opportunities such as teacher PD need to be offered [14].
The authors of this study address a challenge that today’s pre-collegiate teachers face in implementing
CS concepts into existing curricula by creating a PD that included: (1) integrating CS into current
instruction; (2) explicitly defining real-world CS examples; and (3) showcasing core CS concepts
for content knowledge gains. If pre-collegiate teachers possess ample CS content knowledge and
high self-efficacy, from PDs or other resources, then they are more likely to incorporate CS into their
curricula [6]. This study showcases how pre-collegiate teachers engaged with CS and NetLogo over a
16-day PD called RAMPED, which stands of Robotics, Applied Mathematics, Physics, and Engineering
Design. Following the recommendations of other researchers [15], the authors of this study examined:
How can pre-collegiate STEM teachers, who have limited CS or programming knowledge, incorporate
CS concepts for their STEM classrooms? Due to the research team’s interest in the use of the PD
material, the central research question of interest evolved to become: “How do pre-collegiate STEM
teachers view their CS skill set before and after the PD, and do their perceptions align with what
they know and how they plan to use CS in their classrooms?”

3. Theoretical Framework and Literature Review

The authors embraced a social constructivism theoretical framework, where interactions between
people (in this case the pre-collegiate teachers) allowed for the creation of connections, and
content understanding of the CS material presented and assisted in developing CS self-efficacy and
perceptions [16]. NetLogo, as presented here, was based on the group construction of NetLogo ideas,
code meanings and changes, and simulated modeling experiences. Teachers created pre-collegiate
classroom ideas for CS and NetLogo; their collaborations were collected as evidence. Additionally, the
authors utilized Pea and Collins’ concept of the fourth wave of science education reform [17] which:

. . . involves the emergence of a systemic approach to designing learning environments
for advancing coherent understanding of science subject matter by learners. Science
educators and researchers have recognized the need for [mindful] coordination of curriculum
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design, activities, and tools to support different teaching methods that can foster students’
expertise in linking and connecting disparate ideas concerning science, embedded learning
assessments that can guide instructional practices, and teacher professional development
supports that can foster continued learning about how to improve teaching practice.

Using technology (e.g., NetLogo programming language) with pre-collegiate teachers, so that
they explored and created using CS concepts in K–12 classrooms, was an extension of prior research.
Computer science is explored in the following literature review sections related to four main areas
including: (1) NetLogo and CS background; (2) pre-collegiate students using and learning CS;
(3) pre-collegiate teachers using and learning CS; and (4) higher education students and faculty
using and learning CS. These four themes are highlighted in Section 3.2 and add context to the
authors’ work.

3.1. Background of the Study

For context to the PD, in the following paragraphs, the authors outline what the pre-collegiate teachers
investigated for the NetLogo session, and how the material relates to other subjects. The two-day NetLogo
PD session was held during the intensive two-week summer PD that was followed by PD support days
during the academic year (for a total of 16 days of PD with three dedicated to NetLogo). Pre-collegiate
teachers investigated the relationship between common science and manufacturing processes and the
design of algorithms to solve optimization and design problems that have no apparent brute-force solution.
Of specific focus were investigations of: (1) the biomimicry in genetic algorithms (biological concepts
within genetics of population diversity, selection, mutations, and termination) and (2) the relationship
between the physical properties of systems (such as the heating and cooling of metals and the balancing
of interconnected spring networks) to the creation of megalithic and nanoscopic structures.

The foundations of genetics rely on the intersection of biology, math, and chemistry. During the
first part of the teacher-centric investigations on how genetics influences the design of mathematical
algorithms, the session built up the baseline knowledge for the pre-collegiate teachers, relying first
on the existing knowledge of the pre-collegiate teachers, and then scaffolding and extending the
explanation of new concepts by domain content experts. Pre-collegiate teachers then engaged in
hands-on, minds-on active learning sessions, with a genetic algorithm that created valid mathematical
and chemical equations. After the hands-on/minds-on approach, teachers developed their skill set
in either the Python or Sketch programming languages (based on their students’ age/skill sets and
personal self-selection). Finally, pre-collegiate teachers modified a genetic algorithm template (in
Python or Sketch) to solve a simple “game of life” that required setting parameters of birth rate, death
rate, and food densities for multiple populations to achieve the maximal survival of a targeted species.

After exposure to the use of genetic-based algorithms, the pre-collegiate teachers investigated
algorithms rooted in physics and chemistry. A similar pattern of using the groups’ prior knowledge enabled
a more realistic starting point for the domain experts to scaffold and improve teachers’ understanding.
One primary focus of discussion was Hooke’s Law (springs) and annealing (forming/breaking crystal
lattice structures). Again, the group of teachers chose/investigated two separate algorithms that solved
the same problem of where to optimally place human settlements within a geographic area. The session
continued by supplementing the prior day’s experiences in Python or Sketch, and culminated in the
teacher’s modification of the “settlement code” to include more realistic constraints, and then compared
the results to actual geological settlements.

During the follow-up day session during the academic year, the pre-collegiate teachers were
exposed to applications and models of systems that were derived from naturally existing phenomenon,
which is an area of research generally encapsulated by “biomorphic systems,” “bio-inspired systems,”
or “biologically derived systems.” This one-day session focused more on the physical structures of
elements (wings, nests, animal skin coloration) as well on how organisms form collectives based
on their fundamental characteristics and interactions with their environment (e.g., flocking birds,
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schooling fish, ant-food gathering). The ideas of population genetics, survival, and cost, were explored
in conjunction with these observable phenomena.

Overall, previous research [18] has indicated “involvement with modeling scientific phenomena
and complex systems can play a powerful role in science learning” (p. 151). There have been successes
in advancing engineering education and CS through modeling, science standards, and more; however,
there is room for improvement in terms of motivating pre-collegiate teachers to use engineering and
CS in pre-collegiate classrooms. The study’s PD aimed to improve CS content knowledge and motivate
pre-collegiate teachers to integrate CS into their STEM disciplines.

3.2. Modeling through NetLogo

In this section, the four literature review themes relate to teaching teachers to think like engineers,
and are important for CS and engineering educators at all levels to consider. The first theme of
significance to CS and engineering educators focuses on background information about the descriptions
of NetLogo as a multi-agent programming language and modeling environment [11,19–22]. NetLogo is
a multi-agent simulator that leverages the popular Logo programming language, which was originally
developed as a ‘learning language.’ Multi-agent simulators define the characteristics and/or behaviors
of a specific agent (e.g., ant, worker ant, queen ant). Then, the simulator allows an end user to create
many replicas of that agent in a predefined world (e.g., ant colony, a flock of birds, atoms, photons).
Lastly, the simulator controls and records the interactions of the agents within the world according
to the predefined (programmed) rules (e.g., ants following pheromone trails, birds flocking, atoms
binding, the behavior of light) [23,24]. Note that an educational use of modeling (e.g., I do, we do,
you do) is different than the scientific use of modeling (creation of abstract representation) utilized in
this study.

3.2.1. Pre-Collegiate Student Interactions with CS

Secondly, another major literature theme explores pre-collegiate student technology use with CS
interactions [15,25–28]. Ultimately, there are a plethora of CS projects for researchers to explore with
pre-collegiate teachers and students by using NetLogo or other technologies such as Arduinos and
Raspberry Pis, (which the pre-collegiate teachers explored in other RAMPED PD sessions). Although
there are several experiential opportunities showcased in the literature, pre-collegiate teachers still
struggle to incorporate authentic science, engineering, and CS into their established classroom subjects
for their students [29,30].

3.2.2. Pre-Collegiate Teacher Interactions with CS

In the third theme, educational researchers show extensive examples of pre-collegiate teachers
using CS in curriculum and instruction, but it is usually in a focused and narrow manner of CS content
delivery [9,15,25,31–39]. Thus, based on these works, researchers know that pre-collegiate teachers are
attempting and are sometimes successful at incorporating CS into their classrooms. The pre-collegiate
teachers’ attempted use of CS speaks to the Task Force on Cyberlearning [40] as they call for “research
to establish successful ways of using . . . technologies to enhance educational opportunities and
strengthen proven methods of learning” (p. 7). This is where a PD [or similar program] fits into
assisting pre-collegiate teachers with CS in classrooms. Additionally, educational researchers have
made arguments that “the cognitive and sociocultural factors related to learning complex systems
knowledge are relevant and challenging areas for learning sciences research” [41] (p. 11). Thus,
teaching pre-collegiate teachers to utilize CS exploration is complicated, and should be systemic and
studied rigorously.
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3.2.3. Higher Education Interactions with CS

Finally, although an extension of pre-collegiate teaching, CS is still relevant and needed in higher
education, and is encouraged by researchers as well [9,18,31,34,35,38,42–47]. However, as Blikstein
and Wilensky [38] point out:

A common element in those [higher education] programs is to introduce courses in
which students design products and solutions for real-world problems, engaging in
actual engineering projects. These initiatives have [been] met with some success and
are proliferating into many engineering schools. Despite their success, they have not
addressed one key issue in transforming engineering education: extending the pedagogical
and motivational advantages of design-based courses to theory-based engineering courses,
which constitute the majority of the coursework in a typical engineering degree, and in which
traditional pedagogical approaches are still predominant (p. 17).

Hence, higher education instructor content and pedagogy and the translation of those elements
to pre-collegiate teachers is an area in need of examination and additional study. Computer science
can bridge the design to theory issue [4,6,12].

Overall based on the current literature detailed in Section 3.2 there is a clear need for CS instruction,
and work in this area is ongoing. Additionally, researchers are now looking beyond the use of CS,
and call for an integrated STEM approach [48]. Thus, the need for CS in society, CS in pre-collegiate
classrooms, and the call for an integrated STEM approach are the basis for this study.

4. Materials and Methods

With this PD context, experts conducted six independent sessions in two-day blocks during
RAMPED, which was a 16-day, year-long engineering education PD focused on CS applications.
Nearly two dozen pre-collegiate teachers (n = 22) from a subset of the 30 total STEM teachers
participated in the NetLogo PD sessions. In this group of pre-collegiate teachers, several teachers
represented a program, SWARMS (Sustaining Wyoming’s Advancing Reach in Mathematics and
Science), that supports STEM teaching certification with collegiate funding. Although not the focus
of the study, the SWARMS teachers were beginning teachers who needed the additional support
of this type of CS PD, although they were technologically savvy. The NetLogo session differed
from the other five sessions in that it was taught through learner-centric, inquiry-based activities
rather than traditional lectures. Remembering that the research question was how pre-collegiate STEM
teachers perceive their CS skill set before and after the PD, and if the perceptions align with what they
know and how they plan to use CS in their classrooms, the research team collected pre and post-CS
content knowledge and self-efficacy data via surveys (including open-ended questions), informal
interviews, and artifacts. The research team included faculty from education, CS, physics/astronomy,
and engineering. Additionally, an independent evaluator collected qualitative data on PD satisfaction
and classroom implementation planning along with quantitative pre and post-content competency
data to complement the perception data.

4.1. The Study and Participants

The data for this study were collected intensively during the course of the 2016 16-day engineering
education PD for pre-collegiate STEM teachers, and were aimed at enhancing their CS content
knowledge and self-efficacy. Of the 22 pre-collegiate NetLogo teacher participants (from a total
of 30 STEM pre-collegiate teachers), complete data sets exist for only 20 teachers. The participants
equally represented elementary, middle school, and high school teachers in the study. Seven of the
pre-collegiate teachers were male, and the other 15 were female. The authors refer to the pre-collegiate
teachers as STEM teachers as all taught science or mathematics, and additionally, five of the teachers
also taught art, engineering, or technology. The PD focused on CS real-world applications, and the
research team implemented six individual PD sessions. Each PD session consisted of two days, which
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were focused on core CS concepts embedded within authentic uses of CS. The two-day PD sessions
included: (1) NetLogo Naturally Inspired (NNI), (2) Astronomy and Space, (3) Robotics, (4) Virtual
Reality, (5) Arduinos, and (6) Raspberry Pi. For context, the pre-collegiate teachers chose four of the
six sessions to attend during the initial 10-day PD. The pre-collegiate teachers then attended all six
extension sessions during the academic year, for a total of 16 participation days. Each session was led
by a content expert, with additional guidance and material resources provided by education experts.

The NetLogo session, in comparison to the five other sessions (baseline), was taught through a
guided inquiry approach rather than traditional lecture. For example, at the beginning of the first
day of the session, participants were presented with a challenge using one of the “Hello World”
programs for NetLogo, “Ants” [10], which was described earlier. What follows is a condensed version
of those challenges: (1) change the color of the ants, (2) increase the number of food piles that the
ants can choose from, (3) introduce the concepts of energy (and death) into the system, (4) introduce
reproduction into the system, and (5) introduce some population mutation into the system. These five
challenges quickly allowed participants to become acquainted with the language syntax, forced them
to utilize fundamental CS techniques to reason and solve the problems, and finally think about the
challenges and problems that CS solves that programming alone cannot. This preceded the connections
described in Section 3.1.

This study focused on 22 pre-collegiate teachers’ CS content knowledge changes, CS self-efficacy,
and planned classroom implementation of CS. Pre-collegiate teachers that completed the data set
(n = 20) had the following general characteristics: 65% were elementary school teachers (teaching
children between five and 14 years old), 63% were science-focused teachers, they had an average of
12.9 years teaching experience, and taught 125.5 students per year, with about 12% of those students
on individualized education plans (IEPs).

In order to improve pre-collegiate teacher self-efficacy and CS content knowledge, the RAMPED
PD introduced pre-collegiate STEM teachers to real-world applications to CS. Thus, a formal assessment
instrument consisted of questions spanning CS applications and fundamental CS theory. The research
team created the content questions and administered the pre-assessment and post-assessment
instrument to assess pre-collegiate STEM teacher CS knowledge and self-efficacy. This particular
study only utilizes a subset of the assessment questions (see Table 1 for the subset of questions) to
form a targeted assessment to compare and contrast the NetLogo sessions to other PD sessions. Table 1
highlights seven questions along with the CS concept(s) that they address. Six of the seven questions
were related to actual code statements in one of three programming languages: C++, Python, or
LOGO, while question seven (Q7), regarding the illustration of sequential operation, only contained
graphical illustrations.

Table 1. Subset of assessment questions and corresponding computer science (CS) concept(s) from the
full professional development (PD) survey. NNI: NetLogo Naturally Inspired.

Question Session Assessment Question (Summary) CS Concept(s)

Q5 Baseline Which command queries a robot’s joint state? Syntax
Q7 Baseline Which of these illustrates sequential operation? Control Structures
Q14 Baseline Print out the numbers 1–10 Variables

Q17a NNI Show 1000 rolls of a fair 21-sided die Control Structures
Q17b NNI Create a process to swap to two numbers Syntax
Q17c NNI Take a number and add one to it Variables
Q17d NNI Report if a number is even or odd Boolean Logic

Overall, data were collected several times throughout the study. The participants in the PD
answered these previously stated seven survey questions prior to the start of the summer PD session
weeks (pre-pre), prior to the specific two-day PD session (pre), immediately after the two-day PD
session (post), and immediately after the summer PD session (post-post). These four data sets form
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the basis for the short-term and long-term impact of the CS content knowledge gains among the
pre-collegiate STEM teachers. Thus, each teacher answered the survey questions four times, and the
research team collected these data along with other data sets. Interview and artifact data (e.g., lesson
plans) were also collected. It is important to note that the authors of this study are not promoting a
certain PD or curricula, but instead are promoting a certain mindset in the creation of any PD where
there is an emphasis on integration, modeling, and CS concepts.

4.2. Limitations

There are several limitations of the study. Frist, the participant pool is limited to a self-selected
group of 20 participants who were admitted on a first-come, first-served basis for a paid PD opportunity,
and they chose to complete all of the pre-test and post-test data. Second, the group of participants
came largely from the same region and state. Third, the PD was short in terms of teaching a new
technical content area to novice pre-collegiate teachers, although the total time spent (120 h) was
well above the traditional PD threshold. Fourth, the results in this paper are not generalized due
to a limited participant sample, plus an exclusive focus on CS in real-world specific applications.
Fifth, the implementation survey was administered three months after the PD concluded; however,
the results are not finalized, as the pre-collegiate teachers continue to slowly adopt CS classroom
strategies. Sixth, the assessment instrument was custom tailored for the RAMPED PD, and as such
had limited reliability and validity. Finally, all of the research team, including the STEM faculty, had
significant prior experience in outreach and PD for non-technical audiences; this may be atypical in
other technically focused PDs, and may influence the approach of the team, and thus may have skewed
the reported results in this study.

5. Analysis and Results

5.1. Qualitative Results

The pre-collegiate teachers answered two types of qualitative data collection, including informal
interview questions regarding the individual PD sessions (during working lunches), as well as
open-ended questions on the full PD survey. The PD team looked for evidence of content knowledge
and perceptions of CS integration. A synthesis of responses shows that the pre-collegiate STEM
teachers planned to implement NetLogo into their classrooms at higher rates than the baseline of the
other five PD sessions. The research team’s summary of the teacher responses from the open-ended
questions is summarized in Table 2. Two themes that were identified from their responses included: the
cost of the activity implementation and the planned activity type (e.g., inquiry-based, after school club).
Also shown in Table 2 are the results of the three-month post-summer PD survey where pre-collegiate
teachers reported on both their planned (potential) and already executed (current) CS classroom
implementation. The pre-collegiate teachers shared the CS activities that they had planned to use or
had already piloted originating from the RAMPED PD experiences (see Table 2).

Table 2. Synthesized aggregation of teaching implementation plan, the current and potential
implementation rate, cost, the planned activity, and the PD session type (Inquiry, Explanation, Lecture).

Topic.
Current (Potential)

Implementation
Cost (USD) Planned Activity PD Session

NetLogo 10% (45%) Free Inquiry, Family Science Night Inq. & Exp.

Ba
se

lin
e Arduino 5% (20%) <$50 Electricity Unit Lec. & Inq.

Raspberry Pi 5% (30%) <$50 Integrated Project; Afterschool Club Lec. & Inq.
Space 0% (10%) Free Unknown Lec. & Inq.

Virtual Reality 5% (25%) $25–100+ Lecture and Lab Lec. & Inq.
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Along with these implementation data, the following are examples of comments from the
pre-collegiate STEM teacher informal interviews and open-ended questions regarding their perceptions
of CS integration into STEM:

• [I need] a little more on why a swap is so important in NetLogo or any programming language
• I love the idea of using Net Logo for modeling scenarios with students
• Love the program [NetLogo], my familiarity improved substantially through the workshop, but

also with the practice and working with [colleagues]
• [I will use the] applicable web-based opportunities
• My coding background is weak, so I had a hard time figuring out how to modify the code,

including for the simulations. However, exposure to the simulations was excellent, so hopefully I
can [identify] some of them and use them in class.

• [Doing this workshop has] re-establish[ed] the possibility of using one or more of the simulations
models. A benefit would be initial student exposure to coding and using the library of simulations
and manipulating the variables already coded.

• [I enjoyed] reviewing the web model and trying to change it.
• The hands-on pieces and the sequence cards were helpful in reading code in a clearer manner.

The research team identified positive terminology regarding participant engagement (e.g., love;
excellent; use them; re-established; enjoyed) as well as terms expressing challenges (e.g., a little more;
hard time figuring out how; weak) in their responses to NetLogo classroom use. Before PD, the majority
of the pre-collegiate teachers (90%) did not know about NetLogo and the potential CS applications.
During and after the NetLogo session, the pre-collegiate teachers entertained the idea of integrating
CS concepts into their STEM courses.

In actual classroom implementation, one of the elementary teachers used the NetLogo’s model’s
library simulation entitled ‘Ants’ [10] with her fourth-grade class. The teacher reported that the
students changed the size of the ants, the color of the ants, and added a patch of food for the ants
by adjusting the NetLogo code. This ‘Ant’ NetLogo lesson complemented the teacher’s life science
unit through focusing on biological evolution’s unity and diversity. From the NGSS disciplinary core
idea on biological evolution 3-LS4-3 [8], the students constructed an argument with evidence that in a
particular habitat, some organisms can survive well, some survive less well, and some cannot survive
at all. In early 2019, almost three years after the RAMPED PD, this same teacher explained:

“I have been working with NetLogo in my fourth-grade classroom going on three years now.
I began using the online platform in my class after learning about it during a summer PD. In
the summer program I rewrote pieces of code in an existing program on erosion to tailor it
for fourth-grade science standards. I also created a pre and post-assessment to go with the
model to gain data on student learning. The model went well the first year, and students
were able to use the model that I had created to see how the flow rate impacted erosion over
time. I also used the idea of if/then statements to have my students write a flow chart for the
standard subtraction algorithm. It was the first time that I saw students really understand
what an algorithm was and why it worked.

When I went to use my model in the second year, NetLogo had changed the program to
where my model was no longer operable in the new program, and I had not saved it to the
online commons. I unfortunately did not have the time to recode the program, and so I
looked for other ways to use NetLogo. My district had also switched to Chrome books, and
so the only platform available was online instead of the desktop application. I decided to use
NetLogo as a space to teach some simple coding, since our school at that time did not have a
coding program. NetLogo was a great way to get students into coding since it is color-coded
and is more simple than other coding languages. Students were able to dive in and change
the color, size, and shape of the ‘turtles’ without much experience. I also had the students
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simply explore the online library to see what other models were out there. I had students
pick a model and talk about what the model showed and how it could be manipulated.

[With the] Hour of Code curriculum, and I no longer felt the need to do coding with NetLogo
in my classroom. Students were instead using Scratch and other coding programs to create
animations and explore. I am starting to look at NetLogo again with an eye toward physics
and modeling collisions of objects to help my students better grasp what is happening, since
we do not have the instrumentation to measure the energy change in a collision, and the
change is not always discernable to the naked fourth-grade eye. I have found that NetLogo
gives me a place to allow my students to model with numerous repetitions, and is highly
effective as a supplement to my science instruction.”

Also in early 2019, again almost three years after the RAMPED PD, another teacher provided the
following vignette:

“When I was the [high school] psychology teacher, a [science teacher] and I (behavioral
science) used NetLogo to integrate CS into two problems that had overlap: how a virus
spreads and how a social meme spreads across a social network. Students were broken into
two groups to look at corresponding NetLogo models and given some basic introduction to
coding through these models. In pairs, they made predictions, changed variables, and then
tried to make suggestions for how both models could improve. The context of my segment
about how a social meme spreads across a network were related to cultural change and
cognitive bias (in particular, confirmation bias/motivated reasoning), and the attempts to
address the culture problem endemic in [the state] of toxic peer victimization (bullying, peer
cruelty, social/relational aggression, cyberbullying) and a local project. It helped students
to visualize content [they had] just become familiar with when we jig-sawed Gladwell’s
Tipping Point in understanding the role of surveillance in identifying mavens, connectors,
and salespeople/persuaders that could be enlisted in the effort, and the design of ‘sticky’
memes to help cause a cultural change or shift. Unfortunately, due to budget cuts, I was
reassigned to teach financial literacy, and was not able to continue addressing the cultural
problems in [the state]. The applicability of NetLogo also assisted [the science teacher] and
[nursing teacher] in the common project that we began the first year [while] helping students
understand virology and epidemiology to introduce discussions of vaccination and infection
control for CNAs [or certified nursing assistants].”

5.2. Quantitative Results

5.2.1. CS Content Scores

In addition to the CS integration perception data, 20 PD participants responded to all of the
content knowledge survey questions on four separate occasions. As discussed in the previous section,
the four data collection points of interest in this study focus on the time immediately surrounding the
PD, with a pre-summer PD assessment (pre-pre), a pre-PD session assessment (pre), a post-PD session
assessment (post), and a post-summer PD assessment (post-post). The average correct score results
from a seven-question subset across all 22 participants is shown in Table 3. The trend between the
first three assessments is strictly increasing, and the most fluctuation occurs between the post-session
assessment (Post) and the post-summer PD assessment (post-post).
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Table 3. Percentage of correct CS content answers for PD participants.

Question. Pre-Pre Pre Post Post-Post

5 6% 18% 44% 26%
7 39% 45% 90% 82%

14 32% 39% 55% 86%
17a 60% 60% 68% 100%
17b 29% 55% 59% 80%
17c 30% 35% 36% 50%
17d 48% 53% 70% 62%

5.2.2. CS—NetLogo Pre-Collegiate Self-Efficacy Scores

The self-efficacy of the pre-collegiate teachers was measured quantitatively on a five-point
Likert-scale, with 1 representing “not skillful at all,” and 5 representing “extremely skillful.”
The number of responses to the anonymous self-efficacy survey varied between pre and post, with 22
in pre-PD responses, and 21 post-PD responses. Table 4 shows the overall NetLogo session participant
self-efficacy results. When comparing the pre to post results, perhaps most interesting is the overall
shift in self-efficacy. Prior to the PD, only 18% (4/22) of pre-collegiate teachers rated themselves at
higher NetLogo skill levels (4 or 5); after the PD session 67% (14/21), the same sample rated themselves
at higher NetLogo skill levels (4 or 5). This change from four to 14 represents an over 200% increase in
the number of pre-collegiate teachers with high self-efficacy after the PD session. When looking at
participants rating themselves as average or better (3, 4, or 5), the self-efficacy rate changed from 50%
(11/22) to 95% (20/21).

Table 4. Self-efficacy assessment by PD participants pre and post-NetLogo PD session.

Pre (n = 22) 5 6 7 2 2
Post (n = 21) - 1 6 9 5
Skill Level 1 2 3 4 5

Not Skillful Average Extremely Skillful

5.2.3. PD Session Usefulness and Satisfaction

In addition to implementation surveys, content knowledge assessment, and self-efficacy
assessments, the PD participants were asked to reflect and provide feedback on the PD itself. Table 5
shows a summary of this anonymous feedback. Immediately after the PD session, during an exit
interview, pre-collegiate teachers were asked, “on a three-point scale Likert scale, how useful is
NetLogo to you?” Of the 20 respondents, 95% of the pre-collegiate teachers stated that NetLogo was
useful to them (moderate extent, 6; larger extent, 13), with only one respondent saying that the session
was useful to a negligible extent. The research team asked about the pre-collegiate teacher overall
satisfaction, and of the 22 pre-collegiate teachers interviewed after the NetLogo session, over 75%
reported being satisfied with the session [1/22 completely dissatisfied (5%), 3/22 mostly dissatisfied
(14%), 2/22 moderately satisfied (9%), 5/22 mostly satisfied (23%), and 11/22 completely satisfied
(50%)]. Finally, when asked if the NetLogo workshop “stretched teacher thinking into their classrooms”,
over 85% of teachers believed that it did to a moderate or large extent [8/22 moderate extent (36%), and
12/22 large extent (55%)]. Overall, teachers enjoyed and planned to use integrated CS and NetLogo
concepts in their pre-collegiate classrooms after the PD, and expressed that this was in part because
their perceived level of CS and NetLogo expertise had increased.
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Table 5. Participant assessment of session usefulness and impact.

Session Usefulness (n = 20) 1 0 6 0 13
Session Satisfaction (n = 22) 1 3 2 5 11
Stretched Thinking (n = 22) 2 0 8 0 12

Low Moderate High

6. Conclusions and Implications

While CS is becoming a “must teach” subject for pre-collegiate teachers, as seen in the literature
review, rarely is it incorporated within all STEM disciplines and grade levels. Teachers’ lack of CS
integration is due in part to a lack of specific CS content knowledge, self-efficacy, and resources to
effectively incorporate CS within existing curricula. This limited study shows that using a specific tool
or programming language, such as NetLogo, in a PD can create pre-collegiate teacher comfort with
the tool along with pre-collegiate teacher classroom use. As seen in Table 3, the pre-collegiate teacher
content knowledge scores exhibit a positive increase for all of the questions pre-pre to post, pre-pre
to post-post, pre to post, and pre to post-post; this provides support that the NetLogo PD session
had a positive impact on short-term (two-week) and long-term (one-year) CS content knowledge.
Additionally, most of the pre-collegiate teachers required sustainability and authentic CS integration
support, given the 16-day PD with a total of three days with NetLogo immersion. A three-day
intensive session can offer beginning CS content knowledge and bolster self-efficacy, but it cannot
offer pre-collegiate teachers the in-depth CS knowledge that is need for spontaneous examples during
classroom implementation. The participants’ CS engagement is encouraging in light of the need
for engineering and integrated CS in pre-collegiate classrooms. It is reassuring that overall, the
pre-collegiate teachers enjoyed and participated in the NetLogo sessions and planned to use the
resource in their classrooms.

The pre-collegiate teacher challenges emphasize the need for pre-collegiate teacher sustained
engineering and CS expert support. The teachers identified CS and NetLogo implementation
challenges that were traditional in nature (e.g., understanding the programming language) as well as
non-traditional (e.g., changing class assignments). In pre-collegiate teacher feedback and artifacts, the
authors noticed that there were few real-world examples incorporated with the use of NetLogo in the
classroom. This raises concern, as the PD emphasized real-world connections to modeling. The authors
speculate that the pre-collegiate teachers need more time to fully understand and internalize the
real-world applications of the modeling software as well as more chances for expert collaboration.
If the desire to use CS is present, but there are hurdles for pre-collegiate teachers to overcome, then CS
instructors from institutes of higher education can assist in filling this gap. As stated earlier, the authors
do know about Trautman’s blog showcasing the graphic ‘Coding Confidence versus Competence,’ and
admit that this same path might have allowed the pre-collegiate teachers to cling to the ‘hand-holding
honeymoon’ phase of the integration sessions, including the NetLogo experience. However, three
years after the PD, two of the NetLogo pre-collegiate teacher participants were utilizing NetLogo in
the classroom when possible. This showcases a long-lasting impact from the NetLogo PD, even if it is
a small participant pool sample.

The authors argue that pre-collegiate teachers can learn basic CS fundamentals through
exploration in a constructivist environment with a free, easily accessible programming language
(such as NetLogo) and without structured, lecture-oriented sessions. Potential implications, given a
larger focused study, are widespread, as pre-collegiate teachers can potentially increase their own CS
content knowledge and self-efficacy. For example, if a teacher participated in free, online modules at
their own pace, could that lead to as much of an increase in CS self-efficacy and content knowledge?
This could influence integrated CS implementation, which can lead to the incorporation of more CS
into pre-collegiate daily activities and standards-based instruction. Finally, the authors believe that
STEM teachers, in conjunction with CS content experts, can use NetLogo or a similar technology,
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as a tool within CS PD. Additionally, the authors propose that pre-collegiate STEM teachers could
self-engage or create a NetLogo professional learning community (PLC) to augment these exploratory
CS opportunities. Experience with CS and NetLogo appears to increase teacher content knowledge and
self-efficacy, and the evidence revealed that pre-collegiate teachers were able to create STEM lessons
that incorporated engineering, CS, and NetLogo. Future work could validate studies such as this one
and expand STEM teachers’ knowledge on what works to incorporate CS into pre-collegiate classrooms.
Teaching pre-collegiate teachers to think like engineers and computer scientists is important, timely,
and needed. This study shows how integrating CS into existing standards-based curricula can have
short and long-term impacts in pre-collegiate classrooms.

Interestingly, although not the focus of this study, five of the six sessions were taught by faculty
that used a traditional lecture followed by inquiry experiences, but the NetLogo session was taught by
a faculty member who used a brief introduction, and then allowed the pre-collegiate teachers to explore
the possibilities of NetLogo modeling in their own exploratory modes (and offered explanations along
the way). Could the session approach make the difference in pre-collegiate teacher use of NetLogo?
Just as the ants march toward survival in the NetLogo simulation, pre-collegiate teachers are faced
with moving forward and integrating CS into STEM disciplines to prepare future generations for
the demands and needs of a computing-centric career. Similar to ants finding food, pre-collegiate
teachers who adopt and develop integrated CS materials become beacons to other pre-collegiate
teachers, enabling them to address the collective need for CS integration throughout the pre-collegiate
education system. The need for CS and the standards that call for CS and CS-like skills are present
and currently appearing; thus, pre-collegiate teachers need an institute of higher education or other
programs’ support in varied dimensions and on copious occasions to allow as many pre-collegiate
teachers as possible to embrace and utilize integrated CS in classrooms. Based on the data and
analysis presented, the authors offer that NetLogo (or any other similar) technology, when used in
an exploratory, inquiry-based fashion, is capable of enabling teachers to incorporate CS into their
pre-collegiate classrooms especially when pre-collegiate teachers embrace content learning and show
increasing perception of their abilities within the CS context.
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Abstract: In this paper, the authors present their experiences from participating in a National Science
Foundation (NSF) I-Corps L training program established for business startups, using Blank’s
Lean LaunchPad, Osterwalder’s Business Model Canvas, and associated tools. They used the
entrepreneurial skills acquired through this training to scale-up their emerging innovation, the
Cincinnati Engineering Enhanced Math and Science Program (CEEMS), which had been developed,
implemented, and evaluated with successful results over a period of seven years in a targeted
14 school-district partnership in Greater Cincinnati. The overriding goal was to improve student
learning and success rates in K–12 math and science courses by helping to accelerate the process
of bringing effective educational innovation, CEEMS, to scale. In CEEMS, teachers were trained in
using challenge-based learning (CBL) and the engineering design process (EDP), teaching pedagogies
to transform their classrooms into student-centered, hands-on learning environments, while also
assisting students to improve their evaluation scores related to science, math, and engineering
instruction. CEEMS teachers acquired the necessary skills through coursework, professional
development (PD) workshops, and longitudinal professional guidance provided by assigned coaches
over a period of two years to become proficient in developing CBL–EDP curriculum, teaching it, and
assessing student learning and reflecting after teaching. The authors have documented how they used
customer market research conducted during the I-Corps L training to define their minimum viable
product (MVP) to duplicate the successful CEEMS methodology through a condensed (≤16 week)
self-paced, completely online training program with virtual coaching support. The authors also
describe the process they used to move forward very quickly from an MVP to a more complete
product offering, its branding, the process of trademarking it, and finally licensing it to an established
non-profit organization (NPO) for future marketing. Details of the whole experience are presented
with the hope that it will serve as a useful guide for other venture creators.

Keywords: challenge-based learning; engineering design process; student engagement; online
professional development training; coaching

1. Introduction

1.1. The Need

The American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS), the National Research Council
(NRC), and the National Science Foundation (NSF) all promote student-centered pedagogies, such
as inquiry, constructivism, and project-based learning, as ways to increase student engagement and
achievement in science [1]. K–12 teachers are required to teach state mandated academic standards
for specific courses and grade levels. Additionally, they also face high-stakes testing accountability,
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classroom management, and interruptions to instructional time due to testing, assemblies, special
programs, etc. With the advent of the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) [2], many states (even
those who have not adopted NGSS) have placed more of an emphasis on incorporating engineering
design into science standards. While Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for Mathematical
Practice [3] do not directly mention engineering, they promote teaching students “habits of mind”.
Engineering design is one vehicle to develop these critical habits. In a math classroom, engineering
design challenges engage students through problem solving, critical thinking, sense making, reasoning,
collaboration, communication, precise measurement, collection and analysis, graphing of data, and so
on. In order to encourage the use of engineering design, Understanding the Status and Improving the
Prospects [4] advocates for a more systematic linkage between engineering design and scientific and
mathematical inquiry to improve learning. As such, engineering design has a key role in both NGSS
and CCSS.

Despite this new engineering focus, K–12 science and mathematics teachers are often intimidated
and unsure how to incorporate engineering practices in their classrooms. As a result, professional
development (PD) has emerged to address this very issue. The most powerful instrument for
change lies at the core of education—teaching itself [5–7]. Successful learning is a shared experience
between a knowledgeable, enthusiastic teacher and curious, self-assured students [8–13]. The efficacy
of combining PD that improves teaching effectiveness with standards-based (K–12) curriculum is
becoming evident [14–17], as are better ways of retaining effective teachers [18]. Teacher education
needs to be iterative; it depends on sustained, coherent, collaborative, and reflective high-quality
PD [19–22], high-level science content [23], and an understanding of the social, contextual, and
distributed nature of learning [24].

The components of an integrated framework in science, technology, engineering, and math
(STEM) education often include a trans-disciplinary curriculum and an inquiry-based approach [25–29].
Embedded in it is authentic learning, engineering education and the engineering design process (EDP),
project-based and problem-based learning (PBL), career exploration, and a collaborative learning
environment. Currently, K–12 schools often give students an incomplete and inaccurate depiction of
what engineering entails because methods differ between the sciences and engineering. Thus, there is
a pressing need for in-service training that will prepare instructors to instruct in engineering as well as
math and science.

In science education, engineering design is increasingly being viewed as a gateway to authentic
learning that can support increased student understanding of scientific concepts (e.g., [30–32]).
Mehalik et al. [33] suggest that a systems design approach for teaching science concepts is superior in
terms of knowledge gain, engagement, and retention when compared to a scripted inquiry approach.
Parallel to design approaches are those that show how science becomes the vehicle for prompting
design, as is the case with PBL pedagogy (e.g., [34]). For example, an inquiry project designed by
Snetsinger et al. [35] began with the question “How can one harness the energy of the wind to create
electricity?” and students worked in teams to address the design challenge. Whether the approach to
science is through design or design through science, the convergence between science and engineering
design are explored in ways that represent the real world [36]. Design has the potential to stimulate
interest and make science accessible to all.

In order to capture the attention and aspirations of students, innovative, real-world applicable
units prove particularly valuable; however, they require teachers who are not only confident in their
abilities to design and implement them, but are also given the opportunity to do so. In order to develop
units that highlight real world problem solving, teachers often benefit from having a structure to
scaffold their lesson. Challenge-based learning (CBL) provides that structure or scaffolding. In CBL,
scaffolding structures guide student progress through the challenge [37]. CBL environments can mimic
design or provide motivating reasons for students to solve problems to address a societal issue and in
the process learn STEM content. The success of these approaches for learning engineering has been
demonstrated [38,39]. The advantage over traditional design activity is that when this is situated as
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science and math activity instead, students are more likely to fully explore variables, rather than stop
when design criteria are met [38–42]. A CBL STEM classroom creates learning environments designed
to engage students in “doing” and facilitating students’ active engagement in their own learning [43].

1.2. Our Response to the Needs: A Teacher PD Program for Select School Districts in Cincinnati

The Cincinnati Engineering Enhanced Mathematics and Science Program (CEEMS) [44] was a
$9.2 million targeted Math and Science Partnership (MSP) grant (#DGE-1102990) funded by NSF
from 2011 to 2018, for which the primary author of this paper was the Principal Investigator and
the co-author was a Resource Team Member (coach) on the project team. The CEEMS vision was to
establish a cadre of in-service teachers, who would implement the authentic articulation of engineering
with science and mathematics in 6–12th grade classrooms. It afforded a much-needed opportunity to
study how students learn mathematics and science when engineering is used as the context. CEEMS
was led by the University of Cincinnati as the higher education Core Partner in partnership with
14 Core Partner school districts. CEEMS worked to meet the growing need for engineering-educated
teachers who were equipped to provide learners with opportunities to meet the NGSS, CCSS for
Mathematical Practice, and Ohio’s Learning Standards [45] for K–12 science and mathematics while
acquiring universal skills (21st-Century Learning Skills). CEEMS was unique in that teachers were
trained under coaches to develop and teach curricular units in which CBL and the EDP were integrated
and individually suited to their own classroom.

The CEEMS CBL approach [46–51] has its roots in the seminal work freely disseminated by Apple,
Inc. [52]. In this version of CBL, students begin with a big idea, such as public health. They collaborate
in teams to generate an essential question, offer insight on how that big idea relates to it, and the class as
a whole then state it as a challenge that they would like to solve. After the challenge is defined, the
entire class generates guiding questions that need to be answered. Student teams seek to find answers to
the guiding questions by participating in a variety of learning activities, conducting research, learning
new material (independently, in groups or as part of a teacher-led lesson), performing experiments,
interviewing, and exploring various avenues to assist in crafting the best solution to the challenge.
CEEMS adds a twist by requiring that the challenge be solved using the EDP. By synthesizing CBL
and the EDP, teachers use the challenge to get students engaged and interested in the problem and
then guide them to use the EDP to seek out multiple solutions. Put simply, the EDP is a series of steps
that engineers follow to devise solutions for problems. More details about the EDP are presented
later in this paper. However, the nature of the EDP is inherently flexible because there are constraints,
trade-offs, and performance objectives for any challenge or problem that make a variety of potential
solutions available. As such, the EDP is an iterative process that requires constant revision and
optimization. Using prior knowledge and experiences, students identify the best alternative and
implement the most efficient solution. Finally, student teams share their solution to the challenge using
one of many possible formats such as oral presentations, written reports, marketing flyers, videos, and
other creative means.

It should be noted that CBL is similar to, yet distinct from, both project-based learning and
problem-based learning. All three pedagogies are student-centered, interdisciplinary, collaborative,
reflective, and oriented around a real-world problem. In contrast, in CEEMS, CBL provides students
with the opportunity to use the EDP to define the question they want to answer, and to provide
input on the challenge to be solved. While problem, project, and CBL by themselves all work well for
teaching engineering, the CEEMS approach has shown that learners are often more invested in solving
a problem if they define it and set the parameters themselves. Giving learners more control can prove
frightening for educators. What if they choose to solve a problem that bears little relation to the state
standards they are expected to learn? As a result, it requires much practice and support for teachers to
become adept practitioners of a CBL–EDP integrated approach, while still ensuring that students learn
the required content.
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Using the CBL and EDP pedagogies in CEEMS, as described above, eight new courses (three credit
hours each) focusing on engineering, science, and math content, and a seminar-based capstone course
(one credit hour) were used to train in-service, 6–12th grade math or science teachers with current
licensure in math or science, during the Summer Institute for Teachers (SIT). SIT participants took a
total of six courses (three courses per summer) and two education seminar courses (one course per
summer) over the course of two 7-week summer programs, for a total of 20 semester credit hours. The
seminar-based capstone course was structured to provide PD to help the teachers design engineering
challenges which incorporate the EDP that could be applied in their own classrooms using their own
teaching standards. As part of this seminar course, two Resource Team Members (coaches), consisting
of a retired or semi-retired educator and engineer, were assigned to each teacher. They provided
critical support during the summer development of units by brainstorming ideas, reviewing units in
progress, and approving those units once they reached completion. After the successful completion of
this program, the University of Cincinnati provided the SIT teachers with a Certificate of Engineering
Education. Teachers earned 10 credit hours per summer for a total of 20 credit hours.

CEEMS teachers develop units using established templates, which help them to organize their
specific information and content in a consistent way that requires them to document how they plan
to adhere to the program pedagogies throughout unit implementation. Prior to drafting their first
curricular unit, teachers attend a PD workshop where they are introduced to the unit and an activity
template that were developed for the CEEMS project. At least four activity templates are utilized
for each curricular unit, as well as a pre-test and a post-test that are directly linked to the activities’
educational outcomes. The activities are designed to answer the guiding questions identified by the
students, and as such have well-defined and measurable educational outcomes. There are some key
teaching strategies the teachers are required to plan and document prior to teaching, and to later
revise if they are changed during teaching. In each unit template, teachers pre-identify the kinds of
misconceptions students would likely have regarding the content and how these issues would be
addressed. Additionally, the teachers outline how they plan to differentiate parts of the lesson activities
to support the needs of different kinds of learners. The goal for the construction of templates is to
maximize organization and preparation before implementation, but in such a way that successful
teaching methods and areas for improvement can be easily identified. In the CBL section of the
template, teachers have to describe how they plan to relate the math and science content to real world
applications, STEM careers, and societal issues (ACS).

During the academic year, two resource team coaches observe a teacher’s unit in action during
key points (e.g., when CBL and the EDP are implemented) and then have a de-briefing session with
the teacher to discuss successes and improvements. In the second year, their role remains the same.
After the de-briefing, the teacher records his or her reflections on the implementation process of
the unit template, makes any needed edits to the templates based on what occurred during unit
implementation (for example, actual student misconceptions and any differentiations addressed), and
documents assessment and evaluation results related to growth in student learning.

In summary, in CEEMS there are three important elements that prepare teachers to successfully
incorporate the EDP into the teaching of core science and math content, which can be adopted and/or
adapted by others. First, teachers experience engineering challenges themselves when taking the
SIT courses: by engaging in teamwork and collaboration, learning from failure, and experiencing
the iterative nature of the EDP. Second, the CEEMS seminar-based capstone course is structured as
a PD program in which teachers are accountable to create implementable content and engineering
design activities for their classrooms, which are reviewed, critiqued, and approved by resource team
coaches. Finally, teachers are supported and guided as they create and implement engineering design
modules. This is accomplished using resource team coaches, who guide the teachers through the
process of creating and implementing lessons incorporating engineering design activities: they provide
invaluable feedback as teachers reflect on their own practice.
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With this tiered approach, the CEEMS project has trained 88 secondary teachers on teaching math
and science content and standards using CBL and EDP pedagogies. Those 88 teachers developed,
taught, and documented 327 units that utilize CBL and the EDP and align to content standards. The
CEEMS secondary math and science units can be found at http://www.ceas3.uc.edu/ceems/. These
teachers impacted over 18,000 6–12th grade students. Of the 88 CEEMS teachers, 32 enrolled in, and 21
have completed, the Masters in Curriculum & Instruction with Engineering Education specialization
(MCIEE) degree program as of August 2018.

The CEEMS evaluation and research studies use a mixed-methods design to respond to the
following questions:

(1) How do students in a design and CBL environment engage in decision making, strategic planning,
evaluating a revision of plans, creative thinking, and task persistence?

(2) How do students in design and CBL environments perceive their involvement in STEM careers?
(3) What measures and instruments are most effective at capturing and documenting these

leaning tasks?
(4) How are the teachers’ gains in knowledge of engineering transferred into instructional plans?
(5) What supports and barriers do teachers encounter as they implement their plans with students?
(6) How do the knowledge gains and implementation factors impact the teachers’ pedagogical

content knowledge?

The intent of this paper is not to describe and present in detail the results of the CEEMS
evaluation [53,54] and research [55] studies conducted, but the key findings from them are
summarized below:

1. Student knowledge gains were higher: 8.5% higher on the post-test versus comparison teachers’
students, which is statistically significant at a 95% confidence interval.

2. Engineering design practice requires that students use high-level cognitive demand, which
involves making connections while solving problems: 89% of students (more than 18,000 participated)
reported successfully understanding and implementing the EDP to seek and defend an optimum
solution to a real-world problem with constraints.

3. Integration of CBL and EDP instructional practices ensured usage of a wider variety of active
learning strategies: Classroom Observation and Analytic Protocol [56] data showed that CEEMS
teachers used probative, open-ended questioning that encouraged critical thinking, as well as the
EDP and CBL strategies, collaborative grouping, and use of external resources (e.g., videos) as a
means to focus the lesson on real-world issues.

4. Student engagement and buy-in was ensured: In post-teaching surveys, teachers reported (100%
strongly agreed or agreed) that they saw increased classroom engagement compared to when
non-CEEMS units were taught.

5. Teachers saw the benefit of continued use of CEEMS teaching pedagogies (CBL and the EDP)
with time: Teachers’ current instructional practices (CIP) surveys indicated a significant increase
of their usage of these teaching pedagogies during the project (from pre-project to one year, and
pre- to post-project/two years) and one year after programming ended.

6. Over time teachers learned to negotiate successfully through barriers and lack of supports
reported for student-centered reforms, and to minimize their impact.

1.3. Taking CEEMS beyond Its Partnership

The goals of the CEEMS project were admittedly ambitious—to profoundly change the STEM
culture in the Greater Cincinnati area as it pertains to K–12 educational agendas over the grant period
(seven years, starting in the fall of 2011). Moreover, we hoped that our project would not only serve
the state of Ohio by advancing student proficiency in science, mathematics, and engineering (and, as a
result, support the state’s pursuit of economic success in the STEM driven milieu of the 21st century),
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but also provide a template for large-scale, engineering-enhanced initiatives for STEM education
reform elsewhere in the country. The CEEMS research and evaluation syntheses reports [53–55] clearly
documented that evidence-based approaches (CBL integrated with the EDP) to teaching that actively
engage students in their own learning are more effective than traditional lecturing. Our next overriding
goal was bringing these effective educational practices to scale.

For Americans to remain competitive, several governmental, corporate, and non-profit
organizations and writers have been calling for transformational change in STEM education in the
US for many years [57–66], particularly focusing on post-secondary STEM education. However,
previous investments have not resulted in the desired level of change, even though STEM educators,
researchers, and communities agree on the required change, the vision of what needs to be changed,
and the evidence-based best practices that can be used. The inability to propagate and scale STEM
educational innovations is the primary reason for this situation. In this paper, the authors have
attempted to fill this gap by presenting how they used their participation in the NSF’s Innovation
Corps for Learning (I-Corps L) pilot initiative to propagate and scale CEEMS educational innovations
beyond its 14 school-district partnership in Greater Cincinnati. Hopefully this documentation will
help others to plan scaling up their own STEM educational innovations.

CEEMS shows that the following skills are key to successful teacher training and experience:
(1) a foundational understanding of the EDP and how to use it to teach in line with current science and
mathematics standards; (2) first-hand experience with the process in active and collaborative settings,
just as the students will have when methods are used in the classroom; (3) experience with tools, such
as the CEEMS unit database (http://www.ceas3.uc.edu/ceems/), that facilitate the development of
new units to meet individual curriculum and student needs; (4) guidance by professional coaches
as they create and implement engineering design modules; and (5) to document their final unit
implementations with improved student knowledge results and personal reflections for other teachers.

The challenge was to use key elements from CEEMS that prepared teachers to use engineering
as a context for learning, and to package them into a much shorter PD experience that individual
teachers and school districts would find worthwhile and be willing and (more importantly) able to
fund. Working with the I-Corps L instructional team, we identified the best methods for packaging
the CEEMS PD experiences for teachers to ensure that they get enough immersion in the pedagogies
of CBL and the EDP, and enough coaching support to implement with competence. The goal was to
bring to scale a tested teacher PD program (CEEMS project) so that it could be sustained and even
expanded before its NSF funding ended. If successful, this would significantly change the way math
and science are taught in K–12 classrooms, resulting in greater student engagement and achievement.
While the overall goal is to train teachers, we have also implicitly considered the educational goals for
their students. By synthesizing the CEEMS and I-Corps L approaches, we expect greater numbers of
students to pursue STEM disciplines and to produce a larger, more highly qualified technical workforce
that more closely reflects the demographics of the US (as identified by the numerous governmental,
corporate, and non-profit organizations cited earlier).

2. Research Methods

2.1. Initial Training

During the fall of 2014, NSF awarded a supplement award, I-Corps: Training Teachers to Use
Engineering as a Context for Learning (NSF grant #1518619), to a select group from the CEEMS
project team. As part of this award, the team participated in a seven-week course of study, along
with about 20 other exemplar projects, in order to learn how the business-model design and customer
development process can be used to evaluate the sustainable scalability potential of their educational
innovation. The participating exemplar projects were selected by the NSF program officers from
three directorates: Education and Human Resources (EHR), Computer and Information Science and
Engineering (CISE), and Engineering (ENG). The facilitators and coaches for the course included a
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team of an NSF program officer, business entrepreneurs, university faculty, and industry experts. The
training course utilized a Lean Startup [67] methodology which assumes that all you have is a series of
untested hypotheses—basically, presumptions about the validity of one’s educational innovation idea.
The three parts to this methodology include the following: (1) a process of hypothesis testing using a
business-modeling tool; (2) “getting out of the building” to test these hypotheses with prospective
clients; and (3) the use of agile development [68] to rapidly iterate the product being developed.

The goals of the training course were to work with the participating teams to accomplish
the following:

(1) Determine the readiness of their educational innovation for sustainable scalability as a
self-supported entity that is able to systematically promote its adoption and enable and facilitate
its use;

(2) Enable the team to develop a clear go/no-go decision regarding sustainable scalability of the
educational innovation;

(3) Help develop a transition plan and actionable tasks to move the educational innovation forward
to sustainable scalability, if the team decides to do so.

The seven-week course ran from January to February 2015 and was started in San Francisco,
California with an on-site introductory three-day workshop, in which:

(1) teams were introduced to the Lean Launchpad approach;
(2) teams learned the business model development and customer development process;
(3) teams met with customers (a minimum of 25) and presented what they learned to the class.

The introductory workshop was followed by five weekly online class sessions, and each included
reading assignments from the Startup Owner’s Manual [67], watching online lecturettes, and reporting
results via PowerPoint of their “getting out of the building” and “testing our business model
assumption” experiences. Each of the five online classes had two parts: an hour and a half for
team presentations, and an hour class discussion of the weekly online lecturettes. At the end of
February, all teams met for the final lessons-learned workshop where each team presented the lessons
learned from their exploration of sustainable scalability and presented a two-minute video showcasing
those lessons and their plans to move forward. Each team had the opportunity to meet with the
teaching team and receive critical feedback to refine and finalize their final deliverables.

Throughout the program we engaged in customer discovery interviews to understand the
potential adopters, collaborators, and users. We used Blank’s Lean LaunchPad [69] approach, which is
an entrepreneurial method created by Steve Blank to develop a business model by talking to potential
customers. As such, we were instructed to conduct at least 100 interviews to test hypotheses related
to the nine elements of Osterwalder’s Business Model Canvas (see Figure 1): value propositions,
customer segments, channels, relationships, revenue streams, key partners, activities, resources, and
cost structure. To aid in our collection of research data (our interviews), we utilized Launchpad Central
(https://www.launchpadcentral.com/), which permitted the storage of interview summaries as well
as a feature that allowed us to continually refine our business model. This feature, the Business Model
Canvas, provided a template that we updated throughout our training and customer interviews, and
that we shared with our assigned coaches, who reviewed our work and critiqued it, enabling us to
continually improve our product. This tool was very useful to help us better define our product
offering, as well as to consider the trade-offs that we needed to make.

The customer interviews were analyzed to identify customer types and their needs, and the
results obtained were represented in the Value Proposition Canvas (VPC) shown in Figure 2. During
the training, the VPC was completed twice: once after the interviews were completed to represent
what a typical customer desires, and a second time after the minimum viable product (MVP) had been
envisioned, with plans to present it on the final day of the training.
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Figure 1. Business Model Canvas (BMC) (adapted from [69]).

Figure 2. Value Proposition Canvas (VPC) (adapted from [69]).

2.2. Our Development Process

Figure 3 illustrates the flow of the development process we used to create our final product offering.
The product in this case is a professional development program (referred to also as a workshop in
this paper) for K–12 school teachers and administrators called STEMucation Academy (the official
trademark for its name was obtained by the University of Cincinnati Research Institute (UCRI), an
Ohio non-profit corporation, on 24 March 2016, from the United States Patent and Trademark Office).
Though the flowchart may seem quite complex, it will in fact become quite understandable with more
in-depth descriptions to follow.
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Figure 3. Program development flowchart.

2.3. Customer Research

In the Lean Startup terminology, interviewing customers is all about “getting out of the building”
with the purpose of testing the hypotheses that we had formed about our proposed product. Our
initial hypotheses were:

(1) science and math K–12 teachers will value the CEEMS [44] model;
(2) there are relatively few alternatives;
(3) we can develop a scalable CEEMS model that retains value.

Our customer research was broad in scope. We reached out to responders from 17 different states
for a total of 117 interviews. We targeted 10 to 15 interviews per week. The interviews were tailored to
the individual being interviewed based on their ability to focus on pre-selected questions relative to
our program development. A typical interviewee was a school administrator, math or science K–12
teacher, curriculum director, the owner or user of a competitive product, etc. These interviews were
about 20 min in length and were usually attended by two team members, one to ask the questions and
keep the interview on track, and a second to take notes. The interviews were done both face-to-face
where practical, and at other times over the phone, to avoid high travel costs. Upon completion of
the interview, notes were summarized and input into Launchpad Central. A sample of a summarized
interview is shown below:

Interviewee: STEM Facilitator, school in Oklahoma

“Oklahoma has its own science standards which are similar to NGSS minus evolution and
climate change. Interviewee used to be science curriculum coordinator before he took on
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current position. Involved in [a state of Oklahoma funded] MSP (Math & Science Partnership)
program where teachers invest two weeks in PD-half of PD involves pedagogy and half
of time they are working with OU researcher on actual research. Believes meaningful PD
cannot be shorter than two weeks. Waiting list for MSP PD as it is very popular. His MSP
does struggle with Saturday follow up only 1/3 show up; teachers have family priorities on
Saturdays. Measurement tools for own MSP mostly focuses on teacher change; has some data
related to student performance but that is hard to quantify. Some teachers going through
MSP then were motivated to seek advanced degrees. In their district most science teachers
have less than five years of experience; many have science minors rather than science majors
and therefore are lacking in content. As soon as teachers achieve a paradigm shift and get
it, they leave district or become consultants. Teacher PD needs to focus on how science
works, what science is, and how to integrate science practices. There is no $ in Oklahoma
district budgets for outside PD in science and social studies. All PD funds are directed to
English/LA and math. All science PD must occur at district level; best is informal in nature
when conversations occur about curriculum. Teachers are required to do 15 h of PD per year
and can easily get that by coming to district sponsored PD; some PD offered at district is not
science specific.”

Furthermore, key insights were developed as they related to our hypotheses. These concise
summaries were an excellent way for us manage the large amount of information we collected from
our 100+ interviews. As an example, the key insight we developed for the above interview was:

“No money in Oklahoma districts for outside PD in science or social studies; all science
PD must be homegrown due to lack of funds or rely on grant funding. Does not think PD
experience will be meaningful if it is less than two weeks; measuring teacher change may be
enough to prove effectiveness.”

Referring to the flowchart shown in Figure 3, the top three boxes have been addressed and we are
ready to discuss the Market Research and Product Development step. In this step we began completing
the Business Model Canvas. As shown in Figure 1, the Business Model Canvas represents a visual
overview of the nine building blocks for building a business model [69]. These nine steps are further
described in Table 1.

Our training objective then was to gather the information necessary to build a successful business
model through customer interviews, getting constant and critical feedback from the I-Corps L
coaches, and by evolving our model as we documented our learnings using the very visual Business
Model Canvas.

Table 1. The nine building blocks for building a business model.

Building Block Description

Customer Segments An organization serves one or several customer segments

Value Propositions The business model seeks to solve customer problems and satisfy customer needs with value
propositions

Channels Value propositions are delivered through communication, distribution, and sales channels

Customer Relationships Customer relationships are established and maintained with each customer segment

Revenue Streams Revenue streams result from value propositions successfully offered to customers

Key Resources Key resources are the assets required to offer and deliver the previously described elements

Key Activities Key resources achieve their goals by performing a number of key activities

Key Partnerships Some activities are outsourced and some resources are acquired outside the enterprise

Cost Structure The business model elements result in the cost structure
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2.4. Our Value Proposition

Early on in our training we were asked to define what we hoped to accomplish. This seemed
like it should be a relatively simple task, but the process took quite some time to reach an agreement
within our team. The first step in this process was to name our team, so as to better identify ourselves
with other I-Corps L teams, as well as with the training staff. Our initial team name was Best
Engineered STEM Teachers (BEST), which we used throughout our training and in the early stages
of our product development. We later found out that the BEST acronym had been used to represent
another organization. Later on, after completion of our training, we adopted the name STEMucation
Academy, which is trademarked and in use today.

The second order of business was to succinctly articulate our value proposition. That is, what
we offered to our potential customers that was truly unique and would help to meet some of their
unmet needs. This was an evolutionary process, as we continuously collected input from potential
customers. By “getting out of the building” and talking to potential end-users, we were able to fine-tune
our initial proposition. Our value proposition migrated from one of simply helping teachers and
administrators, to one of “transforming the classroom into a student-centered, hands-on, real-world
learning environment”. After the initial pilot of our proposed product, we established that in addition
to science teachers, math teachers were an important customer as well. In retrospect, the value
proposition is a dynamic statement that continues to evolve even today.

2.5. Establishing Customer Types and Needs

Understanding who the customer is and what their needs are was the most important part of
the process. Initially we believed that our customers were middle and high-school science teachers,
much like those science teachers that attended the CEEMS program at the University of Cincinnati.
Although these are important customers, they were not the only customers. Through our customer
research we found four different customer types, also referred to as a “customer archetype”. The
four archetypes identified were: (1) STEM-focused Teachers and Admin “Evangelists”, (2) Novice
Science Teachers, (3) Seasoned Science Teachers, and (4) School and District Administrators. It is worth
mentioning again that during the I-Corps L training we limited our customer base to secondary-school
science teachers and the decision makers who have an impact on their professional development (e.g.,
administrators, curriculum directors, etc.). Later this was extended to include K–12 in-service math
and science teachers across elementary school to high-school grade bands. Each of these customer
archetypes have their own unique set of motivations, pain points, and professional development needs
that influence their purchasing decisions with respect to professional development. Through our
customer research and coaching feedback, we identified those unique needs, which are summarized in
Figure 4.

The STEM-Focused Teacher and Admin “Evangelists” are grouped together because of their
similar needs. In this case, both are working to integrate STEM lessons into their school district. The
“Evangelist” is one who sees the need and is working hard to change the school culture through the
introduction of new teaching methods.

The Novice Science Teacher and the Seasoned Science Teacher are differentiated here as they
typically have different requirements set by their school district that they must meet. A novice or
relatively new teacher might be required to gain a master’s degree, and so is seeking courses that
offer college credit toward their degree. They are also more likely to need more time at home, due
to family or community activities. The Seasoned Science Teacher may have already achieved their
master’s degree and is simply looking to attain continuing education credits, trying to keep updated
on advancing teaching pedagogies, or trying to “stay fresh” as a veteran teacher.

The School and District Administrators are seeking to meet requirements mandated by the state,
or they may want to improve their school’s education rating, which is usually measured by their state.
They typically work to motivate their employees and (more specifically) teaching staff. Introducing new
initiatives such as a new STEM program might be a positive or a negative motivational circumstance,
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depending on how the end-user perceives it. Positioned appropriately, STEM education can have
a very positive influence on the life of an administrator as measured by student outcomes. Higher
standardized test scores, more student engagement, and motivated teachers are all needs that might
be addressed through an appropriate professional development program.

Using the feedback received from the customer interviews, the Value Proposition Canvas was
completed, which is shown in Figure 5.

 
Figure 4. Customer archetypes.

 
Figure 5. Completed Value Proposition Canvas after customer interviews.

2.6. Marketing Channels

When one purchases an item at a place of business such as a grocery store, you typically don’t
think about how it got onto the store shelf. Fortunately, we don’t have to think about the person that
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produced the item, nor do we have to think about the warehouse employee or the truck driver who
delivered the item to the store. It is important therefore to think about this supply stream or channel
and consider how we might make it transparent to the end-user similar to the grocery store analogy.

Initially, the product offering for our professional development program focused on an on-site
workshop at the customer’s facility or at a site of their choosing. This model closely mirrored the
CEEMS program that brought teachers together for a variety of workshops at a university facility. This
on-site workshop model had an advantage if the customer was in close proximity to the instructors.
One of our goals, however, was to develop a national program, and as such the on-site workshop
model proved to be a potential showstopper due to the higher travel costs associated with it. From our
interviews, we found that 40% of those interviewed supported the online approach and another 30%
“somewhat supported” it. For those that did not support the online training, there were a variety of
reasons, as reflected in the comments below:

“I am more motivated to work hard if I have to physically go somewhere.”

“If the PD or course was online, I would likely procrastinate.”

“I have three kids and feel I would need to physically get out of the house in order to get
work done.”

“I enjoy the interpersonal interaction that accompanies face to face PD.”

“Online programs are often ‘flat’ and not inspiring.”

A second factor that we needed to consider was that the customer (i.e., math or science teacher)
needed a flexible way of obtaining the training to fit their busy schedule. As such, we began evaluating
online training delivery. This seemed to meet the needs of most customer archetypes discussed earlier
and afforded us the opportunity to take advantage of a growing trend in education, online training.

Our channel to market then became a two-pronged approach to address those that supported the
online approach, as well as hosting on-site workshops to address the needs of those that preferred the
face-to-face approach.

2.7. Customer Relationships

Two key features of the CEEMS program were (1) the assignment of a personal coach to each
of the program participants to assist them as they developed their units of instruction, and (2) the
ability to collaborate with other teachers on their units of instruction. These features were validated in
our customer interviews, as a number of interviewees expressed an interest in a personal coach and
collaborating with other teachers:

“Having access to coaches and other teachers is important as it helps gain confidence in
using CBL and EDP.”

“Collaboration with other life science teachers is very important.”

“I am open to the online channel but believe that meeting fact to face with other teachers in
her district would be beneficial. I do not think that this model will work well if a teacher
signs up by themselves.”

As noted by these comments, interviewees felt that a relationship with their coach and other
teachers would be beneficial to them in developing their lessons. In this day and age, collaboration tools
such as Skype, Facetime, WebEx, and Google Hangouts solve the technical challenges of collaboration
both with other teachers as well as with a coach. The biggest challenge in establishing these
collaborative groups, then, is to be able to get them together at the same scheduled time—something
that can only be overcome if it is scheduled at the start of the training program.
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2.8. Revenue Streams

The revenue stream represents the cash a company generates from each customer segment. Costs
must be subtracted from revenues to create earnings [69]. For our professional development program,
the bulk of the cash generated will come from customers signing up for the professional development
workshops. Costs associated with implementing the workshops include website domain purchase,
annual website maintenance costs, cost of printing advertising materials, workshop and conference
handouts, and conference registration fees. As a startup, the upfront costs were covered by grants and
donations. A portion of the labor costs were donated to get the startup up and running. During the
pilot stage of the startup, all participants attending the workshops were given free access to course
materials in exchange for completing the course and providing feedback.

2.9. Key Resources

Key resources can be categorized as physical (facilities, machines, etc.), intellectual (brands,
patents, copyrights, etc.), human (people working on PD) and financial (cash, lines of credit, etc.).
The resources needed are often underestimated and, as a result, the product development suffers.
As an example, our team identified the resources listed in Table 2 that needed to be procured to
allow us to go forward with our professional development program. The second column represents
how these were addressed, and the third column shows a relative cost (high > $1000/month,
medium = $250–1000/month, low < $250/month).

Table 2. Identified key resources.

Key Resource How Key Resource was Addressed Relative Cost

Entrepreneur Training I-Corp L seven-week training program None (Funded by grant)

A conference room for team
meetings

Used conference room at University of
Cincinnati where 2 of our team

members were employed
None

A Learning Management System
(LMS) for workshop course

administration

Used BlackBoard and CourseSites for
initial pilots. Google Drive tools also

used as an alternative.
None

Instructional designer to develop
the course outline and manage the

LMS

Designer hired and expenses shared
with another department High

Course Developer Course materials created by Team
Members Medium

Workshop Coaches
Identified a list of CEEMS teachers and
Resource Team Members as potential

coaches for workshop participants
Low to Medium

Web Site Developer Outsourced to Northern Kentucky
University Medium

Branding and Brochures STEMucation Academy branding and
brochures created images. Low

Intellectual Property Protection Materials copyrighted None

Workshop Materials
Conference workshops required
materials for Engineering Design

Process activities
Low

Conference Registration Fees Paid through existing grants Low

Startup Funding for
aforementioned items Available from existing grants High
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2.10. Key Activities

“These are the most important actions a company must take to operate successfully” [69]. For
our endeavor, initially the five key activities we identified included those noted in Figure 6. Each of
these items were identified either through the successful implementation in the CEEMS program, or
as a need identified from our customer interviews. Of the five key activities identified, three have
either been implemented or refined going forward. The two items that still need attention are numbers
3 and 5, which are mechanisms to connect teachers and build professional learning communities.
As we grow the number of teachers that enter the program going forward, these activities will gain
more focus.

 

Figure 6. Key activities.

2.11. Key Partnerships

Osterwalder and Pigneur [69] state: “Key partnerships include the network of suppliers and
partners that make the business model work.” A number of key partnerships have helped to build our
program and are listed here:

University of Cincinnati (UC): One of our initial partnerships was with the University of
Cincinnati, which provided a number of resources that helped with the initial development of
STEMucation Academy. Some of these resources included the incorporation of our program materials
into following for-credit course:

ENGR 7050: Engineering Education Certificate Capstone (3 credits) (University of Cincinnati,
2018): This capstone course provides a structured and supported process for certificate
participants to implement what they have learned through certificate courses. Participants
will be required to develop and implement one full curricular unit of instruction that utilizes
engineering design-based challenges within a course that they teach. Participants will have a
mentor to guide them through this process. Completed activities and units are to be written
using a common framework and published to an open education resource so other teachers
can use them. The course is configured to be taken by a teacher after completing the required
course, Engineering Foundations, during a semester when the teacher could teach the unit in
a class while simultaneously taking the course.

Other resources that UC provided included the copyrighting of STEMucation Academy, use
of a conference room and facilities, use of development software (including BlackBoard, Kaltura,
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and Articulate), and access to an instructional designer. This partnership has continued through the
University of Cincinnati Research Institute (UCRI), an NPO affiliated with UC, and which obtained
the trademark for STEMucation Academy.

Northern Kentucky University (NKU): NKU’s Center for Applied Informatics supplied the
manpower to develop and maintain our website, stemucationacademy.com, which will be highlighted
later in this article.

2.12. Cost Structure

The cost structure refers to all of the costs incurred to operate the business model, including
startup and ongoing costs. We estimated our startup costs to be around $75K for curriculum
development, website development, marketing, and other contingencies. Our fixed costs included
website maintenance, domain name fees, and conference fees. Our variable costs were related to the
workshop size and frequency.

An initial breakdown of the revenue and costs associated with our program is shown in Figure 7.
Based on feedback received during our customer interviews, we targeted $250 as an entry level cost
for a one-day workshop. As can be seen in Figure 7, over 50% of the cost was compensation for
coaches supporting a participant in the program. As coaching was identified as a key component of
the program, this high-value feature was required to support the development of high-quality units of
instruction for the classroom. Note that there was no profit built into this model which we later altered
to cover future development costs.

Figure 7. Initial breakdown of cash flow per workshop attendee.

2.13. Insights from Our Customer Research

Key Identified Needs: In general, customers expressed a variety of needs that they felt should be
addressed by a STEM-based professional development program. Some of the expressed needs are
as follows:

• Teachers often found that professional development programs were of no value to them if they
could not take what they’d learned back to the classroom and implement it. It is important
therefore that new knowledge be easily implementable when teachers finish with the professional
development program.

• The ability to collaborate with fellow teachers is necessary to enable them to discuss new
lesson ideas, reinforce their knowledge of the new pedagogy, and permit them to discuss best
classroom practices.

• Coaching was a very popular concept that most believed would enable them to become more
adept at using the CBL pedagogy.

• Creating their own lessons was not only an important concept to the teachers, but to administrators
as well, as it provided more flexibility to create lesson plans that are tailored to student needs.

• Classroom practices that stimulate student engagement were identified as necessary.
• A reasonable cost (~$250 for PD) was identified as necessary.
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Competitive Comparison: Given the key identified needs, understanding how our proposed
program compared to competitive offerings involved an exercise in identifying who we were competing
with, what they offered, and their cost structure. A summary of our findings is shown in Table 3. We
did attempt to get cost numbers, but have not mentioned these since it was difficult to get reliable
numbers for some competitive programs already available (the range varied from free to $23,000).
The key differentiators that we compared included the use of engineering practices (both in science
and math), the focus on student-centered lessons (i.e., student engagement), the offering of ongoing
coaching during the development of a unit of instruction, and the inclusion of a new teaching practice
(CBL with the EDP integrated into it). These differentiators were believed to be those that would set
our program apart from other programs of a similar nature and, as can be seen from Table 3, most PD
offerings are deficient in one or more areas. This comparison gave us more confidence that we can
continue to move forward with our proposed model.

Table 3. Competitive comparison.

BEST Differentiators

Type Examples Description Engineering
Practices

Student
Centered

Ongoing
Coaching

Δ Teacher
Practice

Online Content Khan Academy
MOOCs 1

Online STEM 5

resources & classroom
ideas

National
Science
Organizations

AAAS 2 Project
2061

Science curriculum &
instruction

NSTA 3 Workshops/Online
Science Matters �

ASEE 4 STEM
Conference associated �

National STEM
Program

Engineering Is
Elementary

Content & application
lessons �

Project Lead the
Way

Blended STEM
professional
development that links
activities to engineering

�

�

Problem-based
learning only

�

Not
longitudinal

�

BEST
Online &
Face-to-face
Workshops

Science & Engineering
Practices and Student
Driven

� � � �

1 A MOOC is a course of study made available over the Internet without charge to a
very large number of people
2 American Association for the Advancement of Science

3 National Science Teachers Association
4 American Society of Engineering Education
5 Science, Technology, Engineering and Math

Note: PD is a highly fragmented market; each School District has their own/local PD offerings that will vary in cost,
quality and are additional competitors; Lot of “garbage” PD out there which makes teachers skeptical.

2.14. Final Business Model Canvas and Customer and Revenue Flow

Our I-Corps L team, BEST, completed 100 or more interviews and in week three we did a channel
pivot from blended online and on-site (via a national/regional teacher aggregator) to online with
meet-ups supplementing online classes. This required a significant revision in our value proposition
and customer segments. Our development is reflected in the changes to our Business Model Canvas
(early stage in Figure 8, and final in Figure 9). The final customer and revenue flow for our final
Business Model Canvas is represented in Figure 10.
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Figure 8. Business Model Canvas—early stage.

Figure 9. Business Model Canvas—final.
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Figure 10. Customer and revenue flow.

3. Results

3.1. The Creation of an Online Professional Development Program with Virtual Coaching: The MVP

As we moved forward, we believe we had a grasp of what potential customers needed and what
they were willing to spend for a professional development (PD) program focused on a CBL pedagogy
that also uses the EDP to solve the challenge. Referring back to Figure 3, we are now moving into the
space of creating a minimum viable product (MVP). An MVP is “a concise summary of the smallest
possible group of features that will work as a stand-alone product while still solving at least the ‘core’
problem and demonstrating the product’s value” [70].

In our case, the initial years of the CEEMS program (2012/2013) served as the basis for the MVP;
it was easily developed into a customer product. Customer feedback was positive as was our 2015
American Society of Engineering Education conference experience, so it allowed us to move forward
very quickly from the MVP to a more complete product offering.

In this section, we will describe the attributes of one of the workshops that was developed: the
Advanced Online Workshop. In particular, this workshop encompasses all the basic components of
the CEEMS PD training program (i.e., the Engineering Education Certificate Capstone course). Other
workshop options and a full online PD program that can be taken for course credit are described later.

Keeping our customer interview data in mind, we set out to further develop our MVP into a
professional development program that would enable teachers to transform their classrooms into
student-centered, hands-on, real-world learning environments where their students could become
multifaceted critical thinkers and problem solvers. This program purposefully habituates the EDP
into a teacher’s mindset, who creates engineering challenges for their students to solve. For those not
familiar with the EDP, Figure 11 illustrates this process. Engineers typically start by clearly defining
the problem to be solved (“identify and define”) and then background research is done to clarify what
is known about the problem (“gather information”). As is typically the case, multiple solutions to
the problem are identified (“identify alternatives”) before an initial solution is selected to go forward
with (“select solutions”). This initial solution is trialed (“implement solution”) and appraised for its
effectiveness in solving the problem (“evaluate solution”). The initial solution might then be modified
(‘refine”) and the process is repeated until an acceptable solution is found. Throughout this process,
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there is continual communication (“communicate”) with team members and stakeholders and the final
solution is then communicated to the key project stakeholders (“communicate solution”).

Furthermore, by breaking our training program into modules that correlate with the critical steps
of the EDP, we sought to raise awareness of the EDP and to provide teachers with an opportunity to use
it as they developed their unit of instruction. As such, the first module introduces engineering design
while the remaining modules (2–8) follow the steps of the EDP as noted in Figure 11. Module 8 covers
both the refinement of unit documents (based on coaching feedback) as well as the communication
of the unit documents to the Program Coordinator for archiving (STEMucation Academy website).
The “communicate” box in the center of the diagram is not a step in the process but instead represents
the communication process that occurs between the coach and the participant as the unit documents
are developed.

Figure 11. The engineering design process.

Structure of the Program Learning Modules: Each learning module is broken down into learning
objectives, an introduction to the module, and homework assignments. Hyperlinks are used to access
a variety of documents such as templates, questionnaires, and supplemental reading materials. The
six coaching meetings that are required are also incorporated into the modules with fixed agendas to
permit both the coach and participant to cover any pertinent issues.

All of the modules are targeted to be completed in 12–16 weeks, depending on when the
participant implements the unit of instruction in their classroom, completes the follow-up reflection,
and meets a final time with their Coach for a sign-off on the workshop deliverables. It is entirely
possible for a teacher to complete the modules much earlier than 12 weeks.

The End Result: Each participant will end up completing a unit of instruction which includes a
unit plan and multiple activity plans. The unit plan is an overview of the unit and is used to describe
the CBL elements: the big idea, the hook, possible essential and guiding questions, the challenge,
career connections, and societal relevance. Typically, there are a minimum of four activity plans that
describe exactly what must be done to complete the activity. The activity plans include such things
as activity objectives, activity guiding questions, advance preparation requirements, assessments, a
materials list, procedures, projected misconceptions, and any differentiation notes. Normally, the
last activity is a description of the challenge to be solved using the EDP. These plans are written in a
manner so that another teacher may easily and efficiently implement them in their own classrooms.

Examples of some of the units that were developed in the CEEMS program are given in Table 4.
Each of the units developed through CEEMS or STEMucation Academy are public resources and are
therefore available for free to teachers.
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Table 4. Unit examples from the CEEMS program.

Unit Name Grade and Subject Hyperlink

Aiken’s Angry Birds High School Physical Science http://stemucationacademy.com/aiken-angry-birds/
Designer Dogs Grade 8 Science http://stemucationacademy.com/designing-dogs/
Feel The Noise High School Pre-Calculus/Calculus http://stemucationacademy.com/feel-the-noise/

Trains Always Win Grade 8 Algebra http://stemucationacademy.com/trains-always-win/

The Process to Monitor, Guide, and Evaluate Progress: As noted, a Coach is assigned to each
workshop participant. The coach’s role is to mentor the participant and to monitor and evaluate their
progress. To aid the coach in assessing a participant’s pre-workshop knowledge, a pre-assessment
is given. This assessment appraises the participant’s knowledge of such things as CBL, the EDP,
21st-century skills, and collaborative learning. The results of the assessment are used by the coach
to determine where participants need to focus their energy. If the participant demonstrates adequate
knowledge, this may lead to reducing or eliminating sections of the course.

In the virtual environment, it is necessary to continuously monitor the progress of the participant
using a variety of feedback mechanisms. We utilize homework assignments, a rubric, and an oral
evaluation guide that stimulates discussions between the participant and the coach. Prior to the
implementation of a unit of instruction in the classroom, a pre-implementation checklist is completed
by the participant. After the unit is taught, a post-implementation checklist is completed and is
used to guide the participant in putting the finishing touches on their unit materials. Part of this
post-implementation checklist is to complete a reflection that involves writing notes to themselves or
other teachers who might implement the unit in their own classrooms. These notes typically point out
areas of the unit that went well or areas that did not go as planned. These notes are essentially a way
of reducing problems when the unit is presented again in the future, or that another teacher may have
in implementing the unit.

Course participants are asked to provide photos, videos, and samples of student work from the
implementation of their unit in the classroom. This supplemental material further documents the unit
to aid other teachers in the future. This record is also a way for the coach to assess the participant’s
work and ultimately to assess the completeness of the unit. Each of these feedback instruments
provides valuable insights into the participant’s progress and permits mid-course corrections to be
made if appropriate. Typically, the participant will complete a module and only then gain access to the
next one upon the coach’s approval.

Program Completion Requirements: As noted, the workshop has numerous checkpoints that
provide continuous feedback to the coach in order to monitor a participant’s progress. By the time
participants implement their units of instruction, there is a good sense of how well they performed,
how good their documentation is, and a decision to assign course credit can then easily be made, if
that option is to be used.

It is important to note that if deemed appropriate for other teachers to use, materials that are
created by the participant will be archived on an open-source website. An archive of unit materials
currently exists on the University of Cincinnati CEEMS website [44] as well as on the STEMucation
Academy website [71].

3.2. Branding the MVP

This section details the process used for branding the MVP and the decisions made regarding its
visual representation, with the hope that these will serve as useful guides for other venture creators.

Brand Name and Trademark: After the close of the I-Corps L training, the first task at hand for
the group was to change its name from Best Engineered STEM Teachers (BEST), as other programs
were already using that acronym. The criteria the group used for branding (name and visual identity)
included the following items:
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(1) It must be consistent with mission and vision, which were fixed as follows:

� Mission: Our program is a teacher-recommended, online professional development
program that helps teachers meet new science/mathematics and engineering
practice standards.

� Vision: Created to help teachers transform their classrooms into student-centered,
hands-on learning environments.

(2) It must clearly communicate the provided services (what it is). We selected the brand name as
STEMucation Academy, which combined the words “STEM” (science, technology, engineering,
and mathematics) and “education” to convey the message the program offers professional
development training in “STEM education”. The official trademark for the name was obtained by
the University of Cincinnati Research Institute (UCRI), an Ohio non-profit corporation affiliated
with UC. The domain name stemucationacademy.org and stemucationacademy.com were also
purchased for web development and email usage, respectively.

(3) It must demonstrate the benefits of our service—assisting teachers to improve their evaluation
scores related to science, mathematics, and engineering instruction.

(4) It has meaning to target audiences. The STEMucation Academy brand is one that generates
feelings of confidence, approachability, collaboration, and individualization.

(5) It must be distinguishable from other PD organizations in that it facilitates the development of
new units as needed to meet individual curriculum and student needs, and be guided and vetted
by professional coaches.

Logo Look and Usage: Under the guidance of the I-Corps L team, a graphic designer developed
a logo based on the initiative’s equity, and its inspiration is a star along with the name STEMucation
Academy (Figure 12).

 
Figure 12. STEMucation logo.

3.3. Testing Our Model

From our customer feedback and an analysis of our competition, our initial professional
development model was designed to target science teachers teaching grades 6 to 12. To test some
of the aspects of our model, we piloted a face-to-face training workshop, “Integrating Engineering
into Your Science Classroom,” at the American Society for Engineering Education (ASEE) Annual
Conference and Exposition on 13 June 2015 as part of the K–12 workshop series organized by the
ASEE’s K–12 division. Also, this was the first time the branding of STEMucation Academy, described
in the previous section, was used in the PowerPoint presentation, handouts, and promotional materials
prepared for the event. The overall goal of this experiential learning workshop was to develop and
execute a student-centered engineering design challenge based on academic standards. The team
envisioned the possibility of converting this entire experience into an online teacher PD program
including individualized coaching to aid teachers in the development of a design challenge-based
unit for his/her classroom. This workshop consisted of a 75-minute session that was free to those
attending the ASEE Conference. Ten participants attended the workshop. Two veteran exemplar
CEEMS high-school teachers (math and science) were recruited to direct the workshop, and the
contents and delivery modalities were designed by the I-Corps L team in collaboration with them.
Overall the workshop was well received. Some positive outcomes:
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• We were able to implement an engineering design activity to simulate a classroom challenge
• Participants were able to work on their own unit of instruction and presented their plans
• We received first-hand feedback from the ultimate users on what our planned online PD program

or workshops should make clear:

� What does it look like to teach STEM by integrating engineering into one’s classroom?
� How can and does science and math education benefit from including the EDP?

3.4. Creating the Marketing Website

Providing information to current program graduates and potential future customers is provided
through an online website at stemucationacademy.com. As most individuals are familiar with website
navigation, we will point out just a few tips for navigating the website.

The website contains seven major segments: Home, About, Training Options, Units, Resources,
Register, and Contact. The Home page features comments from the Program Director and Program
Coordinator as well as scrolling photos taken during CBL classroom activities and various training
programs. The About page provides background information on the benefits of CBL, key program
attributes such as higher student achievement, and the highly valued personal coaching assistance the
program provides. Training Options illustrates the features and costs of the four training programs,
including two online and two on-site workshops. For the One-Day Introductory On-Site Workshop
and the Introductory Online Workshop, a single engineering design challenge activity is developed
and implemented in the classroom. For the Three-Day and the Advanced Online Workshops, a full
CBL–EDP unit of instruction is developed which includes at least four activities, one of which is
solving a challenge using the EDP. A fifth option includes customized workshops to fit customer needs.
To aid teachers in the development of materials for their classes, the Units option provides access to
classroom-ready units of instruction that utilize the CBL methodology with integration of the EDP to
solve the challenge. The Resources page includes materials that were presented at a conference as well
as journal articles published by the CEEMS project team that provide more background information
on the CBL and EDP teaching methodologies. The Register page can be used by those who would
like to sign up for one of the workshops and Contact can be used to get more information. The
Register section includes a step-by-step process for registration, submission of documents to make the
enrollment payment, instructions when they will be informed of the assigned coach and the go-ahead
to start the training program and obligations thereafter. The contact form will send an email message to
teacherpd@stemucationacademy.com, which is monitored continuously by the STEMucation Academy
Program Coordinator.

3.5. Alpha Testing: Piloting the Online PD Program

The STEMucation Academy’s online PD program was fully developed and available for internal
testing by the end of the 2015 Fall Semester. It was piloted with six individual in-service teachers for
free during the 2016 Summer and Fall semesters. Teachers were recruited from a nationwide search,
and a group of six teachers completed the program together in the 2017 Spring Semester. The group of
six in-service teachers who completed the program together were enrolled in a course they were taking
at the University of Cincinnati College of Education, Criminal Justice, and Human Services, though not
all students enrolled in the course took the online PD program. This enabled us to test the modalities of
the “teacher collaboration” aspect modeled in the online PD program (teachers disparately located and
teachers taking a course together). Since STEMucation Academy is self-paced, it required 3–6 weeks for
teachers to complete the program, depending when the unit was scheduled for teaching. This verified
that our projected completion period of 12–16 weeks, as mentioned in Section 3.1, was more than
realistic. Past veteran CEEMS teachers and Resource Team Members (CEEMS coaches) were employed
as coaches for both these pilot programs. In both online pilot implementations, the teachers who
completed the program reported that they felt much more comfortable and competent in their ability
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to create and teach a unit incorporating an engineering design challenge in an end-of-the-program
survey. They also praised the flexible nature of the online format. A few of the quotes provided by the
participants of the online PD program are mentioned below:

- “I liked that I could go at my own pace, look ahead to all of the modules so I could get the whole
picture before actually doing each module, and I liked that there was someone I could contact to
bounce ideas off.”

- “The self-pace was great!”
- “I liked how I could go back and re-watch something to help me understand.”
- “The resources were great.”
- “My coach was great! She was very helpful and supportive.”
- “I had an awesome coach who I enjoyed working with. She was always giving me ideas and

helped me in any way.”
- “I liked the timeline of the workshop. Having due dates for parts of the STEM unit was helpful.

Working with a mentor was also helpful.”

In the end-of-the-program survey for the pilot implementations, the teachers who completed the
program reported that overall:

(1) they felt much more comfortable and competent in their ability to create and teach a unit
incorporating an engineering design challenge;

(2) the coach was great and was the key support to their success in completing the online PD course;
(3) the breakdown of modules into engineering process steps was helpful in learning about the EDP.

Besides the above strengths, some challenges were also reported, which resulted in making
following changes in the online PD program:

A. Fluency in Using Blackboard: CourseSites by Blackboard was used to offer the STEMucation
Academy’s online PD program for both pilots. A debrief with the coaches was held after each
pilot. Generally, the feedback received from the coaches was positive. All coaches felt that even
though CourseSites was an appropriate platform for the online PD program, they reported
that a few student teachers initially had challenges navigating CourseSites. Overall coaches
felt the student teachers were capable of mastering all subject areas, were communicative,
and put forth an above-average amount of effort to master the techniques being taught in
the online PD program. Due to the issues arising from the use of CourseSites, an alternative
learning management system was sought. As most coaches and participants are familiar with
cloud-based products such as Google Drive, YouTube, and Microsoft Office products such as
Word and PowerPoint, a decision was made to convert the online program materials to a format
that allowed the participants and coaches to get "up and running" more quickly. This also
permitted modifications to the online program to be made by personnel not experienced in the
use of CourseSites. A study guide was created for each of the eight STEMucation Academy
modules. These study guides are in PDF format, which is universally readable on all types
of digital devices including tablets, smartphones, and computers. The study guides include a
module overview, module objectives, assignments, and other instructions to help the participant
navigate the course. Hyperlinks to videos and other course supplements are imbedded in the
modules. At the time of writing this paper, the new format has been evaluated and is being used
by teachers currently enrolled in the STEMucation Academy’s online PD course.

B. Need for Better Management of the Discussion Board: Some participants expressed a need for
better management of the discussion board to ensure timely interactions with the coaches
and on-time completion of the modules. Based on this feedback and the fact that the course
participants did not always participate in one-on-one discussions with their coach, the discussion
board was dropped and the one-on-one meetings between participant and coach became
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mandatory. This alternate form of communication allows the coach to better assess the
participants’ progress and, if needed, offer mid-course corrections.

C. Issues with Purpose and Submission of Rubrics. We found participants wanted more
explanation of the course requirements and the rubric elements used to assign a grade. Having
a clear definition of expected performance would help the participant understand what their
work product should focus on. Each of the eight modules contain a number of assignments and
each assignment has one or more rubric elements associated with it. Overall there are more than
20 rubric elements distributed over the eight modules. A sample rubric element is illustrated in
Table 5.

Table 5. Sample rubric.

Rubric Element Excellent (100–90%) Acceptable (89–60%) Unacceptable (59–0%)

Possible Essential
Questions

At least 3 possible Essential
Questions have been clearly

written and are well related to
the Big Idea for each if the

identified challenges

1 or 2 possible Essential
Questions have been

documented for each of
the identified challenges

No possible Essential
Questions have been

documented

(15) (15–13.5) (13.5–9) (8.85–0)

The rubric in this case was used to define the desired performance requirements and is broken up
into 3 levels: (1) excellent performance, (2) acceptable performance, or (3) unacceptable performance.
Point levels are assigned to each rubric element based on the complexity of the assignment and
its relative importance to the overall course learning objectives. When the coach assigns a score, it
provides an opportunity for discussion with the participant regarding their work. In some cases,
the coach may recommend reworking the participant’s unit and activity plans, or the coach may
simply reinforce the fact that the participant’s work is commensurate with an excellent or acceptable
performance. By clearly defining the expected performance and articulating this to the participants
prior to and during the course, it is believed that participants will develop higher-quality work.

Another aspect of the rubric was to improve consistency between the coaches who are evaluating
a student teacher’s performance. In a typical classroom setting, a single instructor assesses student
performance and assigns a grade. This is a model of consistency, as one “evaluator” is appraising the
work of each participant in the course. In the STEMucation Academy approach, multiple coaches may
be involved and a potential problem with inconsistent evaluation of performance may arise due to the
different expectations of the coaches. Again, the rubric provides a uniform approach to evaluating
performance and helps to ensure fair assessments are made among course participants.

3.6. Moving Forward: Licensing Out the Program for Marketing

Once STEMucation Academy’s online PD program was fully developed and vetted, we began
looking for opportunities to license the program to an established non-profit organization (NPO) to
promote and market it to paying customers. In September 2018, UCRI and UC’s Innovation Office
signed a licensure contract with the Science Education Council of Ohio (SECO) for the online PD
program. SECO is a well-established NPO in Ohio that has been organizing professional development
workshops, programs, and conferences in the region for 14 years (https://scienceeducationofohio1.
wildapricot.org/). Also, SECO is the Ohio chapter of the National Science Teachers Association (NSTA).
The SECO Board of Directors have agreed to license STEMucation Academy’s online PD program
since it provides them an opportunity to have a national footprint and bring visibility to its mission:
“The Science Education Council of Ohio (SECO) is a collaborative community that believes everyone
deserves the benefit of a strong science education in order to engage with an ever-changing world.”
SECO is developing an informational webpage related to STEMucation Academy and a registration
page for enrollees on its webpage. SECO will enroll and assign coaches to the enrollees from a list of
qualified, certified coaches supplied by STEMucation Academy. STEMucation Academy will maintain
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the course modules and provide access to the enrollees, and its Program Coordinator will be the
liaison between the enrollees and the coaches to monitor progress. The Program Coordinator will also
maintain a required online training program for the coaches.

Upon completion of the program, participants will receive 45 contact hours and have the option of
purchasing three graduate credit hours from a partner University that SECO uses for offering graduate
credits for its other PD offerings.

3.7. Ongoing Efforts for Broader Impacts

As mentioned in Section 2.1 in the CEEMS project, eight in-class graduate courses and one seminar
course served as the cornerstone for all teachers during the Summer Institute for Teachers (SIT). These
courses were packaged to offer the SIT participants a Graduate Secondary Engineering Education
Certificate (GSEEC) from UC. Once the GSEEC program was fully established at UC, STEMucation
Academy converted four key CEEMS courses to complete online courses and added a new online
course that duplicated the CEEMS PD seminar course in a complete virtual environment. In this
newest course, teachers work under the guidance of a coach to develop, teach, and document student
learning results, and to put their units into a format for web dissemination to other teachers. The five
online courses are packaged to offer a 12-credit GSEEC distance education program to reach a wider
geographic audience:

The required courses (three graduate credits each) are:

• Engineering Foundations
• Engineering Education Certificate Capstone

Elective courses (option to select two, at three graduate credits each):

• Models and Applications of Physical Sciences
• Engineering Applications in Math—this contains two sections, one for high-school teachers and

the other for middle-school teachers (it could also be taken by elementary school teachers)
• Engineering Models

The course descriptions for these courses and details of the GSEEC program can be found on the
STEMucation Academy website [71]. STEMucation Academy is currently working out the logistics
of offering this complete online 12-credit GSEEC program to paying customers and will soon be
announcing its availability.

4. Concluding Remarks

The published literature clearly recognizes that the best way to improve undergraduate STEM
education is by investing in math, science, engineering, and technology (STEM) K–12 teachers.
A number of Federal agencies and corporate foundations have invested significant resources in an
effort to improve teaching and learning across STEM disciplines. However, this has not produced the
increasingly necessary transformational changes in STEM education the US desperately requires.
Addressing the persistent challenges that limit evidence-based instructional practices in STEM
education is still an urgent need, yet the rate and extent of large-scale adoption is very low because
STEM educators, researchers, and communities do not have the basic training to systematically
accelerate the process of bringing effective educational innovations to scale. Even when successful,
their impact has mostly remained local to where the practices were developed.

In this paper, the authors have presented their experiences from participating in an NSF I-Corps
L training program established for business startups using Blank’s Lean LaunchPad, Osterwalder’s
Business Model Canvas, and associated tools. They used the entrepreneurial skills acquired through
this training to scale-up their professional program, the Cincinnati Engineering Enhanced Math and
Science Program (CEEMS). CEEMS had been developed, implemented, and evaluated with successful
results over a period of seven years in a targeted 14 school-district partnership in Greater Cincinnati.
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CEEMS worked intensively with secondary school (grades 6–12) math and science teachers, who
participated for a two-year period in the project to develop and implement new units of instruction
to meet teachers’ individual curriculum and student needs. The programs specifically addressed the
needed academic standards through engineering design challenges.

The main aim of CEEMS was to train teachers to encounter new emerging science/mathematics
and engineering practice standards (NGSS, CCSS for Mathematical Practice, and the recently
revised Ohio Learning Standards for K–12 science and mathematics juxtaposed with Universal
Skills/21st-Century Learning Skills), with demonstrated and documented higher student performance.
To achieve this aim, the CEEMS teachers were trained in using CBL and the EDP teaching pedagogies
to transform their classrooms into student-centered, hands-on learning environments, while also
assisting them to improve their evaluation scores related to science, math, and engineering instruction.

The CEEMS teachers acquired the skills to successfully implement the above through a two-year
commitment to complete 20 credits of graduate coursework. Their tuition fees covered course
credits and additional funds covered longitudinal face-to-face guidance, critical reviews of their
work, and continuous feedback and approval by professional coaches during both the development
and implementation stages. In CEEMS this was possible because NSF funds covered all these costs.
Recognizing limitations in the I-Corps L project, a goal was established to bring to scale a tested teacher
PD program, CEEMS, so that the practice of its primary pedagogies (CBL and the EDP) could be
sustained and even expanded on when funding from the NSF ran dry. The parameters for the scale-up
were set to be:

• include online and face-to-face channels of service (make both options available);
• make it self-paced and flexible to fit the teacher’s curricular needs and teaching schedule;
• condense it for successful completion within a semester (≤16 weeks);
• include virtual coaching to assist teachers in producing the curriculum, teaching it, assessing

student learning gains, reflecting after teaching, and documenting for web dissemination to other
teachers for quality assurance, guidance, and approval;

• ensure costs are fixed at a level that can be paid either by a teacher or by the school district.

The engineering design process is a simple concept to understand, but it is challenging to
implement well. Like many skills, it takes practice. That is what a majority of this online PD
program created, with attributes dedicated to designing and implementing units of instruction using
CBL and EDP to enhance any unit of study, not just math and science. It is envisioned that this
collaborative experience between the teacher and the expert coach will showcase “tricks of the trade”
for implementing CBL and the EDP in a classroom setting, and increase the confidence and comfort
level of the participating teacher to do more on their own later.

In this paper, the authors have documented how they used customer market research conducted
during the I-Corps L training to define a minimum viable product (MVP) that incorporated the above
attributes. The authors also described the process they used to move forward very quickly from
an MVP to a more complete product offering, its branding, the process of trademarking it, piloting
and testing the MVP, and finally licensing one of the online professional development programs for
teacher training to an established non-profit organization (NPO), the Science Education Council of
Ohio (SECO), for future marketing.

The MVP was branded and trademarked as STEMucation Academy by the University of
Cincinnati Research Institute (UCRI), an Ohio non-profit corporation affiliated with University of
Cincinnati. A dedicated website, http://stemucationacademy.com/, was developed for STEMucation
Academy and maintained by the Northern Kentucky University’s (NKU’s) Center for Applied
Informatics. This website presents details of all the PD program offerings by STEMucation Academy
and the registration process for any one of those offerings.
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Details of the author’s I-Corps L training experience and its outcomes are presented in this paper
with the hope that they will serve as a useful guide for other venture creators. In summary, the key
lessons learned from our I-Corp L experience are:

pick a diverse, committed team; decide how the startup will pay for some of the early expenses,
as startups cost money—look for viable partnerships that help move the project forward; most
importantly, "get out of the building" to fully understand the customer needs, pains, and revenue flow
to develop the MVP; and finally, identify what differentiates the MVP created from the competition.
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Abstract: This paper presents the assessment items that were developed by science and technology
teachers in Québec to explore their students’ alternative ideas about engineering design technology
and technological systems. These assessment items were administered to Secondary Cycle One
students in Francophone and Anglophone schools in Québec to elicit their ideas about the
foundational technology concepts included in the science and technology curriculum. Students’
responses are presented to share their alternative and scientific explanations. In addition, various
approaches to facilitate a deeper understanding of scientific models and mechanistic reasoning in
students are also discussed.
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1. Introduction

This paper aims to share the resources that we have developed in collaboration with secondary
science and technology teachers in Québec to support the teaching of engineering design technology.
To this end, we present the assessment tools that were developed by the teachers to elicit their
students’ alternative ideas about technology and technological systems. These assessment items
were administered to Secondary Cycle One students (grades seven and eight) in Francophone and
Anglophone schools in Québec to elicit their alternative ideas about the foundational technology
concepts included in the science and technology curriculum in Québec. We hope that science educators
will benefit from the tools that their fellow colleagues developed to facilitate the integration of
science and technology while teaching the Québec Education Program. This paper is organized
into five sections. First, we provide an overview of the Science and Technology program in Quebec.
Then, we review the literature on students’ intuitive or alternative conceptions in science. In the
subsequent sections, we describe the study methods, present an analysis of the key findings focusing
in secondary students’ intuitive conceptions of technological systems, and discuss the pedagogical
implications of this work, relative to the literature on conceptual change approaches to science and
technology education.

The Québec Education Program (QEP) is a competency-based curriculum divided into six
Subject Domains, with Mathematics, Science, and Technology being one of them [1]. Each subject
has competencies that must be developed by the students through Elementary and Secondary
school. The discipline-specific and cross-curricular competencies aim to develop students’ intellectual
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capacities and appropriate social skills that will enable them to respond to complex changes in their
environment [1]. According to the QEP,

One aim of a competency-based program is to ensure that students’ learnings serve as
tools for both action and thought, which is a form of action. Unlike a skill, which may be
applied in isolation, a competency makes use of several resources and is itself used in fairly
complex contexts. [2] (p. 4)

The content for each subject area for each cycle is defined by the QEP and is used to develop
the competencies. One of the major changes introduced by the QEP to the curriculum of the science
program was the introduction of technology education—to prepare students for modern society [3,4].
In fact, all of the compulsory science programs from Secondary One through Secondary Four are now
named “Science and Technology”. The QEP emphasizes that science and technology are intimately
intertwined in the modern world and due to their intricate connections, it is not easy to draw concrete
boundaries between the two domains [3] (p. 1).

Incorporating technical education into general education was part of a world-wide trend through
the 1980s and 90s, supported by United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
(UNESCO). Both the Canadian Council of Ministers of Education (CMEC) in their Common Framework
of Science Learning Outcomes K to 12 as well as the American Association for the Advancement of
Science (AAAS) in their landmark publication, Project 2061, strongly influenced the writing of the
Science and Technology programs of the QEP. Prior to this movement, students who pursued technical
education were directed to the workplace and those in general education, to higher education [4]. Using
technology to teach science is well-researched—showing that technology-centered classrooms, can lead
to effective science learning [5–10]. Engineering design is a key theme of QEP technology content [1].
Prior to the introduction of the QEP, all Secondary Three (grade nine) students took Introduction to
Technology (ITT) [3]. Students worked in a woodworking lab developing engineering designs and
building models. The QEP Science and Technology programs specifically integrated the essentials
of ITT [11]. An integrated approach to teaching Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics
(STEM) is central to the QEP curriculum [12]. The STEM approach emphasizes the development of
competencies related to mathematics, science, and engineering-based technology to develop students’
scientific reasoning, critical thinking, and conceptual understanding by engaging in experimental
inquiries [3]. Such inquiries encourage students to test their ideas by developing investigable questions,
using organized observation, and devising procedures for their investigations. Through this process,
they are expected to develop the skills to interpret and analyze their observations while drawing
on logical arguments, when appropriate [3]. Furthermore, the STEM related competencies focus on
“discerning patterns and relationships” in the data to understand the evidence that they collect.

The QEP highlights the relevance of science, technology, and mathematics to the evolving needs
of society and the ways in which these fields have shaped modern society [5]. The QEP illuminates the
common elements in these subject areas which focus on developing students’ understanding, critical
thinking, analytical reasoning, inquiry competency, and communication skills [3] (p. 186). Moreover,
cultivating students’ imagination, creativity and a desire to explore and discover is also emphasized as
a significant element of STEM subjects. As explained in the QEP, scientific and technological literacy
would enable youth to use scientific knowledge and skills appropriately and productively in their
professional and personal lives. Schools are seen as key sites for developing students’ abilities to
achieve this key goal of public education in Canada [3].

The QEP Science and Technology program encompasses five scientific disciplines (chemistry,
physics, biology, astronomy, and geology) and “various technological fields (e.g. mechanical design,
medical, food and mining technology) studied in the context of cultural references” [3] (p. 225). This
curriculum focuses on the following key competencies at the Secondary Cycle One level (grades seven
and eight): (1) “Seeks answers or solutions to scientific or technological problems,” (2) “Makes the
most of his/her knowledge of science and technology,” and (3) Communicates in the languages used
in science and technology.” The first competency focuses on developing students’ inquiry skills as
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they actively engage in the process of asking questions and exploring possible solutions through
“observations, hands-on activities, measurements, construction or experimentation, be it in a lab, in
a workshop or in the real world” [3] (p. 226). The second competency focuses on the application
of knowledge, particularly in real life situations. The students develop a deeper understanding of
scientific concepts and technological models by analyzing how technical objects work [3]. The ability
to effectively interpret and communicate scientific and technological knowledge using appropriate
language is intimately connected to these competencies

Engineering-based technology provides a useful context for applying content knowledge as
students engage in analyzing and designing complex systems [13–16]. Engineers are involved in such
activities in real life settings when solving complex technological problems, improving manufacturing
processes, building infrastructure, designing new devices (e.g., computers, electronic communication
tools), and addressing socioenvironmental issues (e.g., waste and recycling management, public
transit systems) [17] (pp. 370–371). The essential concepts and progression of learning goals for
engineering-based technology in the QEP for Secondary Cycle One (grades seven and eight) focus on
(a) graphical language, (b) mechanical engineering, (c) materials, and (d) manufacturing. Students
are expected to learn and to represent the design of a technical object and its functional components.
Graphical language focuses on explaining “the operation of a simple technical object by drawing a
diagram illustrating the active forces and the resulting motion” [18]. Technical diagrams illustrate
certain principles of simple machines (e.g., a lever or a wedge) and represent the construction of a
technical object and the arrangement of its components.

Mechanical engineering for Secondary Cycle One focuses on forces and motion, technological
systems, and engineering. Students are expected to learn about different types of motion, effects of
a force, simple machines, different types of technological systems, key components of technological
systems and their functions, and energy transformations in technological systems. Engineering
includes basic mechanical functions of a technical object and motion transmission systems in
technical objects.

In addition, students are expected to learn about different types of material resources, such as
raw materials used in the industry, materials present in technical objects, the origins of these materials,
and the tools that are used to manufacture technical objects. Understanding of the manufacturing
process is also important for students at this level. For example, students should observe and critically
analyze the structure of a technical object, the specifications involved in the design of that object, and
its function in certain social, economic, and industrial environments. This process should enable the
students to design and construct a prototype of a technical object or some components of that object [16].
Research suggests that developing a deeper and more meaningful understanding of students’ scientific
and technological concepts and processes requires an understanding of the conceptual models and
resources that students bring to the science classroom. Below we discuss the literature on students’
intuitive and alternative frameworks, and their role in science learning.

2. Students’ Intuitive or Alternative Conceptions in Science

Researchers in all areas of science education have noted that students (and adults) often hold
common sense beliefs that derive from their perceptual experiences and exploration of the physical
world” [19–21]. Through a “continuous process of interaction between their cognitive system and the
physical and cultural environment, human beings instinctively develop their explanations of natural
phenomena” [22] (p. 553). Researchers argue that children’s ideas are based on general abstractions
from common experiences. They use this contextual knowledge to develop explanations in certain
situations and in response to particular questions or problems in everyday life [23–26]. Children’s
intuitive or alternative conceptions tend to be very different from scientific conceptions and may often
contradict the abstract scientific models [27–29]. Research shows that students’ alternative explanations
may persist even after students are exposed to the scientific models during formal instruction and
continue to affect students’ science learning [22,23,30–34]. Indeed, research indicates that deeply held
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intuitive or common-sense conceptions are fairly stable and cannot be completely replaced by the
scientific conceptions through science instruction. Rather, alternative conceptions may co-exist with the
scientific models [28,29,35]. Dawson (2014) argues that learners may construct a “conceptual profile”
which encompasses their alternative conceptions along with the scientific models [35] (p. 389).

Ideas firmly held by students will directly impact science teaching and the ability of science
instructors to help their students to develop a deeper understanding of accepted scientific models.
At the same time, traditional science instruction tends to ignore students’ own ideas and beliefs and
is mostly unsuccessful in developing a robust understanding of accepted scientific models [36,37].
Recognizing students’ common-sense ideas and the ways in which students use them to make sense of
scientific and technological phenomena is of paramount importance in science education [13,38,39].
Therefore, eliciting and attending to students’ alternative conceptions must be an integral component
of science instruction.

Inquiry-based approaches to learning science encourage the learners to actively construct
and apply scientific knowledge through problem-solving [40]. In this process, students
construct new scientific knowledge by assimilation—adding ideas to their existing framework—or
accommodation—restructuring their cognitive frameworks to make sense of and integrate the new
concepts [41]. Thus, it is particularly important for students to examine and compare their own models
vis-à-vis the accepted scientific models that they learn in school [28,29,35,38]. Scientific paradigms
must be introduced carefully, especially in those instances where common sense beliefs are at odds
with the scientific perspective [42,43]. As a consequence, it is vital that we provide teachers and
curriculum developers with evidence of commonly held ideas. A variety of anthropological studies
have attempted to develop an understanding of student viewpoints [44], as well as a clear picture
of the intersection between alternative conceptions and instruction [45–48]. Science teachers need to
understand the student perspective before attempting to teach new scientific ideas. Research suggests
that the most effective instruction is based on initial consideration of students’ prior conceptions,
instructional goals, and careful alignment of pedagogical practice with those goals. Effectiveness of
these instructional approaches can be determined through the use of conceptual assessment tools that
are aligned to the instructional goals [46,49]. Eliciting students’ thinking through formal diagnostic
testing or open-ended verbal and pictorial student descriptions can provide very useful information
to science teachers how to inform their instruction. In this paper, we share a collaborative project
that brought together science and technology teachers and consultants from three school boards and
university researchers in Québec to develop assessment tools for use in local schools.

With the implementation of the QEP science and technology programs, many science teachers
found themselves unfamiliar with how to integrate technology into the science curriculum [50]. They
needed ongoing professional training and support so that they could teach technology content and
encourage their students to engage in technology and engineering design activities. The Québec
Ministry of Education sponsored Centre de Developpement Pédagogique (CDP) and the English
counterpart, Science and Technology Implementation Committee (STIC) provided teachers with
activities so that students and teachers could work with technological objects that are familiar and
relevant to students [51].

The authors were engaged in a collaborative professional development project to support science
and technology teachers and to connect research in science education with professional practice
in schools in Québec. This project was unique as it was collaboratively developed by science
and technology education consultants and university faculty from Francophone and Anglophone
sectors in response to science teachers’ professional needs. Science teachers and consultants from
three partner school boards (two Anglophone and one Francophone School Board) worked with
faculty members from McGill and Université du Québec à Montréal over three years to achieve the
following objectives: (1) Professional development of Secondary Cycle One (grades seven and eight)
science and technology teachers to promote their students’ conceptual development, technology skills,
and problem-solving competencies and (2) Development of appropriate assessment questions to
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identify students’ alternative conceptions related to science and technology concepts included in the
QEP. The project team drew on current developments in science education research and practice to
create assessment items and inquiry-based activities to foster students’ engagement and learning.
The assessment tools were developed in French and English for teachers from Francophone and
Anglophone schools.

Science teachers worked together, in collaboration with the research team, to study and adapt
existing assessment items from various sources, such as the American Advancement of Science (AAAS)
and other conceptual inventories focusing on different science concepts for instructional purposes.
Other practitioners and researchers can access the assessment item bank and the prevalent alternative
conceptions in science available on the AAAS site. The assessment items were organized in accordance
with the Progression of Learning goals and the four Worlds (i.e., the Material World, the Living World,
Earth and Space, and the Technological World) in the QEP. The Ministry of Education has organized
the learning content included in the QEP for each school subject. Progression of Learning goals guide
teachers’ instructional plans regarding the content that students are required to learn in a particular
year. A distinctive feature of our project is that teachers and science education consultants from partner
school boards played a key role in adapting existing, and developing new, assessment questions. The
content validity of the questions was established by content experts in STEM disciplines. For example,
scientists and engineers examined the questions relevant to their expertise in physics, chemistry,
biology, technology, and earth and space science. Selected questions were also piloted by the teachers
in their classrooms to elicit students’ thinking about different natural phenomena, to ascertain the
readability level, and to gather students’ feedback on the clarity of the questions. The questions were
further refined in light of this feedback. The questions were developed in French and English and
addressed most of the essential concepts in science and technology included in the curriculum.

3. Methods

This paper presents selected technology assessment questions that teachers can to elicit their
students’ initial understandings of principles of engineering and technical design and to plan their
instruction in response to students’ alternative ideas. Notably, the development of technology items
is an innovative contribution of this project. While the literature offers a vast amount of assessment
items and conceptual inventories focusing on science (physics, chemistry, biology, geology, astronomy)
concepts to diagnose students’ misconceptions and to inform science instruction, there is a dearth of
appropriate and efficient assessment tools to examine and track students’ understanding of engineering
and technology concepts. Science teachers often rely on rubrics to assess their students’ technology
skills during and after instruction. It is essential to gain an understanding of students’ alternative ideas
to effectively address their prior ideas through instruction. In this article, we share a set of questions
related to specific technology concepts (e.g., forces and motion, simple machines, and technological
systems) that were developed by practitioners and academics in science and technology education
during our collaborative professional development model.

As noted earlier, the technology assessment items addressed common difficulties that the teachers
and technology consultants had encountered while teaching technology concepts and skills to their
students. More specifically, the distractors incorporated prevalent misconceptions of students which
the teachers had discovered in their classrooms (all questions are in a multiple-choice format). The
science teachers and consultants who participated in this collaborative project developed an efficient
assessment tool using the multiple-choice format to elicit their students’ intuitive notions. They can
use assessment items creatively in their classrooms. For example, teachers could initiate a discussion
in the classroom to encourage their students to further explain their reasoning and to become aware of
the ideas that they bring to the classroom.

Engineering and technology experts reviewed these assessment items to establish content validity.
Furthermore, the project team reviewed, revised, and refined these assessment questions in several
face-to-face meetings, item by item, with the aim of achieving consensus about these questions. The
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technological concepts in these items were aligned with the Progression of Learning goals in the
science and technology curriculum in the QEP. Afterwards, all items from the consensus version were
translated from English into French by a native French bilingual speaker who was a doctoral student at
the Faculty of Education Sciences, Université du Québec à Montréal. The translations were reviewed
by two technology education experts who were also bilingual speakers and had extensive experience
of teaching science and technology in primary and secondary schools in Québec. The final translations
were reviewed once again by the third author to compare and check for any discrepancies in the French
and English versions. When differences were noticed, the most appropriate wording for the Québec
context was jointly agreed upon by the third author and the technology education experts. The final
version was then given to the project team teachers to examine the clarity and appropriateness of these
items for secondary students.

The questions that are presented in this paper cover the topics of forces and motion,
manufacturing, technological systems, and engineering. These items were administrated to Secondary
Cycle One students via GoogleForm in selected public Francophone and Anglophone schools in
Quebec. In total, the questions were answered by 126 students in grades seven and eight (37
Francophone and 89 Anglophone students). The technology items and students’ responses are
presented below. Importantly, our analysis illuminates students’ intuitive reasoning in relation to basic
technology concepts and problems. If these intuitive ideas are not probed and addressed upfront in
the classroom, they can continue to interfere with students’ learning. We hope that science teachers
and teacher educators can use these questions to elicit their students’ intuitive understandings of
technology, to inform their pedagogical decisions to address intuitive or alternative conceptions, and to
examine changes in students’ conceptions before and after instruction. These questions will also help
teachers assess the ways in which students apply scientific concepts to solve technological problems.

4. Analysis of Students’ Intuitive Conceptions of Technological Systems

Herein, we present responses to selected questions to illuminate students’ conceptions of
technology and technological systems. Students’ responses reveal several areas that science and
technology teachers need to focus on, when designing their lessons on technology, to foster a
meaningful understanding of engineering-based technology in students.

4.1. Intuitive Notions of Technology and Technical Objects

The majority of the Secondary Cycle One students in our sample seemed to understand the
difference between natural and designed objects (see Figure 1a). Around 90% of the students identified
the natural objects which are not altered by human beings. However, a few still thought that a glass
bottle and a granite countertop are made of materials that are not changed by humans. Students were
also asked to identify the technical objects in the question below. Interestingly, only about a quarter
of the students thought that a pencil, a knife, and a smart phone are technical objects (see Figure 1b).
Approximately half of the students only considered a smart phone as a technical object. It seems that
many students tend to think that complex electronic products are technical objects, whereas simple
and commonly used technical objects are not considered as technological products.

Another question revealed students’ notions about the characteristics of technical objects (see
Figure 2a). Only about a quarter of the students thought that a technical object is conceived and
manufactured by humans and meets one or more needs, where as many students thought that using
electricity is an important characteristic of technical objects. Similarly, when asked what technology is,
approximately 30% of the students associated electricity with technology (see Figure 2b). Only less than
half of the students understood technology as a process used in making a technical object. More than
15% of the students also thought that technology means machines that are used for communication.
Interestingly, some students perceived technology as the use of computers only. Students’ intuitive
understanding of technology seems to be influenced by the pervasive use of electronic devices, such as
computers, tablets, smart phones, etc.
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Figure 1. Students’ Notions of Technical Objects. (a) Technical vs. Natural Objects; (b) Technical Objects.

Figure 2. Students’ Notions of the Characteristics of Technical Objects. (a) Technical Objects and their
Characteristics; (b) Technology.
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4.2. Intuitive Notions of Simple Machines

While children’s and adult’s alternative conceptions about scientific phenomena have been
well documented in the literature, a few studies have looked at children’s mechanistic reasoning in
relation to technological systems. Developing students’ mechanistic and logical reasoning is central
to K–12 STEM curricula (MELS, AAAS, NGSS). It is important to explore children’s mechanistic
reasoning as it illuminates how they understand the cause and effect relationships and underlying
mechanisms in technological systems. In addition, mechanistic reasoning reveals how they make
sense of the relationship between the structure and function of a technical object or a mechanical
device. Simple machines, such as gears and pulley systems can serve as useful tools to explore
children’s mechanistic reasoning. A better understanding of children’s reasoning about the mechanisms
underlying these systems can help to develop a robust understanding of advanced concepts, such as
mechanical advantage, torque, ratio in students [14,16]. Another advantage of gears and pulleys is
that students can directly observe their arrangement and how they transmit motion. Furthermore,
a thorough investigation of how these simple machines work can also foster the development of
students’ understanding of cause and effect relationships. The development of causal reasoning would
enable students to understand more complex systems and their underlying mechanisms [14].

The majority of the students in this study (over 82%) correctly represented the motion of the gears
in a gear system. Only about 18% had alternative ideas about the direction of the movement (see
Figure 3). Similarly, when responding to the following two questions (see Figure 4a,b), 90% of the
students correctly indicated the direction of movement in a simple gear system, which suggests that,
based on their perceptual experiences, students are intuitively able to understand and make correct
predictions about the motion of gears.

However, when asked about the rate of speed of gears with different number of teeth (and size),
about two-thirds of the students demonstrated alternative conceptions about the rotational speed of a
gear set (see Figure 5). On the other hand, one-third of the students had an intuitive understanding
of how gear ratios work in terms of their speed of rotation. Calculating the gear ratio based on the
number of teeth on a gear to predict an increase or reduction in the rotational speeds of gears in a
system is a basic concept in mechanical engineering [52]. The pulley is an important simple machine.
Pulleys serve to change the direction and decrease the amount of the force that is needed to move an
object. Pulleys help in lifting heavy objects and are used in buildings, flagposts, boats, bicycle gears,
elevators, cranes, etc.

Figure 3. Students’ Intuitive Notions of Simple Machines.
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Figure 4. Students’ Notions of the Motion of the Gears in a Gear System. (a) Direction of Movement in
a Gear System; (b) Rotation in a Gear System.

Figure 5. Students’ Notions of the Rotational Speed of a Gear Set.

When asked to explain why the elastic band was crossed in a pulley system, approximately, 29%
of the students said that it changes the direction of rotation (see Figure 6a). About 71% students,
however, demonstrated their alternative conceptions while responding to this question. They thought
that the elastic was crossed to add to tension to the elastic or to reduce the speed of the movement. In
the same way, about 31% of the students intuitively explained that different sizes of pulleys are used
in a pulley system to change the speed of the movement (see Figure 6b). The majority of the students,
however, had alternative ideas about the function of size as they thought that different sizes of pulleys
help in changing the tension or the direction of the movement.
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Figure 6. Students’ Notions of a Pulley System. (a) Arrangement of a Pulley System; (b) Pulley Size.

4.3. Intuitive Notions of Force and Motion in Technological Design

The QEP science and technology curriculum seeks to develop students’ understanding of the
effects of forces on simple machines and the “mechanisms that transmit motion (e.g. gears, pulleys,
endless screw) and those that bring about a change in motion (e.g. cams, connecting rods)” [5] (p. 247).
Learning about forces and different types of motion would enable students to understand how simple
machines work. We used the following items to elicit students’ initial ideas about forces and motion in
relation to technical objects and simple machines.

One item asked the students to identify the forces applied by the user when using pliers (see
Figure 7a). The majority of the students (85%) correctly identified the forces that are used on the
pliers. Students own experiences with scissors and pliers may have contributed to their understanding.
Students were also asked to identify the path of a tip when closing the pliers (see Figure 7b). Students’
responses revealed their struggle with identifying the path of the tip as shown below. Only one-fourth
of the students were able to visualize the curved path of the tip.

Secondary students in grades seven and eight are expected to develop a qualitative understanding
of the concept of mechanical advantage that different simple machines offer (see Figure 8). The
following question asked students to determine the set-up that would provide the best mechanical
advantage. Less than one-half of the students responded correctly. Additionally, students’ responses
to items focusing on different types of motion elicited their alternative ideas. For example, when asked
to identity rectilinear/translation motion in some real-life situations, some students (17%) thought
that a child on a swing is moving in a straight line (see Figure 9). It is also interesting that 33% of the
students did not think that the movement of an elevator is in a straight line.
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Figure 7. Students’ Notions of Force and Motion in Technological Design. (a) Forces Acting on Pliers;
(b) Direction of Movement in a Plier System.

Figure 8. Students’ Notions of Mechanical Advantage in Technological Design.
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Figure 9. Students’ Notions of Rectilinear/Translation Motion.

When asked to indicate an example of rotational motion, 23% of the students thought that a child
sliding down a hill is exhibiting rotational motion (see Figure 10). Although approximately one-half
of the students identified the Ferris Wheel as an example of rotational motion, many students (70%),
did not think of the motion of a swing as rotational motion. While 36% of the students identified
the movement of a bicycle’s frame as translational motion, approximately 64% described it as only
rotational or helicoidal motion (see Figure 11). A bicycle is a complex technological system and teachers
can use it to elicit their students’ understanding of the movement of different parts of a bicycle.

Figure 10. Students’ Notions of Rotational Motion.

Figure 11. Students’ Notions of Motion in Technological Design.

5. Discussion and Implications for Pedagogy

Our analysis revealed that students had a number of alternative ideas about basic concepts of
technology. For example, some students did not understand the difference between the objects that
exist naturally and those that are designed by human beings. Furthermore, many students thought
that only electronic devices, such as a smart phone, are technical objects, whereas commonly used
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technical objects in our daily lives are not considered technological products. It seems that students’
intuitive perception of technology is influenced by the pervasive use of electronic devices, as many
students believed that technical objects need electricity. The majority of these students were intuitively
able to understand and make correct predictions about the motion of gears. However, many students
had alternative conceptions about the rotational speed of a gear set. While less than one-third of
the students understood that the purpose of using different sizes of pulleys in a pulley system is
to change the speed of the movement. Nevertheless, the majority of the students were not able
understand the relationship between the pulley size and speed. At the same time, many students
had alternative conceptions about the concept of mechanical advantage. The findings also suggest
that students had difficulties in identifying the differences between different types of motion, such as
rectilinear/translation motion and rotational motion. Science and technology teachers need to carefully
consider these alternative conceptions while designing and teaching their lessons.

As noted earlier, based on the vast literature on children’s intuitive conceptions and conceptual
change approach to science teaching, it is critically important for science educators to elicit and carefully
consider the intuitive ideas and conceptual resources that their students bring to learning situations
to construct meaningful science learning experiences for students. As diSessa points out, ignoring
students’ conceptions and “sense of mechanism in instruction” creates an unwarranted wall between
prior knowledge and scientific understanding,” which may lead to alienation of students [23] (p. 206).

As discussed earlier, students’ existing conceptions seem to be fairly stable and may co-exist
with the scientific models that they learn through formal science instruction. Mounting evidence for
the co-existence of alternative and scientific conceptions suggests that “abandoning or altering initial
conceptions might not necessarily happen during conceptual learning” [38] (p. 57). Thus, instead
of using the “conceptual replacement” approach, science educators need to focus on strengthening
students’ understanding of accepted scientific models and supporting students in carefully considering
and choosing contextually appropriate models to solve problems [35] (p. 389). Dawson suggests that
developing learners’ “metacognitive abilities” is key to this process [35]. As Dawson explains:

. . . learners must be made aware that different interpretations of a situation may be
possible. They then actively contrast different views by deciding what each would say about
a set of phenomena, comparing these predictions and, where possible, testing them against
actual outcomes. Importantly, this step is aimed at keeping the views differentiated, with
the sphere of application of each being explored and practised. This step aims to develop
the metacognitive abilities to select the appropriate view for the context, and inhibit any
others, for, as Duschl and Hamilton (1998) concluded from their review of literature, from
both the history and philosophy of science and from psychological perspectives, context is
fundamental when one is considering new learning and its application. [35] (p. 410)

The conceptual change model proposed by Posner and colleagues [53,54] also recognizes the
resilience of children’s prior conceptions and focuses on meaningful changes in their prior conceptions
by testing them while solving problems, thereby assessing the strengths and limitations of their
intuitive conceptions in terms of learning the scientific conceptions, and applying the concepts
to comprehend and solve problems. Thus, students must be consciously aware of their intuitive
conceptions in the face of complex problem-solving challenges, and use the scientific models to explain,
predict, and solve problems [28,34].

Building on this approach, Windschitl and colleagues recommend the model-based inquiry
(MBI) approach to engage learners in sharing, testing, and revising their intuitive explanatory models
through scientific inquiries [55] (p. 941). The model-based inquiry approach focuses on encouraging
students to examine their explanatory models based on evidence, assessing their models in terms
of their explanatory adequacy and predictive power, evaluating these models using criteria such as
accuracy and plausibility, refining and modifying the explanatory models, and using them to solve
new problems [55,56]. Importantly, the model-based inquiry approach emphasizes deep connections
between scientific models and processes and the nature of science [57] (p. 42). Engaging students to
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deeply reflect on their intuitive understandings in relation to accepted scientific concepts may facilitate
conceptual change. More specifically, during scientific investigations, students should be encouraged
to challenge their intuitive ideas by testing their hypotheses, developing evidence-based explanations
by carefully considering the data that they have collected, and deliberatively engaging with their
explanations in relation to the accepted models [58–60]. As such, authentic scientific and technology
inquiries in school science can facilitate active construction and application of scientific knowledge,
and also promote a meaningful “understanding of the nature of science” [55] (pp. 944–945).

Several instructional strategies to promote conceptual change have been reported in the literature,
such as discrepant events to expose the limitations of students’ existing models, problem-based learning
approaches, and inquiry-based activities to foster student engagement in the active construction of their
knowledge [28,34,59]. Evidence suggests that active engagement of students in problem-based STEM
inquiries is crucial for developing a deeper understanding of accepted scientific and technological
models through inquiry, exploration, and application of knowledge [37,46,61–64]. Sanger and
Greenbow (2000) conducted a study with introductory college chemistry students using the conceptual
change model developed by Posner and colleagues to look at the impact of this instructional approach
on students’ alternative conceptions about the flow of electrons in aqueous solutions of electrochemical
cells [65]. Students in the conceptual change instruction group were given the opportunity to discuss
and test some prevalent alternative explanations about these concepts as well as the scientifically
accepted explanation using experimental demonstrations. This study showed that the conceptual
change instruction was effective in addressing students’ intuitive notions. Similarly, Weaver’s (1998)
study with elementary and secondary students showed that collaborative hands-on experiments
combined with dialogue, discussion, and deep reflection on learning can promote conceptual
change. K–12, and even college students, face difficulties in distinguishing between pure substances,
heterogeneous mixtures, or homogeneous mixtures [66,67]. González-Gómez and colleagues (2017)
carried out a study with elementary students to investigate the efficacy of conceptual change and
laboratory instruction on these intuitive ideas. Students’ intuitive models were elicited using a pre-test
to inform subsequent instruction [66]. An interactive presentation on these concepts was followed
by a hands-on lab session in which students worked in small groups to classify various materials,
prepared different homogeneous or heterogeneous mixtures classify, and recorded their observations.
The teacher guided the students to compare their initial knowledge with scientific explanations. In
this process, students recognized that they needed to adapt their intuitive conceptions to develop a
coherent scientific model to understand the composition of matter. The researchers argue that the
conceptual change instructional approach is useful in promoting the construction and application of
scientific models. Thus, teachers need to carefully select effective interventions that address students’
alternative conceptions [28,63,64].

Based on this literature and our work with science and technology teachers during this project,
we share the following steps that teachers can use to foster their students’ engagement and learning in
STEM. Teachers can use these assessment questions to inform instruction to facilitate the development
of a deeper understanding of accepted scientific concepts in students. In particular, the intuitive
conceptions that we discovered around technology, technical objects, and simple machines during this
study provide useful information to teachers to develop and adapt specific activities to address their
students’ alternative conceptions about these foundational technology concepts.

• Elicit students’ prior knowledge and initial ideas about natural and technological phenomena.
• Discuss students’ responses with them and probe their ideas further to encourage them to

articulate and share their explanatory frameworks.
• Encourage students to attend to each other’s ideas and explanations.
• Choose appropriate inquiry-based activities to address students’ alternative conceptions.
• Engage students in inquiries that encourage them to solve specific problems related to

technological systems by asking questions, designing experiments to test their hypotheses,
collecting data, and developing evidence-based explanations through making sense of data.
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For example, teachers can encourage students to work with actual technical objects and simple
machines to identify their functional components, represent the organization and operation of
different components through visual diagrams, analyze the effects of forces acting on different
parts of simple machines, and look at the mechanisms that transmit motion.

• Support students to compare their intuitive explanatory frameworks to accepted scientific and
technological models.

• Provide a wide range of opportunities in different contexts to encourage students to apply their
emerging understandings of scientific and technological models.

Given the paucity of research on alternative conceptions of technology, this study has explored
middle school students’ notions of basic technology concepts. Developing the assessment items to
examine these foundational concepts entailed considerable effort on the part of the project team.
Therefore, we were not able to explore advanced technology and engineering design related concepts.
We only used the multiple-choice assessment questions in this study due to time and curricular
constraints in science classrooms. Other creative assessment strategies, such as students’ drawings,
demonstrations, and think-aloud interviews with individual or small groups of students were not
employed. It is important that future studies investigate the sophisticated and complex concepts
included in the technology curriculum. Science educators and researchers can work collaboratively
to develop a comprehensive tool using different assessment formats to explore students’ ideas about
all the technology concepts that are included in K–12 science curricula. Future research also needs to
focus on the effectiveness of interventions that target technology and engineering concepts.
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Abstract: The purpose of this study was to describe how US secondary science preservice teachers, or
those preparing to teach middle and high school science, at one university, perceive engineering and
teaching engineering within an epistemological framework of required domain components pre- and
post-instruction (intervention) as well as over three cohort years. Their perceptions reveal relevant
prior beliefs helpful for designing instruction to address an external need to prepare secondary science
teachers to teach disciplinary content ideas, cross-cutting concepts, and science and engineering
practices to meet the Next Generation Science Standards. Questionnaires administered pre- and
post-instruction (intervention), as well as over three years, asked participants to decide whether
various scenarios qualified as engineering and then to provide reasoning. Intervention instruction
included whole-class discussions of engineering design practices. The responses to the questionnaire
were analyzed for thematic content. The results indicate that the secondary science preservice
teachers (n = 43) have a novice understanding of engineering and teaching engineering. They
gain an emerging understanding during the secondary science methods courses, consistent in all
three years with expanding perspectives from narrow discipline views. As their perceptions are
refined, however, there are risks of oversimplification, which may lead to forming misconceptions.
The recommendations for designing instruction such as secondary science methods courses and
early career professional development include creating opportunities for preservice and early career
teachers to explore and challenge their perceptions of engineering design practices integrated within
science and engineering practices.

Keywords: engineering education; preservice teacher beliefs; perceptions; secondary science; NGSS;
learner analysis; K-12 teachers

1. Introduction

Science teaching in United States (US) K-12 schools is undergoing a change. With many states
adopting the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) [1], most science teachers need to teach
science and engineering practices (SEP) as well as cross-cutting concepts, in addition to disciplinary
core ideas and concepts [1]. This change represents an innovation, something that is new to science
teachers [2]. Science teachers should incorporate engineering design practices as the NGSS are
implemented. Engineering design, however, differs from science inquiry practices [3]. A working
definition of engineering design practices (EDP) has been described as “(a) defining and delimiting
engineering problems; (b) designing solutions to engineering problems; and (c) optimizing the design
solution” [1] (p. A2). EDP differs from SEP in that SEP typically investigates a natural phenomenon,
while EDP focuses on designing and building systems [1]. The two share a teaching goal of hands-on
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practices to deepen and apply knowledge of scientific principles. In order to design and develop
instruction for secondary science preservice teachers to prepare them to teach incorporating the NGSS
in their science classrooms, it is important for researchers to describe what perceptions are held toward
engineering. In this study, preservice teachers are students seeking teaching certification, and some
have obtained previous science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) degrees. The
innovation in this study is defined as the use of the NGSS, SEP section, which asks teachers to integrate
EDP with science when planning, implementing, and assessing student learning. Implementation
of the NGSS establishes an external need for instruction regarding teaching engineering [4]. An
innovation may provide a need to design instruction [5]. Instruction may provide learners logical
and compelling reasons to adopt the innovation [2]. Understanding learners, or learner analysis, is the
first step towards designing instruction to address the innovation [5]. The participants in this study
are the subject of the learner analysis and, for clarity, will be referred to as participants or secondary
science preservice teachers rather than learners. The participants in this study are defined as three
secondary science preservice teacher cohort groups from 2015–2017 (n = 43). Instruction in this study is
defined as coursework, including secondary science teaching methods and professional development,
that encompasses a variety of learning strategies and learner-centered activities. Secondary science
teaching methods are two courses that are considered capstone courses, along with student teaching
residency, before gaining teaching certification. The learner context setting is secondary science methods
courses implemented at a research university in the Rocky Mountains of the US. Figure 1 showcases
how this study fits within an instructional design innovation model.

 

Figure 1. Overview of this study from statement of the problem and knowledge gap to the solution
and advancement of the education field.

The purpose of this study was to describe how US secondary science preservice teachers, or those
about to be certified to teach middle and high school science, at one university, perceive engineering
and teaching engineering within an epistemological framework of required domain components
pre- and post-instruction (intervention) as well as over three cohort years. An instructional design
framework was used to place this study in terms of learner analysis and need for instruction [5]. This
study describes perceptions, based on prior knowledge and beliefs that are refined after instruction,
that are useful for designing instruction including methods courses and early in-service professional
development for teachers.
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1.1. Background

Like engineering, instructional design ideally begins with a problem that may be solved. In
this case, the problem is how to effectively prepare secondary science preservice teachers to teach
EDP. Instructional designers try to solve the problem by developing instruction to fill a gap in
knowledge. One of the first steps in designing instruction is to know the audience, in other words,
the characteristics of the learners within their context. Learner characteristics may be classified
by similarities and differences in participants and whether those similarities and differences are
stable or change over time [5]. Values, beliefs, motivations, and interests are considered to be
changing differences among participants, influenced and shaped by experiences [5]. Perceptions
toward engineering and toward teaching engineering may fit best into a changing difference, as
perceptions are influenced by experience in life and in coursework. Secondary science preservice
teachers craft these perceptions into a belief about what engineering is and how it is defined. This
may be considered an epistemological belief about a disciplinary field and what knowledge that field
encompasses. Their beliefs may exert some influence on how they will teach EDP. Figure 2 displays
the study situated in an instructional design problem and solution.

 
Figure 2. Innovation needs analysis model and the situation of this study within it [5].

The EDP domain and teaching engineering may be something secondary science preservice
teachers never thought they would need to teach. However, the context of engineering education
can be traced back to Science for All Americans: Project 2061, which explained the importance of a
scientifically literate population able to make informed decisions based on familiarity with science
and engineering practices [6]. The NGSS formally combined science with engineering into the SEP [1].
STEM communities are writing engineering and computer science standards in several states with
implementation to follow shortly [1]. Because of these standards, it is important for preservice science
teachers to prepare to incorporate engineering instruction and raise awareness of engineering career
opportunities, which can also include computer science instruction.

Research communities have debated whether to incorporate standalone engineering standards
for K-12 or to integrate engineering into science standards. Prior to the NGSS, several states included
EDP in their science curriculum [7]. Some researchers proposed a framework for including standalone
engineering courses that complemented a firm foundation in math and science [8], but others proposed
a framework in which engineering was integrated into existing STEM courses [9]. Some have
criticized the NGSS as only including EDP in the standards, not providing a complete picture of
the engineering domain or focusing on the nature of engineering [10]. The NGSS do not include
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engineering disciplinary core ideas in the standards, but rather focus on integrating EDP into SEP.
Integrated STEM classes should align with the NGSS, as the SEP portion of the NGSS combines science
and engineering as one integrated process [1]. Although adoption of the NGSS and its integrated
curriculum may settle the matter in some states, not all states have adopted the standards, or a
variation of the standards [11]. Researchers have recommended the integration of engineering with
other STEM disciplines in teacher training, primarily because teachers “differed widely on what they
considered engineering to be” and “how they implemented engineering concepts” [12] (p. 9). One
plan for science teacher preparation is to focus on the integration of engineering within existing STEM
classes, especially science and technology, as opposed to planning to teach standalone engineering
courses [13]. This plan allows preservice teachers to gain familiarity with the NGSS science and
engineering integration framework as they prepare to begin teaching.

Thus, professional development for in-service teachers is important and needed to teach the NGSS
integration skills. Throughout the US, professional development (PD) opportunities at all teaching
career levels have been offered to facilitate implementation of the NGSS (i.e., encourage adoption
of the innovation) and prepare teachers to teach EDP. Although the purpose of many professional
developments is the adoption of an innovation, actual behavior change—changing practices in the
classroom—must occur, and this is not always the case [14]. Professional development (PD) in teaching
engineering for in-service teachers often includes instruction on fundamental content knowledge,
essential pedagogical principles, and challenges for implementation [15]. The focus on content may
come at the expense of emphasizing process and at the expense of developing strategies for adopting
an innovation. Interpersonal skills, pedagogical applications of engineering, and reflective discussion
have historically been rare activities in engineering professional development [15]. In recent years,
however, progress has been made towards incorporating these activities [16–18]. These activities
may be incorporated into secondary science methods courses to help secondary science preservice
teachers socially construct their beliefs with peer support before entering their first classroom to teach.
A preemptive approach of addressing the innovation earlier, such as in secondary science methods
courses, may help adoption by refining perceptions before teachers begin teaching.

1.1.1. Epistemology of Engineering Design Practices

Secondary science preservice teachers’ beliefs about engineering and teaching engineering are
part of an overarching epistemological belief about knowledge and knowing about engineering as
a discipline and how it relates to other disciplines. Epistemological knowledge of a domain such as
engineering may encompass beliefs, perceptions, and ways of knowing to shape understanding [19].
Domain knowledge consists of declarative, procedural, and conditional knowing [19]. The researchers
of this study asked participants to use procedural knowledge of the engineering domain to determine if
a given scenario fits into an engineering domain and to explain their reasoning. Procedural knowledge
is an intellectual skill learned in part through the spread of activation such as reminding the participant
of prior knowledge, prior experience, or of acquaintances [20]. The spread of activation may cause
secondary science preservice teachers to relate EDP to a science content domain with which they are
more familiar.

Secondary science preservice teachers’ prior experiences and domain knowledge in other content
areas may influence their epistemological beliefs and practice regarding EDP. In one study, in-service
teachers who began teaching after a career in science attached importance to aspects of science that
were valued at their previous careers [21]. For example, a former lab technician prioritized precision
in data collection, analysis, and interpretation during classroom activities. Ways of knowing about a
knowledge domain, namely engineering, may relate to one’s domains of expertise, or major content
area, but precisely how epistemological knowledge of a familiar domain influences beliefs of a less
familiar domain has not been explored in detail [19]. Data analysis, for example, is one area where prior
knowledge in a science domain may affect reasoning [22]. Content domain knowledge in a science or
mathematics discipline influences how a person interprets evidence [22]. Further research is needed
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to explore post-baccalaureate preservice teacher perceptions of teaching science and engineering in
the classroom [21]. The authors believe that the participants of this study, because more than half in
each cohort year were post-baccalaureates, present a sample that are in keeping with the research
recommendations of Antink-Meyer and Brown [21]. Perceptions regarding data analysis represent
another avenue deserving of study.

Knowledge of EDP as a domain is a prerequisite skill needed for lower, novice stages of learning
before the expert (mastery) stage [20]. In this study, demonstration of novice to expert learning may be
the recognition of different facets of the EDP domain by reasoning through examples and nonexamples.
One characteristic of expert, as opposed to novice, is that knowledge is “the recognition of meaningful
patterns of information . . . organized around core concepts” [23] (p. 36). Researchers characterize
experts as having an “elaborateness of understandings” while novices may use recall to reason through
a problem requiring knowledge domain [23] (p. 41). Instruction during a college course may facilitate
progress toward mastery by helping preservice teachers organize their knowledge in meaningful
patterns and apply general components of engineering to specific teaching and learning scenarios they
will encounter during teaching.

The path to expert knowledge, however, is full of pitfalls. There is a danger that preservice teachers
may develop misconceptions about EDP and teaching engineering and bring the misconceptions into
the classroom. Four misconceptions held by teachers about engineering were identified in a previous
study: (a) research methods in engineering are defined by long-term implications or outcomes, (b)
science and engineering is hierarchal, (c) creativity is appropriate only in the design/planning phase,
and (d) an engineering process cannot be a research outcome [24]. Because preservice teachers may
not have prior coursework in engineering and may be unfamiliar with engineering, they may already
hold or may develop a number of misconceptions about epistemology of engineering, such as the
four previously mentioned here. In keeping with identified areas of need in the literature, Jones and
Carter [25] specifically call for research studies that address individuals’ patterns of reasoning that
differ across content domains.

1.1.2. Instruments to Measure Perceptions

Advances have been made to address the knowledge gap of epistemological beliefs toward
engineering. An instrument, entitled Conceptions of Teaching Engineering, was developed from
the Conceptions of Teaching Science task [26,27]. Researchers interviewed in-service teachers and
identified initial conceptions of the required components of engineering and teaching engineering [27].
Researchers prepared a list of engineering components to include (a) applications to the real-world;
(b) creating or designing a model or product; (c) experimentation and gathering data; (d) conducting
background research; (e) revising or optimizing the solution; (f) confronting a challenging, multi-step
problem with multiple possible solutions; (g) brainstorming; and (h) communication within the team
and to a wider audience [27]. The study explained in this article extends and builds on that work by
determining if the identified engineering components replicate in a different group of participants.

Researchers have completed work exploring beliefs and conceptions that teachers hold about
engineering. The Design, Engineering, and Technology (DET) instrument asks about items along many
constructs, including (a) perceptions of familiarity, self-efficacy, motivation and desire to teach DET; (b)
perceived importance of DET to the curriculum and barriers to teaching; (c) perceptions of a typical
engineer; and (d) personal characteristics best suited for engineering [28]. The DET instrument was
administered to elementary preservice teachers pre- and post-short-course on engineering design [29].
The preservice teachers gained a novice level of procedural knowledge [30]. The researchers in this
study did not use the DET instrument because the constructs did not specifically address perceptions
of what EDP is and is not.

Teachers need to effectively communicate to their students what a career in engineering entails,
and this requires that they form a comprehensive understanding of the engineering field. In a prior
study, an instrument was developed to measure in-service teachers’ beliefs about students’ aptitude
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for a career in engineering [31]. Although findings revealed teachers placed importance on attributes
such as high GPA and advanced math skills, it was not determined what teachers thought was
fundamentally required to classify activities as engineering. The recommendations to address this gap
included raising awareness among teachers about what engineering is and what engineers do [32].
The aforementioned study focused on in-service teachers; and currently preservice teachers’ views are
poorly understood.

Other instruments have been developed to approach the problem from different angles.
Researchers have asked elementary and middle school students to explain their perceptions of
engineering and technology in an instrument containing pictures and images as well as open-ended
questions about engineering and technology as defined by the participant [33,34]. While a comparison
of perceptions from teacher and student perspectives is outside the scope of this study, it further
illustrates the gap in the literature about secondary science preservice teachers’ perspectives.

This study examined the domain perceptions that participants held outside of their major focus of
study. Examining secondary science preservice teachers’ beliefs about engineering partially addresses a
recommendation from other researchers that future research determine “epistemological assumptions
and patterns of reasoning [that] may differ for individuals across content domains” [25] (Future
Research, para. 1). On the basis of this recommendation, the authors of this study identified a gap
in the literature regarding how prior knowledge, or knowledge applied from other domains, may
influence secondary science preservice teachers’ beliefs and future classroom behaviors regarding
engineering and teaching engineering. The participants in this study hold or are seeking degrees
in science, mathematics, and education and their knowledge has been shaped by various previous
knowledge, careers, and experiences.

Using the aforementioned literature gap in patterns of reasoning, this study begins to address
previous researchers’ recommendations by describing secondary science preservice teachers’
perceptions of engineering and teaching engineering, many of whom hold degrees outside of the
engineering domain. To probe the patterns of reasoning, the authors of this study administered a
questionnaire to secondary science preservice teachers. The questionnaire items provided a framework
for analyzing the participants’ responses and formulating the research questions. The authors of this
study administered the questionnaire over a period of three years to examine how perceptions may
differ over time in different cohorts. Finally, this study placed perceptions of engineering into a need
for instruction and learner analysis portion of an overall instructional design context. The questionnaire
was administered both pre- and post-methods instruction to gauge if instruction was effective in
changing perceptions and is therefore needed. To address Antink-Meyer and Brown’s [21] and Jones
and Carter’s [25] recommendations, as well as determine if the findings of a previous study would
replicate [27], the following research questions were created and examined:

1. How do secondary science preservice teachers describe their perceptions of engineering and
teaching engineering within an epistemological framework of required domain components?

2. How do secondary science preservice teachers show changing understanding of engineering
and teaching engineering from pre-instruction to post-instruction of secondary science
methods course?

3. How do secondary science preservice teachers’ perceptions of engineering and teaching
engineering trend over three cohort years?

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Theoretical Framework and Methodology

This study utilized qualitative research to answer the research questions. The framework is of an
interpretivist, constructivism theoretical perspective [35]. This study used a subjectivist lens to describe
individuals’ beliefs and perspectives about a knowledge domain. The methods included the purposeful
sampling of a homogeneous group of secondary science preservice teachers taking a capstone course
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entitled secondary science methods. Data were collected by open-ended written questionnaires and
analyzed by textural analysis. The researcher’s role was detached, as no conversations occurred while
the participants completed the questionnaire. Participants produced the data individually on the
questionnaire but had opportunities to discuss and plan for secondary science engineering lessons in
the course. This study offers pragmatic validity [35], and readers might find pragmatic validity by
determining if the results apply to other learners in other contexts. Learner analysis fits into a general
instructional design paradigm termed ADDIE, which stands for Analysis, Design, Development,
Implementation, and Evaluation. Instructional design models follow this overarching paradigm,
illustrated in Figure 3 [36]. This study fits into the early stages (A, or analysis) of the instructional
design process. Participants described perceptions relevant to their epistemology (learner analysis) and
prior knowledge and beliefs (task analysis), which is based on experiences and conceptions regarding
EDP and teaching engineering [5]. This study determined if a need for instruction existed for teaching
engineering and if instruction was effective at changing participants’ perceptions. By examining and
decomposing prior knowledge and beliefs about EDP and teaching engineering, designers may analyze
nuances and changes in understanding, which could focus and direct instruction more effectively [5].
The results from this study can help inform future steps of the instructional design process.

Figure 3. This study fits into the Analysis stage of the general instructional design Analysis, Design,
Development, Implementation, and Evaluation (ADDIE) paradigm [36].

Within the general ADDIE paradigm lies an instructional design model to address an innovation
and also one to design for motivation. This study fits into the initial stage of designing instruction, the
Analysis stage [36]. This study helps inform design for motivation, which would focus on initial stages
of relevance through describing prior knowledge and perceptions [20]. The findings gleaned during
the analysis stage help inform the next stage of design, which in turn helps inform implementation
and evaluation of the instruction, and analysis begins again after examining the evaluation. In this
sense, instructional design is an iterative process of optimizing instruction and learning. The goal of
informed design is for instruction to be effective. In this case, secondary science preservice teachers
would adopt the innovation of teaching engineering design practices integrated with science practices.
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2.2. Methods

2.2.1. Participants

The participants were a cohort of secondary science preservice teachers in two secondary science
methods courses grouped in academic years for 2015, 2016, and 2017 (three years total). Secondary
science preservice teachers typically took secondary science methods courses the semester (fall) before
they student taught (spring). After that, they graduated and secured science teaching certification
and teaching positions. The two methods courses are a capstone for secondary science education. In
this study, each year is considered a cohort where secondary science preservice teachers completed
the engineering scenario questionnaire, henceforth referred to as the pre-test, at the beginning of the
semester. The same cohort then completed the same engineering scenario questionnaire, henceforth
referred to as the post-test, upon conclusion of the courses at the end of the fall semester. All of the
participants completed two secondary science education methods courses. Therefore, two required
secondary science methods courses, taken concurrently, functioned as the intervention. Table 1 displays
the learner characteristics of the participants by cohort year. Not all of the experiences add up to the
n for each year because many participants held more than one degree conferred in different years,
double-majored and/or pursued multiple minors, and/or both substitute-taught and tutored.

Table 1. Participant experiences, 2015–2017, by year.

Year n Science
Degree(s) Held

Science
Major(s) and

Minor(s)

Years since
Degree

Conferred

Teaching
and/or Tutoring

Experience

Informal
Teaching

Experience

Non-Teaching
Work

Experience

2017 11
None (4)

BS (7)
MS (1)

Life Science (4)
Physical Sci. (3)
Earth Science (6)

Math (1)

N/A (4)
< 5 (6)

5–10 (1)

None (4)
Substitute

Teaching (1)
Tutoring (6)

Yes (9)
No (2)

Yes (10)
No (1)

2016 15
None (5)

AS (1)
BS (11)

Life Science (9)
Physical Sci. (4)
Earth Science (6)
Engineering (1)

N/A (5)
< 5 (7)

5–10 (3)

None (8)
Substitute

teaching (2)
Tutoring (5)

Yes (13)
No (2) Yes (15)

2015 17

None (11)
AS (2)
BS (4)
MS (1)

Life Science (15)
Physical Sci. (3)
Earth Science (4)

Math (1)

N/A (11)
< 5 (6)

None (9)
Substitute

Teaching (5)
Tutoring (3)

Yes (14)
No (3)

Yes (15)
No (2)

Total 43

Overall, 43 secondary science preservice teachers participated in the study. The number of
participants each year ranged from 11 to 17. Of the participants, about 47% were undergraduates who
would earn their first degree that next spring; 58% already held degrees ranging from associate degrees
to master’s degrees; and approximately 12% held two or more degrees. Science degrees, majors,
minors, and endorsements were in the general areas of life sciences (65%, typically biology), earth
sciences (37%, typically geology), and physical sciences (23%, typically chemistry). The percentages do
not add up to 100 because some participants listed more than one major, minor, and/or endorsement.
Only one of the 43 total participants held a degree in engineering. Only two participants in different
cohorts indicated a double major or minor in mathematics. All participants held a substitute teaching
permit, as required by the program, but no one in the three years held a full teaching license with
classroom teaching experience. This is not surprising, as the objective of the program is to earn a
secondary science teaching certification. Only substitute teaching in K-12 environment was counted as
teaching. Experience as an undergraduate teaching assistant at the university was counted as tutoring.
For comparison purposes, participants were treated as a homogeneous group by cohort year.

2.2.2. Instrumentation

Data were collected by use of a questionnaire. The instrument, entitled Conceptions of Teaching
Engineering (CTE), was developed from the Conceptions of Teaching Science (CTS) task [26,27]. Part
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two of the questionnaire included six questions inspired by the work that developed a task analysis for
determining science and teaching science [26]. While likely inspired by a similar source, the authors
of this study were unable to locate the original source of the items in part one. While the scenarios
in part one could easily fit into a scientific domain, there was the possibility that participants would
articulate differentiation criteria between what appeared to be science and with what they perceived to
be engineering. Scenarios were modified to address engineering design practices [27]. Box 1 displays
the items on the questionnaire and protocol.

Box 1. Modified Conceptions of Teaching Engineering (CTE) questionnaire [27].

Questionnaire Prompt: The purpose of these scenarios is to determine your thoughts on what makes an
activity one where teaching engineering is taking place or not. There are two sets of scenarios that you will be
asked to decide and explain whether or not you think that the scenario is an example of “teaching engineering”.
There are no right or wrong answers.

1. If you cannot tell (MAYBE)—What would you need to know if this is teaching engineering?
2. If YES—What tells you that this is an example of teaching engineering?
3. If NO—What tells you that this is NOT an example of teaching engineering?

Scenario Descriptions: (Part One)

1. Students in a 7th grade mathematics class are working on graphing data. The teacher has student pairs
measure their pulse each minute for 10 min while one student jogs in place.

2. Sixth grade science students are studying a unit on earthquakes. The teacher asks students to find
the difference between two historical earthquakes using a table involving magnitudes according to the
Richter scale.

3. A 4th grade class is doing a project on dinosaurs. A group of students makes a chart that compares the
sizes of the five different dinosaurs showing their metric heights and weights.

4. Students are investigating ocean floor depths using data from sonar equipment. They are given the
equation D = 1/2T × V, where D = depth in m, T = time in s, V = the speed of sound in water (1535 m/s).
The students are then asked to compute ocean floor depths given the time required for sound to be sent
and return to an echo sounder.

5. During a unit on the solar system, the teacher asks the students to create a scale model that shows the
relative size and distance between the Earth and two other planets.

6. Eighth grade students are investigating crystal formation as the liquid in different solutions evaporates.
Students are asked to observe and describe various characteristics of the crystals formed when the
liquids evaporate.

Scenario Descriptions: (Part Two)

1. Two students working on slope y-intercept problems for homework from their textbook.
2. A student making fudge.
3. A student is home watching a documentary about building the Hoover Dam in the 1930s.
4. A 10th grade class creates rapid composting columns. The teacher puts out a challenge to the students to

create a plan for a community rapid composting plant.
5. In an 11th grade physics class, the students use a rocket kit to build a compressed air rocket.
6. After an accident in the school parking lot, the teacher for an after school enrichment project decides the

group should develop a traffic regulation system.
7. After learning about plate tectonics, an 8th grade science teacher has students create toothpick and

marshmallow structures then tests their strength on a shake table.
8. A class reads an article about genetically modified foods, and then debates the pros and cons of using

technology in food production.
9. A math teacher has students measure the water use by a dripping faucet in a 10 min interval, and then

create a linear equation to represent the data.
10. A class trip to an amusement park.
11. Two kids adjust and test their BMX bike seat height to figure out how to get maximum speed going into a

jump ramp.

The CTE previously described utilized an interview protocol, and the researchers in the former
study verbally interviewed participants and transcribed the interviews [27]. In this study, the authors
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replaced the interviews with a pencil-and-paper questionnaire. The questions were typed, leaving
space for participants to circle yes, no, or maybe as a response and then use additional space to explain
or justify their answer. The questionnaires were printed, and the participants hand-wrote their answers.
The questionnaires were distributed during class shortly after the class began. In some years, it was as
early as the first day that the secondary science methods courses met. The post-tests were administered
on the last day methods courses met. The study’s authors secured the university’s Institutional Review
Board approval. Participants gave consent for the study on a separate form and created a unique code
to ensure confidentiality.

The participants used procedural knowledge of EDP and teaching engineering to read through
the scenario, decide whether the activity met their criteria to classify the scenario as an example of
engineering or teaching engineering, and justify their reasoning. Answering the questions called for
domain-specific if-then intellectual skills, either prior knowledge for the pre-test or after methods class
instruction intervention for the post-test [20]. For example, for scenario 9 (measuring water in 10-min
intervals and creating a linear equation of the data) participants needed to determine: if data collection
was sufficient to label it engineering, then the answer was yes; if the activity gave no further details,
then what additional activity was necessary to elevate it sufficient to be called engineering; and if the
activity also required creating an equation, then that made it sufficient to label the activity part of the
engineering domain.

2.2.3. Intervention Description

Secondary science methods courses served as the instruction intervention for this study. The
participants at the university took two methods courses concurrently as part of their capstone
instruction. The methods courses were designed to meet the US InTASC standards and Standards
for Science Teacher Preparation to include content knowledge and related pedagogy, safety skills,
assessment of student learning, learning environments, and professional knowledge and skills [37,38].
The courses included many activities that encouraged the thoughtful integration of SEP including
developing and presenting demonstrations, creating and peer-critiquing videotaped micro-teach
lessons, creating a professional portfolio of work (edTPA) that incorporated SEP into every lesson,
and developing a unit plan that included SEP. The multiple assignments and projects that specify
secondary science preservice teachers apply and use SEP are frequently utilized when the participants
teach. For example, in the courses, secondary science preservice teachers created learning centers
that addressed a misconception in their content area. Middle school students from a nearby school
participated in the learning center activity and provided the secondary science preservice teachers
authentic feedback for consideration when used in future K-12 science classrooms.

Regarding EDP specifically, instruction and activities varied by cohort year. In year 2015,
secondary science preservice teachers completed an activity that used EDP using Lego Mindstorm
Robotics [4]. During every cohort year, secondary science preservice teachers discussed their own
and their future students’ perceptions of engineering and teaching engineering as a large group. The
science educator presented a slideshow that included a definition of engineering but did not provide a
handout of the material. Secondary science preservice teachers were not required to create a separate,
standalone project using EDP. Although secondary science preservice teachers in all cohort years
created lesson plans that incorporated SEP, most of their projects utilized the science domain. For this
study, the intervention common to all three cohort years, which was secondary science methods courses,
included large group discussion with embedded explanations of possible future implementation of
EDP as well as direct instruction with slideshow visuals defining and explaining EDP.

2.3. Data Analysis

Responses to the questionnaire provided data for qualitative analysis. Participant responses were
typed into a spreadsheet and organized pre and post by year. Responses of yes, no, or maybe were
tallied from the questionnaire. Data were separated by year and by pre-tests and post-tests. Coding of
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data into themes were first determined year-by-year and pre/post separately. Next, the themes and
numbers of responses in those themes were compared to each other pre and post to look for changes
from pre to post in a single year. Finally, the pre and post were combined to compare year-by-year
across three years to determine changes over time.

Open-ended reasoning responses were categorized using a priori codes. The codes were
developed based on open coding from in-service teacher responses and supported by the work
of focus groups composed of professional engineers [27]. Codes were used a priori rather than
creating new codes, as the researchers wished to replicate the earlier study with a different group of
learners [27]. Also, the researchers tentatively predicted the participants held novice-level knowledge
about engineering, given their lack of experience with engineering and teaching engineering. Because
the codes from the earlier study were developed from experienced in-service teachers and supported
by professional engineers, the researchers considered the codes pragmatically valid [27,35]. Table 2
displays the codes used.

Table 2. Modified code set for the components of engineering [27].

Code Set of Components of Engineering

1. Application/Real-world context
2. Creating a product/design/model
3. Experimentation
4. Background research
5. Revision process
6. Challenge/multistep-problem
7. Brainstorming
8. Communication

The codes represent components of engineering and are not necessarily linear or hierarchal.
Participants’ if reasoning was deemed more informative than the eventual then yes, no, or maybe
decision about whether the scenario was an example of EDP or teaching engineering. The components
of engineering codes align with the NGSS SEP [1]. The unit of analysis was the shortest phrase that
expressed a single idea. For example, “building” or “solving a problem” were both coded as creating
a product/design/model. If the participant used and to join related ideas, the response was coded as
a challenge/multistep-problem. For example, “If they use the chart to compare, or note cause effect,
proportions, etc., it could be an engineering project” was coded as challenge/multistep-problem. The
authors of this study independently coded the responses. Through discussion, the team came to
agreement about the classification of data into the codes and emergent codes.

Additionally, a few important themes emerged. Constant comparison between the two researchers
elevated these codes into emergent themes [39]. The researchers of this study agreed to specify
the emergent themes pertaining to secondary science preservice teachers, namely teacher role and
discipline-specific themes of reasoning. The emergent themes were not part of components of engineering
and did not replicate the earlier study [27]. The emergent theme of teacher role has some relation to
earlier work that analyzed responses in terms of both teacher and student roles in engineering [27]. In
this study, responses indicated the teacher needed to play an active role in learning or guide learning,
for example, “If the instructor actually explained the engineering of the park”. The discipline-specific
theme emerged based on student responses to why a scenario was or was not engineering. The
responses were typically single-words such as “bioengineering” or short phrases such as “sounds
more like chemistry to me” without further elaboration.

3. Results

The number of yes, no, and maybe responses were remarkably consistent over three cohort years.
Figures 4–6 display the results from the pre-tests and post-tests for each of the three years. Not only
did the responses change very little from pre- to post-test, but each year contains roughly the same
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distribution of responses—yes was answered most frequently, then maybe, then no was answered
least frequently. The yes, no, and maybe responses are also consistent with each scenario pre- and
post-test over the three cohort years. In other words, no specific scenario saw an appreciable change in
yes, no, or maybe responses.
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Figure 4. If answers (yes, no, and maybe) given for the scenarios, pre-test and post-test, 2015.
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Figure 5. If answers (yes, no, and maybe) given for the scenarios, pre-test and post-test, 2016.
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Figure 6. If answers (yes, no, and maybe) given for the scenarios, pre-test and post-test, 2017.

Open-ended reasoning responses were quantified by number of responses using reasoning
that fit into one of the components of engineering or one of two emergent themes of reasoning.
Overall, creating a product/design/model was the most often-used reasoning (554 total responses). The
second most often-used reasoning was challenge/multistep-problem (312 total responses). The third
most often-used reasoning was that engineering needed to have application/real-world context (260
total responses). Participants sometimes cited components such as revision process (90 total responses),
background research (75 total responses), and brainstorming (42 total responses) as sufficient to be
labeled engineering, although often tempered by the wish or constraint that these activities needed to
produce something. Participants rarely used the components experimentation (28 total responses) and
communication (19 total responses).

The authors created the aggregate trend column in Table 3 to showcase trends in responses from
participants, pre- to post-test, over three cohort years. For example, the number of responses that used
application/real-world context reasoning decreased from pre- to post-test in each year in all three years
of the study. If there was no consistent trend from pre- to post-test in every year, no overall trend
was reported.

The results showed a shift in reasoning from the pre-test to the post-test for certain reasonings.
Creating a product/design/model increased from pre- to post-test over every cohort year and was
also the reasoning with the highest total number of responses overall. Participants tended to cite
application/real-world context, background research, and brainstorming as components sufficient to classify
the activity as engineering less often after methods course completion. However, these decreases
were offset by an increase in participants using the reasoning creating a product/design/model to solve a
problem as a sufficient and necessary component of engineering. Figures 7–9 display the pre-test and
post-test reasoning by cohort year.
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Table 3. Results of a priori themes and the number of responses, pre-test and post-test, by cohort year.

Theme Pre Post Pre/Post Cohort Trend

Application/Real-world context
57 (2015)
55 (2016)
16 (2017)

44 (2015)
43 (2016)
15 (2017)

Decrease

Creating a product/design/model
83 (2015)
50 (2016)
43 (2017)

121 (2015)
126 (2016)
66 (2017)

Increase

Experimentation
4 (2015)
2 (2016)
7 (2017)

4 (2015)
4 (2016)
2 (2017)

No overall trend

Background research
13 (2015)
9 (2016)

21 (2017)

7 (2015)
9 (2015)

12 (2017)
Decrease

Revision process
24 (2015)
7 (2016)
7 (2017)

16 (2015)
8 (2016)

11 (2017)
No overall trend

Challenge/multistep-problem
43 (2015)
53 (2016)
51 (2017)

45 (2015)
36 (2016)
59 (2017)

No overall trend

Brainstorming
8 (2015)
7 (2016)
9(2017)

5 (2015)
1 (2016)
7 (2017)

Decrease

Communication
6 (2015)
0 (2016)
8 (2017)

2 (2015)
2 (2016)
1 (2017)

No overall trend
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Figure 7. Pre-test and post-test results of the 2015 cohort.
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Figure 8. Pre-test and post-test of the 2016 cohort.
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Figure 9. Pre-test and post-test of the 2017 cohort.

Given the high number of challenge/multistep-problem reasoning, participants seemed to perceive
engineering as a multistep process that involves refining a best solution or design from several
possibilities or iterations. Participants were satisfied that if the scenario called for a multistep process,
especially if that process involved mathematical reasoning or solving equations, then it was engineering.
Participants appeared to rationalize that although planning, data collection, and background research
were an integral part of EDP, those components alone were not sufficient to call the activity engineering
or an example of teaching engineering.

On the other hand, several participants across cohort years indicated that, in several scenarios,
data analysis alone was sufficient for the activity to be considered engineering. There was no trend
from pre- to post-test and no overall trend by cohort. As many participants described it, “Yes. Students
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must understand and interpret graphs” or “Yes. Analysis of data”, represented a single necessary and
sufficient component in terms of the scenario being classified as engineering. While some participants
indicated that this step was one of many steps, others indicated that data analysis alone was considered
sufficient to be classified as engineering.

Participants’ reasoning was also examined in relation to the scenario questions, and a similar
pattern of response to scenario was found consistently over time. One scenario, “A 4th grade
class is doing a project on dinosaurs. A group of students makes a chart that compares the sizes
of the five different dinosaurs showing their metric heights and weights” (1Q3) revealed that
challenge/multistep-problem reasoning was used most often pre- to post-test in every cohort year. When
participants changed their reasoning in the post-test, typically their responses changed to creating a
product/design/model, which is consistent with the overall increase of use of that reasoning. Table 4
displays the most often-used reasoning by scenario, pre- to post-test, for each cohort year. The changes
from pre- to post-test are highlighted with bar shading.

Table 4. Most often-cited reason given for each scenario by cohort year. Note: The numbers in
parenthesis refer to the components of engineering found in Table 2, and the grey bars indicate a change
pre- to post-test.

Scenario Pre-test Post-test

1Q1
2015: Challenge (#6) 2015: Challenge (#6)
2016: Challenge (#6) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Challenge (#6) 2017: Challenge (#6)

1Q2
2015: Challenge (#6) 2015: Challenge (#6)
2016: Challenge (#6) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Challenge (#6) 2017: Challenge (#6)

1Q3
2015: Challenge (#6) 2015: Challenge (#6)
2016: Challenge (#6) 2016: Challenge (#6)
2017: Challenge (#6) 2017: Challenge (#6)

1Q4
2015: Creating product (#2) 2015: Creating product (#2)
2016: Application (#1) 2016: Application (#1)
2017: Challenge (#6) 2017: Challenge (#6)

1Q5
2015: Creating product (#2) 2015: Creating product (#2)
2016: Creating product (#2) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Creating product (#2) 2017: Creating product (#2)

1Q6
2015: Challenge (#6) 2015: Challenge (#6)
2016: Challenge (#6) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Challenge (#6) 2017: Challenge (#6)

2Q1
2015: Application (#1) 2015: Challenge (#6)
2016: Challenge (#6) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Challenge (#6) 2017: Challenge (#6)

2Q2
2015: Challenge (#6) 2015: Creating product (#2)
2016: Creating product (#2) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Challenge (#6) 2017: Revision process (#5)

2Q3
2015: Background research (#4) 2015: Background research (#4)
2016: Challenge (#6) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Background research (#4) 2017: Challenge (#6)

2Q4
2015: Creating product (#2) 2015: Creating product (#2)
2016: Creating product (#2) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Creating product (#2) 2017: Creating product (#2)

2Q5
2015: Creating product (#2) 2015: Creating product (#2)
2016: Creating product (#2) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Creating product (#2) 2017: Creating product (#2)
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Table 4. Cont.

Scenario Pre-test Post-test

2Q6
2015: Creating product (#2) 2015: Creating product (#2)
2016: Application (#1) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Creating product (#2) 2017: Creating product (#2)

2Q7
2015: Creating product (#2) 2015: Creating product (#2)
2016: Creating product (#2) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Creating product (#2) 2017: Creating product (#2)

2Q8
2015: Application (#1) 2015: Creating product (#2)
2016: Challenge (#6) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Communication (#8) 2017: Creating product (#2)

2Q9
2015: Creating product (#2) 2015: Application (#1)
2016: Challenge (#6) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Challenge (#6) 2017: Creating product (#2)

2Q10
2015: Teacher role (no #) 2015: Creating product (#2)
2016: Application (#1) 2016: Application (#1)
2017: Teacher role (no #) 2017: Teacher role (no #)

2Q11
2015: Revision process (#5) 2015: Revision process (#5)
2016: Revision process (#5) 2016: Creating product (#2)
2017: Revision process (#5) 2017: Revision process (#5)

Overall, when reasoning changed, it changed to creating a product/design/model. However, this
happened only in some scenarios; for example, in the debate on the pros and cons of genetically
modified food (2Q8). Other scenarios gathered remarkably consistent reasoning, such as students
building a compressed air rocket from a kit (2Q5) and students building a scale model of the solar
system (1Q5). Participants gave consistent reasoning in scenarios that used words common in
engineering, such as scale, model, and rocket.

Several participants in all three cohort years changed their reasoning in two scenarios. The
two scenarios were the debate about the pros and cons of genetically modified foods (2Q8) and the
math teacher who had students measure dripping water and then create a linear equation of the
data (2Q9). For the genetically modified food debate, several participants in all three cohort years
used creating a product/solution/model reasoning in the post-test. Reasoning included, “Not problem
solving”, and “They are not designing a solution to a need or problem” which is interesting to consider
that the participant did not use communication reasoning as offering a solution to a problem. For the
data collection and graphing of a dripping faucet, pre-test reasoning was that the scenario was too
simplistic, “No, just graphing”, while the reasoning on the post-test used phrases such as “No problem
no product”.

Several participants in two of the three years changed their reasoning in three scenarios. The three
scenarios included two students working on an assigned slope y-intercept problem for homework
from their textbook (2Q1), a student making fudge (2Q2), and a student at home watching a TV
documentary about the building of the Hoover Dam in the 1930s (2Q3). While the slope y-intercept
problem remained primarily “no”, the reasoning changed from that it had no real-world application
to that it did not create a product to solve a problem. The reasoning that it was too simple and did
not offer a challenge/multistep-problem was used in both years. For the scenario of a student making
fudge, there was an increase in reasoning that the activity could employ EDP to create or improve
the product. This was in contrast to the pre-test, in which some participants viewed the activity as
“cooking”. Some participants changed their reasoning about the student watching the Hoover Dam
documentary scenario, but in both the pre-test and post-test, the reasoning revolved around the activity
as the students “not doing anything” or “No problem and no product”.
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Emergent Reasoning Themes of Secondary Science Preservice Teachers

A line of reasoning emerged during data analysis as that of the teacher role. Two reasoning
themes that emerged in this study are displayed in Table 5. Several participants indicated that the
teacher needed to emphasize the application to the real-world or guide students’ thinking, for example,
“Maybe. If the instructor can relate the rollercoaster design” and “Maybe. How does the teacher
encourage their kids to think about the engineering/design process?” and “Maybe. As long as the
teacher doesn’t handle everything or make cookie-cutter plans”. Others reasoned that a teacher needed
to actively ensure learning, such as, “Maybe. If teaching actually occurs”. Participants used the teacher
role reasoning somewhat often (31 total responses) and most often as a response to one scenario, a class
trip to an amusement park (2Q9). Use of the teacher role theme showed no overall trend over time.

Table 5. Emergent themes pre-test and post-test across cohort groups 2015–2017.

Emergent Reasoning Theme Pre Post Pre/Post and Cohort Year Aggregate Trend

Teacher role
4 (2015)
0 (2016)

13 (2017)

4 (2015)
3 (2016)
4 (2017)

No overall trend

Discipline-specific

28 (2015)
12 (2016)
10 (2017)
3 (2018)

11 (2015)
4 (2016)
4 (2017)

Decrease

Another emergent theme of reasoning was discipline-specific connections, indicated by stating a
particular discipline as reasoning with little further elaboration. As with the teacher role reasoning
theme, a connection to other disciplines was not considered a component of engineering but rather a
theme of reasoning why a scenario was or was not engineering. Some examples were, “No. Because
fudge is more chemistry based than engineering”, or “Yes. Focused in Civil Engineering”, or “physics
is taught here”. This reasoning occurred moderately often compared to other responses (72 total
responses) in every scenario with no strong correspondence to any scenario in particular. Use of this
reasoning decreased from pre-test to post-test for every cohort year. For example, simple rationale
such as, “Civil engineering” or “Bioengineering” decreased pre- to post-test and was often replaced
by more descriptive reasoning, such as, “Yes. They have to make observations, measure, are creating
something” for the scenario of a student making fudge.

Several participants, as rationale for their decision to categorize the activity as not engineering,
claimed it “sounds more like chemistry” or “No, Cooking is hardly engineering”. This represents
novice understanding, where participants viewed academic disciplines as rigid and well-defined. As
mentioned previously, such reasoning was more common in the pre-tests. The participants failed
to see applications of other disciplines as pertinent to engineering. Most of the time these missed
applications were other STEM disciplines, although one participant indicated that the debate about
the pros and cons of genetically modified foods sounded, “more agricultural and social-political”.
The domain of mathematics was cited in various scenarios as rationale for considering the scenario
engineering, “Maybe. If we discuss math behind this” and as rationale for considering the scenario as
not engineering, “No. No math”. Although several participants wrote that mathematics was necessary
component of engineering, others indicated that it was part of background research, a skill building
component, or that it needed to have multiple, complex steps and/or solutions and not just “plug
and chug”.

4. Discussion

This study builds on earlier work by replicating among preservice teachers many of the themes
identified by in-service teachers in another study. The in-service teachers gave similar reasoning
for required components of engineering or teaching engineering [27]. In-service teachers described
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Application/Real-world context, creating a product/design/model, and challenge/multistep-problem most often
as necessary components of engineering [27]. In this study, secondary science preservice teachers
described the same three themes most often, although the exact ranking differed, most likely due to
the difference in participants between that study (n = 16) and this one (n = 43). In light of the consistent
results, the authors of this work believe that this study establishes replicability and pragmatic validity
of the instrument.

The important themes of reasoning that emerged, namely teacher role and discipline-specific, pertain
to the novice stage at which participants conceptualized engineering and teaching engineering and
how those conceptions changed after instruction. This was most evident in the pre- to post-test change
in discipline-specific reasoning. If science educators ask preservice teachers to integrate SEP into science
lessons, then, the preservice teachers need to recognize that science, technology, engineering, and
mathematics (STEM) disciplines are not mutually exclusive, and science educators must explicitly
deliver this instruction. A model of integrated STEM courses has been proposed, which aligns with the
NGSS [13]. Making explicit connections between disciplines and the integration of EDP into various
science and mathematics domains may help move teachers from novice to expert levels [23,30]. A focus
on the integration of STEM including activities such as lesson plans that encourage secondary science
preservice teachers to integrate EDP into SEP may also be helpful.

Moving past a narrowly-defined concept of the boundaries of academic disciplines (or silos) is
necessary if secondary science teachers aim to raise awareness of engineering careers in their students.
One of the outcomes of an engineering PD for in-service teachers was fostering an awareness of
engineering as a possible future career for their students [32], and this type of explicit instruction is
beneficial and necessary. If secondary science teachers plan to instill an understanding of engineering
in their student populations, then, they need to recognize that engineering is integrated among many
STEM disciplines and moreover, that many STEM disciplines incorporate aspects of the engineering
design process into discipline-specific practices. The fact that participants decreased the use of
discipline-specific justifications as sufficient to exclude the scenario from engineering from pre- to
post-test shows that participants may have recognized these cognitive contradictions and thought
through how to resolve the issues [30]. Therefore, secondary science teachers could raise awareness
of engineering careers in their classrooms by incorporating a more integrated, multidisciplinary,
collaborative epistemological perspective of the engineering domain.

Many secondary science preservice teachers have an emerging understanding of the role the
teacher should play in learning, particularly EDP. The responses that fit the teacher role theme used
third-person rather than first-person. On the basis of textural analysis of the responses, the authors
think use of this reasoning indicates an emerging perception of effective teaching in a general sense, not
specific to teaching engineering domain. Because no participant indicated actual classroom teaching
experience, no one drew a response from previous experience. Participants’ teacher role responses may
reflect emerging ideas about the role of the teacher in learning and the impact of student-centered
learning. Secondary science preservice teachers’ concepts of how teachers influence learning may need
authentic experience to fully crystallize.

A novice level of understanding also became apparent by the number of responses that cited an
over-simplified short phrase representing the creating a product/design/model theme as a component
of engineering. This ‘product for a problem’ theme represented the most-often cited reason for
categorizing the activity as engineering and was also the only theme that increased from pre-test
to post-test in every cohort year. Novice knowledge does not entail the rich, multiple connections
with other knowledge domains that is characteristic of expert knowledge [30]. Moreover, novices
are less able to recognize subtle but important patterns and the significance of those patterns [23,30].
By applying an oversimplified, easy-to-remember phrase to many scenarios, participants revealed
their inexperience with nuances and considerations that each scenario brings to bear. It is noteworthy
to add that the science educator might have proliferated this participant response by repeating the
phrase during the science methods coursework.
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During the secondary science methods course discussion of EDP, providing a definition of
engineering, and planning and implementing EDP in SEP, the science educator mentioned that
engineering was a solution to a problem, provided a benefit to society, or was a process leading to
a product realized by creating or building something. Many secondary science preservice teachers
condensed these discussion points down to soundbite-size definitions that varied by cohort year. They
tended to repeat the short phrase definition for almost all of the scenarios offered in the post-test.
Almost all of the phrases dealt with a product, solution, or model. For example, a few phrases were:
“Solving a problem”, “Not creating anything”, “No. No problem, no product”, and “Starts with a
problem, ends with a product”. This style of reasoning most likely accounts for the slight drops in
other components of engineering, namely background research, brainstorming, and communication, and
the increase of defining engineering as creating a product/design/model. As participants internalized a
new definition, in this case classification of the engineering domain, they tended to oversimplify and
overgeneralize [23]. Hence, science educators should take caution and speak explicitly about what
belongs in science and engineering practices.

Although the results represent progress in the sense that secondary science preservice teachers
refined their epistemological knowledge of the EDP domain, opportunities exist for developing
misconceptions. In recognizing that EDP involves creating of a model, product, or solving a
problem, participants may have progressed from novice to “competent beginners” [23] (p. 37).
Yet there is a danger for misconceptions to form. As mentioned previously, researchers in a prior
study identified four misconceptions about engineering: (a) that research methods are defined by
long-term implications or outcomes, (b) that science and engineering is hierarchal, (c) that creativity
is appropriate only in the design/planning phase, and (d) that an engineering process cannot be a
research outcome [24]. Any of those misconceptions could arise from early-career teachers simply
applying the basic short phrase definition when planning future classroom curriculum.

4.1. Limitations

A limitation to this study is that although the results are compared to the themes generated in an
earlier study, the methods of collecting data differed. Researchers in the earlier study collected data by
verbal interview, which provided an opportunity to clarify questions, ask for clarification in responses,
or ask follow-up questions [27]. A limitation of the written questionnaire is the inability to follow-up to
the participants’ responses. On the other hand, participants were free to expand on their reasoning and
in fact, prompted to do so, limited only by how much they chose to write. One advantage of a written
questionnaire is the reduction of interviewer bias and greater participant confidentiality. In this study,
participants completed the questionnaires individually, and did not discuss their answers with their
peers during questionnaire administration, which might have led to more honest answers. Participants
were assured confidentiality to perhaps a greater extent than they would in-person interviews due to
reaction of the interviewer, nonverbal language, prior acquaintance, etc. Participants were also assured
of confidentiality because they generated a four-digit code for the pre- and post-questionnaires. They
did not use their names anywhere other than the separate consent form.

This study was also limited by the learner context. Because all of the participants attended the
same university and moved through the same secondary teacher education program over three years,
the learner context did not appreciably differ by cohort year. While this encouraged reduction of
variables, it also limited generalizability and multiple perspectives. Another limitation is that the
researchers did not ask how many engineering courses participants had taken. It is not a requirement
at the university where the study took place for students pursuing a secondary science education
degree to take engineering courses. Other than the sole engineering major, it is unlikely that any of the
participants had taken courses in engineering content.

This study used a subjectivist lens to describe individuals’ beliefs and perspectives about a
knowledge domain. In light of the modest cohort size (n = 43), no practical significance from year to
year, and qualitative methodology the study is not generalizable to a larger population. The overall
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qualitative research framework using an interpretivist, constructivism theoretical perspective does not
lend itself to quantitative analysis of the yes, no, and maybe questionnaire responses [35]. General
trends were described to find practical significance [35]. Readers might find pragmatic validity to this
study by determining if the results apply to other learners in other contexts.

4.2. Recommendations

From an instructional design vantage point, this study indicates a need for instruction. There
is a clear need for this type of instruction if secondary science preservice teachers are providing
novice-level reasoning as rationale for their answers to the scenario questions [5]. For example, several
participants began with narrowly defined views of discipline areas, such as civil engineering or biology.
Those participants did not view engineering as multidisciplinary endeavor, or, alternatively, that other
disciplines could integrate engineering. Although evidence of this reasoning decreased from pre- to
post-test, it still indicates novice conceptualizations need to be explored in greater detail in early-career
PD or incorporated into redesign of secondary science methods courses.

This study indicates that science educators of secondary science preservice methods courses
should begin instruction from a point of novice student understanding. Standard learner analysis
parameters in instructional design include prior beliefs, knowledge, and experience [5]. With baseline
information provided by this study, namely that instruction does impact beliefs about the EDP
domain, effective instruction may be designed that can assist teachers adopt an innovation of
integrating EDP in the classroom. Additionally, instructional efforts should be directed at preventing
misconceptions, examining each component of EDP, and integrating EDP into SEP as well as with
other STEM disciplines.

Examining each component of EDP should include examining the component of data analysis.
Authentic science projects emphasizing how components of EDP fit together may help further
participant understanding [18]. Secondary science preservice teachers’ perception that data analysis
alone is sufficient for classification as engineering presents an area for further research. Some
researchers have begun to address this issue through expanded lessons focusing on data interpretation
as evidence [22]. There is a need for methods instruction that encourages secondary science preservice
teachers to expand their epistemological knowledge about engineering and the role data analysis plays
as one necessary, but not entirely sufficient, part of EDP.

5. Conclusions

This study contributed to an instructional design needs and learner analysis by describing
perceptions of engineering and teaching engineering among secondary science preservice teachers.
Specifically, the authors described participant perceptions of which engineering components were
required to classify an activity as engineering. As stated earlier, participants can be analyzed by a
description of changing learner characteristics [5]. Although yes, no, or maybe responses did not
appreciably change from pre- to post-test in any year, participants’ reasoning did appreciably change
after methods courses instruction in all three cohort years. This indicates that instruction is an effective
way to shape perceptions and epistemological beliefs about engineering and teaching engineering [5].
Thus, this study supports a need for instruction on an innovation, illustrated in Figure 2—knowledge
can be taught, and perceptions can change, about an innovation.

While it is encouraging to see that cognitive shifts in thinking occurred after instruction
intervention, this study also comes with a warning of the dangers of oversimplification. Participants
gained an emergent understanding of engineering and teaching engineering after methods course
intervention. During instruction, many secondary science preservice teachers absorbed a working
definition of engineering that shortened to some version of a process leading to the creation of a
product or solving a problem. Although these soundbite-size definitions helped many to conceptualize
engineering in a more holistic way, opportunities exist for misconceptions to arise following a
too-narrow definition. Caution should be taken to ensure that the opportunity to acquire these
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misconceptions is minimized. Recommendations for designers of secondary science methods courses
and early-career PD include providing opportunities for teachers to refine their perceptions and deepen
their understanding about engineering and teaching engineering. Ways this may be addressed include
examining the role of data analysis in SEP and exploring how EDP may be integrated with other
STEM disciplines.
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Abstract: Although environmental radioactivity is all around us, the collective public imagination
often associates a negative feeling to this natural phenomenon. To increase the familiarity with
this phenomenon we have designed, implemented, and tested an interdisciplinary educational
activity for pre-collegiate students in which nuclear engineering and computer science are ancillary
to the comprehension of basic physics concepts. Teaching and training experiences are performed
by using a 4” × 4” NaI(Tl) detector for in-situ and laboratory γ-ray spectroscopy measurements.
Students are asked to directly assemble the experimental setup and to manage the data-taking
with a dedicated Android app, which exploits a client-server system that is based on the Bluetooth
communication protocol. The acquired γ-ray spectra and the experimental results are analyzed using
a multiple-platform software environment and they are finally shared on an open access Web-GIS
service. These all-round activities combining theoretical background, hands-on setup operations, data
analysis, and critical synthesis of the results were demonstrated to be effective in increasing students’
awareness in quantitatively investigating environmental radioactivity. Supporting information to the
basic physics concepts provided in this article can be found at http://www.fe.infn.it/radioactivity/
educational.

Keywords: physics education; laboratory activity; environmental radioactivity; nuclear engineering
experiment; Web-GIS platform; scintillator detector; Android app; in-situ measurements; computer
science application; γ-ray spectroscopy

1. Introduction

In the last decade, various educational approaches have been developed by different scientists
and teachers with the aim of giving a clear picture about radiation issues [1,2]. In the public domain,
radioactivity can evoke negative feelings that are associated to nuclear accidents or radioactive waste
management or diseases [3,4]. In this perspective, one of the missions of traditional radiation physics
lectures is to make students aware that radiation from the ground and from the sky is all around us,
with much of it passing through us constantly and that even food and our bodies are radioactive, to
a degree. In this paper, we present two educational activities for pre-collegiate students, which adopt
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a mixed method that is based on applying nuclear engineering concepts and computer science tools to
explore in-situ environmental radioactivity.

The two teaching and training activities are addressed to a group of 5–8 students and they are
conceived as 4-h hands-on experiments (Table 1) involving the use of multiplatform software (Android,
Windows) for the gamma spectra acquisition and analysis and for ad-hoc Web-GIS applications. A 4”
× 4” thallium-activated sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)) scintillation detector, a relatively accessible and
affordable instrument is employed in both experiments. Its high detection efficiency and the fact that it
works at room temperature given the possibility of performing quick and reliable measurements in
different experimental conditions, as typically requested in the case of educational experiences [5–7].
The experimental setup also consists of wireless dedicated nuclear electronics for the digitization of
the signal, which integrates data storage as well as a data-taking programming capability in terms of
main experimental parameters (acquisition time, operating voltage, etc.).

The indoor experiment is designed as a propaedeutic experience for the comprehension of the
nature of gamma photons and of the main features characterizing a gamma-ray spectrum acquired with
a scintillation detector. The outdoor experiment is structured in multiple in-situ measurements over
different ground coverage types. This activity is intended to familiarize the students with the range
of radioactivity levels that are present in the environment and to aid their critical understanding
of the measurement of spatial resolution and of the spatial distribution of radioactivity in the
investigated area.

Table 1. The supplies (equipment and software) used for the two experiments carried out during
the educational activities, together with the corresponding educational aims. In both cases,
the measurements are performed with a 4” × 4” thallium-activated sodium iodide (NaI(Tl)) detector
and a MultiChannel Analyzer (MCA) γstream by CAEN.

Equipment and Software Educational Aims

Indoor experiment

• 4” × 4” NaI(Tl) detector with
MultiChannel Analyzer
(MCA) γstream by CAEN

• Tablet or smartphone
• GammaTOUCH app
• Lead slabs
• Point-like radioactive source

(137Cs)
• Aluminum layers

• Assembling an experimental setup
critically understanding the
functioning of the components and the
operation mode

• Learning how to interpret a γ-ray
spectrum acquired with
a scintillation detector

• Using an ad hoc Android app for
gamma spectra analysis

• Understanding of the high penetration
capacity of gamma photons

• Determination of linear attenuation
coefficients of gamma radiation

Outdoor experiment

• 4” × 4” NaI(Tl) detector with
MultiChannel Analyzer
(MCA) γstream by CAEN

• Tablet or smartphone
• GammaTOUCH app
• Google Maps
• Google Earth

• Learning how to design and perform
in-situ γ-ray
spectrometry measurements

• Exploiting the potentialities of
a client-server system based on
a Bluetooth communication protocol

• Critical understanding of all
unplanned factors making an in-situ
γ-ray survey a complex issue

• Adopting an open access Web-GIS
platform to share and visualize the
results through an interactive GUI
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This educational path was tested preliminarily, involving pre-collegiate students and teachers
of Italian high schools and improved in the framework of the Maymester “Concepts in Nuclear and
Radiation Engineering” developed from an international cooperation between the University of Ferrara
(Italy) and the Cockrell School of Engineering at the University of Texas at Austin (USA).

2. Theoretical Background

Radioactivity is a physical phenomenon occurring when an unstable nucleus undergoes
a transition from one energy state to another and it is typically measured in becquerels, corresponding
to one decay per second. Natural or artificial radiation sources can be found everywhere, starting
from the first moments of life of our universe. Natural sources include the cosmogenic radionuclides,
which are related to the interaction between cosmic rays and nuclei of atoms in the atmosphere, and
the so-called primordial radionuclides existing since the Earth formed and that have not completely
decayed due to their long half-life (~109 yr and longer). The most common isotopes in the Earth
responsible for the so called terrestrial radiation are 238U, 232Th, and 40K, together with their multiple
daughter products. Although 235U is also present, it is not considered as its isotopic abundance is
0.72%, to be compared with the 99.28% isotopic abundance of 238U. It is estimated that 80% of the
average annual dose for the world’s population comes from natural background radiation [8].

While 40K undergoes one single decay, 238U and 232Th produce decay chains that comprise α, β,
and/or γ decays. The γ decays, in contrast to α and β, do not change the atomic number of the nuclei:
they occur when a nucleus in an excited state, which is often produced by a previous decay (typically
alpha or beta), emits a photon, called a γ ray, in order to reach a more stable configuration [9]. γ rays
have the same physical nature as visible light but belong to a region of the electromagnetic spectrum
characterized by higher frequencies (i.e., higher energies, tens to thousands of keV): as a consequence,
they are invisible to our eyes and a detector is needed in order to reveal them.

Uranium-238 has a half-life of 4.47 × 109 years and its decay chain comprises 18 unstable isotopes
among which the main gamma emitters are 234mPa, 214Pb, and 214Bi. 232Th has a half-life of 1.41 ×
1010 years, its decay chain includes 12 unstable isotopes, among which the main gamma emitters are
228Ac, 212Pb, 212Bi, and 208Tl. Here, we measure 214Bi and 208Tl by monitoring gamma lines having
an energy of 1764 keV and 2614 keV, respectively. In particular, the 2614 keV gamma emission from
208Tl corresponds to the endpoint of the terrestrial γ-ray spectrum that is associated with the 232Th
decay chain. Argon-40, the daughter of 40K decays, produces a gamma signal at 1460 keV, which is
usually a distinctive feature of the environmental gamma spectrum.

A photon can interact with matter mainly via three processes: the photoelectric effect, the Compton
scattering, and the pair production-annihilation [10]. Through these phenomena, the energy of the
γ rays is deposited in a given material in the form of kinetic energy of electrons. The photoelectric
effect is predominant for low energies and it arises from the absorption of a photon by an atom and the
ejection of an electron from one of the atomic bound shells. Compton scattering is the main interaction
mechanism of terrestrial gamma photons, as it dominates at intermediate energies (~1 MeV). It is the
process by which a photon scatters from a nearly free atomic electron, resulting in a less energetic
photon and a scattered electron carrying the energy lost by the photon. The energy that is gathered by
the scattered electron (and finally deposited in the detector) is a continuous function of the scattering
angle and it is what gives rise in a measured spectrum to the Compton continuum (Figure 1b).
The maximum energy transferable to the electron in a single collision is obtained for backscattered
photon and it is at the origin of the formation of the so called Compton edge (Figure 1b). The pair
production process corresponds to the conversion of a γ ray into an electron-positron pair and it occurs
only if the gamma has a minimum energy equal to the mass of the particle pair (2 mec2 = 1022 keV).

If one considers a gamma beam propagating in matter in the direction x and if N0 corresponds to
the initial number of gammas, due to the interplay of the three attenuating processes described before,
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the beam loses a number of photons ΔN. The relative photon loss ΔN/N is proportional to the covered
distance Δx:

ΔN
N

= −μmassρΔx, (1)

with μmass in cm2/g being the mass attenuation coefficient of the traversed material [11]. Figure 1a
shows the overall μmass for aluminum as a function of the gamma energy, together with the relative
contributions of the three interaction mechanisms. The linear attenuation coefficient μ represents the
inverse of the distance at which the number of photons is reduced by a factor 1/e, as can be inferred by
the following equation [12]:

N = N0e−μx, (2)

where μ in cm−1 is obtained by multiplying μmass times the material density ρ in g/cm3. In order
to experimentally test this theory, a monoenergetic photon beam can be produced by surrounding
a point-like radioactive source that is characterized by a single gamma emission with a lead box having
a small hole on one side, which is meant to produce a collimating effect.

The experiments are performed by using a 4” × 4” (NaI(Tl)) detector that can acquire a γ-ray
spectrum (see Section 3), i.e., a histogram of events classified according to the energy deposited inside
the detector itself. A typical feature that can be observed in a γ-ray spectrum is the so-called photopeak,
which is populated by those events in which a gamma photon, having energy that is equal to the
one of the decay, impinges on the scintillator depositing its full energy in the active detector volume
(Figure 1b).

Figure 1. (a) Mass attenuation coefficient (μmass) for aluminum as function of the photon energy
(source: https://physics.nist.gov): the three contributions due to the photoelectric, Compton and
pair production interactions are separately displayed. (b) Example of a gamma spectrum acquired by
juxtaposing a 137Cs point-like source to a non-shielded NaI(Tl) detector in which the photopeak shape
centered at 661.7 keV is clearly visible, together with the lower energy Compton continuum and the
structure of the Compton edge.

Equation (2) is the key for understanding the lateral horizon of in-situ γ-ray spectroscopy.
The horizontal field of view of a γ-ray detector expresses the relative contribution to the total signal
that is produced within a given radial distance from the detector vertical axis. The lateral horizon
depends on the height of the detector: for instance, a spectrometer that was placed at ground level
receives 90% of the signal from a radius of ~0.5 m (Figure 2); at a height of 0.5 m, 90% of the signal
come from a radius of ~8 m (Figure 2 of [11]).

Supporting information to the basic concepts that are provided in this section can be found at
http://www.fe.infn.it/radioactivity/educational, a website designed for teachers and students who
want to deal with the topic of environmental gamma radioactivity using the didactic approach that is
described in this paper.
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Figure 2. (a) Cumulative percentage contribution to the 1460 keV (40K) unscattered γ signal as
function of the radial distance from the vertical symmetry axis of the detector placed at 5 cm above the
ground, assuming a homogeneous radioactive content of the soil. (b) A student performing an in-situ
measurement with the backpack placed on the ground.

3. Indoor Experiment

The indoor experiment functions as preparatory training for the outdoor experiment depicted
in Section 4. By assembling an experimental setup in the laboratory, students learn about the mode of
operation of a detector during an environmental γ-ray spectroscopy measurement. Using an ad-hoc
Android app, the students learn to handle the measurements and visualize the acquired spectra.
Finally, by retrieving the counting statistics information, students are able to determine the linear
attenuation coefficient of a given material [13]. This educational experience has the aim of enhancing
the knowledge about radioactivity in terms of both natural and artificial sources as well as making
the students gain experience of the high level of penetration of γ-rays in matter, which makes γ-ray
spectroscopy an effective in-situ monitoring technique.

The experimental setup consists in a 4” × 4” NaI(Tl) detector, a PhotoMultiplier Tube (PMT) and
a digital MultiChannel Analyzer (MCA, γstream by CAEN) (Figure 3).

 

Figure 3. Experimental setup for the indoor experiment: on the left the tablet showing the graphical
interface of the GammaTOUCH app during the acquisition, on the right the 4” × 4” NaI(Tl) detector
and the lead box.
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During an acquisition, the detector produces an amount of scintillation light proportional to
the energy that is deposited in the NaI(Tl) crystal by the incident γ-ray. By coupling the NaI(Tl)
to a PMT, scintillation light is converted to an amplified electric pulse that is proportional to the
gamma energy. This signal is in turn digitized by a MCA, allowing for one to obtain recorded events
classified according to the deposited energy and therefore to populate an energy spectrum. Since the
NaI(Tl) crystals are characterized by a relatively high scintillation efficiency, the detector is usually
able to collect sufficient statistics in a short time, also yielding an energy resolution of a level to enable
radionuclide identification. The γstream can be operated via the Android app GammaTOUCH, which
uses the Bluetooth communication protocol: this app allows the user to set the operating voltage,
specify the acquisition time, and start the measurement. The measurements of this experiment are
performed while using a collimated point-like 137Cs source that emits monochromatic gamma photons
at 662 keV.

3.1. Energy Calibration of the Gamma Spectrum

In the first part of the experiment, students start an acquisition, setting the γstream operating
voltage to 850 V and the acquisition time to 800 s. The graphic interface of the GammaTOUCH
app continuously updates the histogram shape by showing the cumulative number of events over
time. This preliminary step helps the students to identify the main photopeaks and to distinguish
them from local fluctuations, as well as to start decrypting the information that was encoded in the
different energy ranges. When the acquisition ends, the spectrum is saved in an ASCII file that lists, in
a single column, the number of events for each channel and that can be opened and manipulated in
an Excel spreadsheet.

A dedicated Android app performs the energy calibration of the spectrum (Figure 4), which
converts the acquisition channels into energy deposited inside the detector according to the following
equation:

E = m·ch + q, (3)

where E is the energy in keV corresponding to the channel ch, m is the gain in keV/ch (i.e., the width
of a single acquisition channel), and q is the intercept in keV, corresponding to the energy of the first
channel (Figure 4b).

The energy calibration procedure is based on the reconstruction of the Gaussian shapes of the 40K
and 208Tl photopeaks corresponding, respectively, to the 1460 keV and 2614 keV gamma emissions.
Knowing the energies of the gamma emission and the channels corresponding to the Gaussian means,
the slope, and intercept of the linear relation given by (3) are calculated, as shown in the app graphical
user interface (Figure 4a) and subsequently used by the students to integrate the counts of measured
spectra in the energy windows of interest (Figure 5).
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Figure 4. (a) Screenshot of the output of the Android app performing the energy calibration of the
gamma spectrum: m and q represent respectively the slope and the intercept of the linear function
determined on the base of the Gaussian reconstruction of the 40K and 208Tl photopeaks at 1460 keV
and 2614 keV (b).

The integrated number of occurrences N for each of the four energy windows of interest [14]
(Figure 5) is obtained by summing the number of counts Ni recorded in all of the energy channels
belonging to the specific window. The count rate n is then directly calculated by normalizing for the
acquisition time T as n = N

T . At the end of this procedure, the students measured the count rate in the
137Cs photopeak energy window in the absence of any 137Cs source. This measurement represents the
environmental background acquisition determining the background count rate nCs-bkg.

Figure 5. A γ-ray spectrum acquired in laboratory with a 4” × 4” NaI(Tl) detector in presence of
a 137Cs point-like source for an acquisition time of 360 s. The most prominent photopeaks of 137Cs, 40K,
214Bi (238U daughter) and 208Tl (232Th daughter) are highlighted, together with the energy windows of
interest in keV used for the count rate integration.
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3.2. Linear Attenuation Coefficient Derivation

The goal of the second part of the experiment is to derive the linear attenuation coefficient of
aluminum by using the 137Cs point-like source and 16 aluminum layers, each one having a thickness
of 2.9 mm. The source is located inside a lead shielding box at a distance of 46.4 mm from the crystal
bottom, which corresponds to the full thickness of all the aluminum attenuating layers (Figure 6a).
The lead box has a 0.5 cm diameter hole, which allows the collimation of the gamma radiation in
order to reproduce the mono-directional boundary condition described in Section 2 (see Equations (1)
and (2)).

 

Figure 6. (a) A scheme of the different experimental configuration designed for the determination
of the aluminum linear attenuation coefficient μ. The students perform consecutive acquisitions by
adding two aluminum layers each time, until the space between the detector and the 137Cs point-like
source is completely filled. (b) The green points represent the experimental values of the ratio n

n0
where

n0 and n are, respectively, the net count rates recorded in the 137Cs photopeak in the absence and in
the presence of aluminum attenuating layers of given thickness. The blue curve is the exponential fit
function from which the experimental μ of aluminum (0.184 cm−1) is retrieved.

Once the experimental setup is ready, the first 360 s acquisition is started in the absence of any
attenuating layer. Then, the eight successive 360 s acquisitions are performed by adding each time two
aluminum layers. Finally in the last measurement, the space between the detector and the source is
completely filled (Figure 6a).

The net count rate in the 137Cs photopeak n is obtained by subtracting to the total count rate ntotal,
measured in presence of a given aluminum thickness, the background count rate nCs-bkg, measured
during the environmental background acquisition in the first part of the experiment. The net count rate
that was measured in the absence of any attenuating material n0 is used as the normalization factor for
each measurement performed in the presence of aluminum layers. Indeed, for each configuration, the
ratio n

n0
is plotted versus the layer thickness (Figure 6b). The Excel fitting tool is employed in order to

reconstruct the exponential trend of the ratio n
n0

as a function of the total thickness of aluminum layers,
retrieving the value of the aluminum linear attenuation coefficient μ (as in Equation (2)).

The obtained result (0.184 cm−1) is converted into a mass attenuation coefficient
μmass = 0.0681 cm2/g by dividing for the 2.70 g/cm3 aluminum density. The students compare
the result that is obtained with the reference value of 0.0747 cm2/g taken from the National Institute of
Standards and Technology (NIST) database (https://physics.nist.gov). The students are stimulated
to critically discuss the result, trying to justify the differences between the experimental and the
reference value, due, for instance, to the presence of the stainless steel crystal housing or to the
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imperfect collimating effect of the hole in the lead shielding box. By checking the μmass value on the
NIST database the students can appreciate from a numerical and graphical point of view its energy
dependence and discuss the dominating interactions in different energy ranges.

Finally, the students are asked to make a further comparison between the experimental μ of
aluminum and the NIST database value of μ for air (9.52 × 10−5 cm−1). The discussion raised from this
further comparison is functional in making the students master, through a joint and interdisciplinary
approach, the concepts of the highly penetrating nature of the gamma radiation and of the dependence
of the linear attenuation coefficient on the type of attenuating material.

4. Outdoor Experiment

The outdoor experiment is dedicated to the design and the realization of in-situ γ-ray spectrometry
measurements during which the potentialities of a client-server system are exploited. This hand-on
experiment lets the students familiarize themselves with the factors affecting the different levels of
terrestrial gamma radiation in the environment. Unlike a laboratory experience, in the outside
environment, it is impossible to manage all of the parameters characterizing the experimental
conditions. In the specific case of in-situ γ-ray spectroscopy, there are many variables that could
interfere with the measurement, such as the presence of vegetation or buildings and the morphology
of the area affecting the field of view of the spectrometer (Figure 2a) [15,16]. In addition, soil humidity
has an attenuating effect on gamma radiation and sources having weak intensities need longer
acquisition times. In order to compensate for these potential nuisances, a well-designed measurement
procedure could help in minimizing the effects of outdoor factors. In this sense, students are stimulated
to carefully adhere to the acquisition procedure, which comprises taking notes of all the relevant
experimental conditions, especially in terms of their potential impact on the experimental outcomes.
Finally, the results of the measurements are translated in a thematic map that can be visualized and
then shared, together with the input data, on an open access Web-GIS platform via an interactive GUI.

The same detector (4” × 4” NaI(Tl)) described for the indoor experiment is employed for the
outdoor survey, just arranged inside a backpack for portability. As the protagonists of the Ghostbusters
movie, the students wear a backpack that makes them able to capture γ-ray spectra, which, like ghosts,
are invisible to the eye. In outdoor campaigns, the potential of the instrument is fully exploited, as
performing the measurement with just the use of an Android tablet simplifies and quickens the data
taking operations.

4.1. In-Situ Gamma-Ray Survey

The in-situ survey is planned keeping in mind the spatial resolution of the desired information.
The adopted strategy consists in choosing the sampling points in order to cover the surveyed area
comprehensively for the different types of ground coverage, like asphalt, grass, or brick (Figure 7).
A map of the measurement points located in and around the area is previously loaded in the Google
Maps app of a smartphone. For each measurement point, the students perform a 180 s acquisition,
take a picture of the area surrounding the detector, and compile the measurement sheet with GPS
coordinates, type of ground coverage, and the measurement ID provided by the GammaTOUCH
app. Knowing the detector field of view (Figure 2a), the students place the backpack at a sufficient
distance from vertical structures (e.g., walls, trees) and avoiding standing close to the instrument
during the acquisition. In this way, both the attenuation and the radiation emission effects of their
bodies are minimized. During the data acquisition, the students are encouraged to make questions
and assumptions, i.e., about the effects that a change in atmospheric conditions or soil humidity or
about the type of ground coverage that would be the most or least abundant in natural radioactivity
and to explain why, in order to support their views.
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Figure 7. (a) Planned measurement points (red dots) reported in the Google Maps app; (b) Simplified
map of the campus and the superimposed measurement points (black dots). The background colors
indicate different types of ground coverage.

4.2. From Counts to Radioelements Concentrations

After the survey, the experimental results are organized in an Excel file, together with the
information that is related to the data taking conditions. The Android app that is described in Section 4
is used for the energy calibration of the gamma spectra and for retrieving the total counts in the 40K,
214Bi, and 208Tl energy windows of interest (Figure 5) applying the Window Analysis Method [14].
The K, U, and Th concentrations (C) are determined by essentially applying the expression:

C =
N
S

, (4)

where N is the net count rate in the photopeak associated to the investigated element and S is the
sensitivity coefficient determined from the calibration measurements on the ground at natural sites [17].

The total specific activity A, measured in becquerel per kilogram (Bq/kg) due to the terrestrial
radionuclides radiation is then determined as [14]:

A = 313·CK + 12.35·CU + 4.06·CTh, (5)

where CK is the potassium concentration in 10−2 g/g and CU and CTh are the uranium and thorium
concentration in μg/g. More details about the analysis method as well as on the conversion from mass
abundance to specific activity are provided in http://www.fe.infn.it/radioactivity/educational.

The results of the in-situ γ-ray measurements that were performed during the 2017 Maymester
“Concepts in Nuclear and Radiation Engineering” are reported in Table 2 in terms of K, U,
and Th concentrations.
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Table 2. Mean and standard deviation of the K, U, and Th concentrations that were obtained from
the in-situ γ-ray measurements distinguished according to the different ground coverage types.
The measurements were performed during the 2017 Maymester.

Ground Coverage
Number of

Measurements
K [10−2 g/g] U [μg/g] Th [μg/g]

Brick 7 0.82 ± 0.19 1.8 ± 0.5 4.1 ± 1.0
Grass 28 2.08 ± 0.32 1.7 ± 0.4 9.5 ± 1.8

Asphalt 7 1.20 ± 0.10 1.9 ± 0.4 5.1 ± 0.7

Adopting a Web-GIS platform, a kml file, a Google Earth supported format that is suitable for open
access on-line publication, is created. The kml file reports the measurement points, each one assigned
with the corresponding total specific activity and a picture of the acquisition location (Figure 8a).
By easily inspecting the data reported in the kml file, the students are able to discuss the results,
understand how radioactivity is spatially distributed, and how it relates to the ground coverage type.

4.3. From Measurements to Map

The measurements performed during the outdoor experiment are used to create the map of the
natural radioactivity expressed in total specific activity in Bq/kg of the investigated area and a kml
file for open access on-line publication (Figure 8b). The data spatialization is performed by adopting
a multivariate geostatistical interpolator, the Collocated CoKriging [18] (CCoK). The CCoK is applied
in order to predict the total specific activity, the under-sampled primary variable, using as constraint
a secondary variable known in each location, i.e., the type of ground coverage. A continuous grid
is created for the investigated area and a pseudo-random value is assigned to each type of coverage
in order to obtain a normal distribution. The radiometric measurements are spatially conjoined to
the coverage grid and a multivariate point dataset is obtained. The CCoK interpolation models
are obtained by calculating experimental semi-variograms and experimental cross-semivariograms.
Finally, the spatial interpolation is performed using a homogenous grid with a 10 m resolution.
The students are encouraged to take under consideration the spatial resolution and distribution of
γ-ray spectroscopy measurements.

The map of the natural radioactivity of the area investigated during the Maymester can be
downloaded at http://www.fe.infn.it/radioactivity/educational (Mapping section), together with the
kml files.
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Figure 8. (a) Web-GIS tool for visualizing the measurement points (triangles) of natural radioactivity
in the area investigated during the Maymester. By clicking on them a box containing the information
gathered by the students shows up. (b) Map of the total specific activity in Bq/kg obtained from the
spatial interpolation of the 42 in-situ γ-ray measurements.

5. Conclusions

The presented educational activities addressed to pre-collegiate students provide a successful
example of the effectiveness of a mixed approach based on the use of engineering and computer
science tools for conveying basic physics concepts that are related to the environmental radioactivity
in-situ measurement. By reproducing these practical lectures, teachers are able to provide by means
of a coherent multidisciplinary approach a method that is focused on a problem-solving attitude
and consisting in analysis design, critical thinking, communication, and teamwork. The hands-on
experiments are an opportunity for pre-collegiate students to break out of the traditional learning
approach and to concretely tackle the challenges that a professional engineer could face.

By carrying out the indoor and the outdoor experiments, the students learnt how to perform
a γ-ray spectroscopy measurement from the point of view of both hardware assembling and of
software data taking and analysis. The gamma radiometric acquisition was discussed in all the relevant
aspects, from the interpretation of the distinct features of the spectrum to the critical inspection of the
experimental conditions that can potentially affect the outcome of the measurements. In the elaboration
of the experimental data, the students are asked to work collaboratively in teams in order to extract
from the acquired spectra quantitative information on the attenuating properties of a given material or
to assess the radioactive content of different types of ground coverage.

During the indoor experiment, the students gather propaedeutic knowledge that is related to
the interpretation of a γ-ray spectrum by identifying the distinct spectral features of the Compton
continuum and of the photopeaks. Furthermore, the students quantitatively assess the high penetration
nature of gamma radiation by estimating the linear attenuation coefficient of aluminum and by
comparing it with the reference value and with that of air.
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A total of 42 outdoor measurements were performed on brick, grass, and asphalt by using
an Android app both for the managing of the experimental set up and for the retrieving of the net
count rates in the natural radionuclide main photopeaks. The results that were obtained during
the outdoor experiment in terms of total activity originating from K, U, and Th are visualized and
published by means of a Google Earth kml file on an open access platform and they are synthetized in
the natural radioactivity map of the investigated area.

Finally, the course assessment questionnaires were demonstrated to be an excellent source
of feedback from the students regarding the educational content of the activities as well as the
teaching methodologies.
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